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Abstract
It is seen in some natural biological situations, th a t a living organism requiring a change 
in its location and orientation is able to do so by executing a sequence of internally con­
trolled motions. These motions cause a resultant location change due to the conservation of 
momentum.
The first half of this study investigates various entities which have control of an internal
configuration which when changed result in a change in external configuration; the 2-D diver,
the falling cat, the astronaut and the falling gecko. The relationship between changes in the
base space (internal configuration) and the location group (resultant external configuration)
can be represented as a momentum-preserving connection on a principal fibre bundle.
The second half of this study investigates the possibility of adapting a numerical panel 
method, used to  model flow past an aircraft aerofoil, to the notion of a deformable 2 - 
dimensional body submerged in an ideal, irrotational, quiescent fluid. The m ethod is de­
signed to  model the movement of an amoeboid swimmer, such as the unicellular Synechocco- 
cus genus, through a quiescent fluid. It is shown th a t the amoeba, which changes its surface 
shape, experiences a change in location within the fluid, including rotational and transla­
tional changes, due to  the conservation of linear and angular momentum. We present a 
model for unicellular fluid transport using the connection associated with a panelled-surface 
approximation of the body. It is found th a t the model proposed was a reasonable, low- 
error, representation when compared with an analytical model for a particular type of small 
deformation. The model also caters for a wider range of deformations and extension to  a 
higher-dimensional base space.
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1 Introduction
There are various entities in nature which are observed to obtain a change in external ori­
entation by executing a continuous change to some internal configuration. These include 
springboard divers, falling cats or geckos and free-floating astronauts. Certain microorgan­
isms can obtain changes in location and orientation by executing various deformations to its 
surface. In each of these cases, the mechanics can be described on a trivial principle fibre 
bundle where a mechanical connection describes the relationship between the internal and 
external changes based on the conservation of momentum. The main contributions of this 
thesis are to introduce the theory behind the falling gecko which compliments previously seen 
experimental observations, and to investigate the mechanical connection which determines 
the resulting location and orientation changes from any surface deformation of an amoeboid 
swimmer by approximating any surface shape with a number of straight-edge panels.
The question of whether springboard divers violate angular momentum conservation laws 
has perplexed physicists and diving coaches for some time, [8 ]. The answer is in fact they do 
not. In chapter 2, we show th a t a diver can make a controlled alteration to the angle between 
his torso and his legs which initiates a change in the orientation about his somersaulting axis, 
i.e the axis which runs from the diver’s left to the diver’s right side. This resulting orientation 
is a consequence of conservation of zero angular momentum. These features have also been 
observed in the falling cat [13] and the free-floating astronaut [15].
It is well-known th a t the cat which begins to fall from an upside-down position can perform 
a 180° turn, whilst in the air, in order to land on its feet by the time it reaches the ground. 
This manoeuvre, explained by Kane and Scher in [13], is achieved by the cat bending at its 
mid-section. The cat begins with its spine bent forward and upon release it bends to one 
side, then backwards, then to the other side and forwards again, which results in a change
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in its inertial orientation. Although unknowingly, the cat only stops this manoeuvre once 
the required orientation is reached. In chapter 3, we review the mechanics of the falling cat 
and show that the direction of orientation change is opposite to the direction of twist. This 
is also a direct consequence of the conservation of angular momentum, which is maintained 
at zero throughout.
In the case of the free-floating astronaut, the absence of gravity allows the astronaut to
perform any manoeuvres which result in any desired orientation. Any 3-dimensional rotation 
can be achieved from 3 successive rotations around 2 body axes. In [15], Kane and Scher 
studied rotations around the astronau t’s pitch and yaw axes. The pitch axis runs from the 
astronau t’s left to his or her right side and the yaw axis runs from top to bottom  parallel to 
the astronau t’s spine. Rotation around the pitch axis is obtained by circling the arms in a 
symmetric conic motion where the arms are held out to the side of the astronaut. Rotation 
around the yaw axis is obtained by allowing the arms or legs to perform an anti-symmetric 
cyclic motion where this time the arms or legs are directed towards the astronau t’s feet. The 
choice of limb, the size of the motions, holding weights and bent legs are factors which affect 
the extent to which pitch and yaw motion are obtained, and in all cases angular momentum 
is maintained at zero. In chapter 4, we review the mechanics of the free-floating astronaut 
and clarify the relationship between the controlled and consequential motions for both pitch 
and yaw motion.
During the investigational experiments described in [35], Full et al. observed th a t a gecko 
falling from an upside-down position is able to right itself, much like the cat, but by flicking its 
tail around at right-angles to its body. Again, the direction of orientation change is opposite 
to the direction in which the tail rotates indicating tha t the conservation of momentum is 
exploited, knowingly or not, in order for the gecko to achieve the desired landing position.
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Chapter 5 gives a first introduction to the theory behind the mechanics of the falling gecko 
and show th a t it compliments the observations seen in the experiments of [35].
For each of these entities, the manoeuvres are performed whilst conserving zero angu­
lar momentum, which can be shown from first principles or alternatively in terms of its 
differential geometry. In each case there is a control space; the space of all internal con­
figurations which the entity has control of, and a location space; the space of all resulting 
external configurations which the entity does not control. In chapter 6 , we show th a t the 
combined configuration space can be represented as a trivial principal fibre bundle, i.e. a 
copy of the location space, also known as a fibre, at each point of the control space [17]. A 
path  in the control space represents a continuous change in the entity’s controlled internal 
configuration. This path  can be mapped to a path  on the fibre bundle where the point on 
the fibre above each point in the control space describes the current state of the en tity’s 
external uncontrolled orientation. Hence, the path  on the fibre bundle describes the entire 
configuration of the entity; both internal and external. The differential geometry on the 
bundle allows us to find a connection th a t defines a relationship between a path  in control 
space and the corresponding path  on the bundle. For a closed loop in the control space, 
i.e. when the entity returns to its original configuration in a non-reciprocated fashion, the 
path  on the bundle begins and ends on the same fibre, generally at different points. The 
change in the external configuration is known as the geometric phase. Also in chapter 6 , we 
explore the definition of a connection; in particluar, the mechanical connection associated 
with momentum-conserving motion.
In [18], J. Koiller et al. introduce various ‘swimming’ mechanisms for which microor­
ganisms traverse through comparatively viscous fluids in search of food supplies. Purcell 
gives a more detailed explanation of these mechanisms in [29] and introduces the notion
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of reciprocal motion; at low Reynold’s number, a microorganism which changes back to an
original shape by reversing a sequence of motions will always return to its original position 
in the surrounding fluid. The microorganism is able to change its shape with controlled 
deformations to its surface using internal compression waves. Like all the entities mentioned 
so far, the motion of the microorganism which deforms its surface to traverse through a fluid, 
can also be represented as motion on a fibre bundle and the connection which describes the 
motion due to conserved zero angular momentum can be found. In chapter 7, we review 
an analytical model of a particular deformation of a microorganism surrounded by an ideal, 
irrotational, quiescent fluid in 2 dimensions as studied by Mason and Burdick in [26]. Due to 
the computational expense, the type of deformation is limited to small surface deformations 
on 3 Fourier nodes which allow for a resulting translational and rotational motion in the 
fluid. However, since the microorganism has freedom to change into whatever shape it likes, 
in practice, the base space is infinite-dimensional.
In [16], various numerical methods used to model various aspects of aerodynamics vital 
to the science of aircraft lift are outlined. In [6 ], Chow details a numerical panel method 
used to model airflow past an aerofoil. In the final chapter of this thesis, we introduce a 
time-dependent adaptation of this model to deal with deformable bodies in 2 dimensions 
which incorporates the momentum-conserved change in the location group. We outline the 
problem of ‘spiking’, caused when the tangents of 2 neighbouring control points on the 
swimmer’s surface become too similar. A M atlab program designed to model the movement 
of the swimmer is given which incorporates an adaptive meshing procedure to counteract 
‘spiking’ should it arise at any time or location in the model. By treating the panels as 
singularities of the flow and stipulating th a t the fluid velocity at control points be equal to 
the panel velocity, we have an alternative model for the presence of deformable bodies in
13
an ideal, irrotational, quiescent fluid. Setting momentum to 0 again allows us to flnd the 
connection between the movement of control points and the location of the panels within 
the fluid. We show th a t the error between the deformable panel method and the analytical 
case is small and shows th a t this numerical method is a reasonable model for the swimmer. 
However, unlike the analytical case, we can take our control points wherever we wish and 
so we provide a model which addresses the issue of restrictive deformation choice seen in 
chapter 7.
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2 The 2-D Coupled Rigid B ody Diver
In this chapter, we utilise the model presented in [9] for a 2-dimensional diver and hnd the 
Lagrangian of the system, and hence the angular momentum, from first principles. The 
expression for angular momentum agrees tha t given by Frohlich in [9]. Assuming tha t the 
diver has zero angular momentum throughout a dive we can obtain an equation which 
determines the controlled change in the diver’s torso-legs angle and the resulting change in 
the orientation around the somersaulting axis (left to right axis). We assume th a t the diver 
experiences no other external forces.
The diver is modelled as 2 rigid bodies connected by a hinge; Body 1 for the torso and Body 
2 for the legs, as seen in Figure 2.1. Let Body f have mass Let Q be the centre of mass
of Body i and let h its position relative to the hinge. Let A describe the anti-clockwise angle 
between b and the vertical and 6  describe the anti-clockwise angle between b  and C- There 
is an inertial origin O, which is not located at the hinge. The diver has control of 0 only 
and we wish to investigate the change in 6*i, as a result of a change in 9, when the diver is 
experiencing no external torque.
The initial configuration of the diver is given by 1° = for z =  1,2, as shown in Fig
2.2, where d =  ||b ||, i.e. the diver is assumed to start in a folded-in-half position.
Let Xi be a point in Body i with respect to which has inertial coordinates x^. Then
Xi =  B(A)Xi +  Ti, (2.1)
where B(^i) is given by
 ^cos(^i) — sin(^J
y sin(6'^) cos(^i) y
15
Body 1
X
Body 2
Hinge
Figure 2.1: Model of the 2-dimensional diver.
Hinge
Body 1
Body 2
Figure 2.2: Initial configuration of diver.
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and ri points from O to q , as shown in Figure 2.3. 
O
Body i
Figure 2.3; Inertial position of vector X j in Body i.
The kinetic energy of Body i is given by
'Body i
(2 .2)
where pi is the density function on Body i and Xj is a point in Body i measured from the 
centre of mass of Body i. Using equation (2.1), x% =  R ( 6 i)'Ki +  and so
(2.3)
=  (^R{0i)Xi, A (g.)X i) +  2 (^R(0i)Xi, n )  +  (n , r,)
=  t r  (^R{0,)XiXf R { 0 i f )  + 2 (^R{0i)Xi, h )  +  (n , h ) ,
where tr(-) indicates m atrix trace. Substituting (2.3) into (2 .2 ) we obtain 
Ki =  ^Jp,{Xi)ti(^R{0i)XiXfR{0if)dXi
+ I pi{Xi){R{0i)Xi,ii)dXi +  ^ [p,{Xi)\\i,fdX,
Note tha t
R{6 i) =
/  . . \
—9i sin(^i) —0 i cos[9i)
 ^ ^iCos(^i) -^tSin(^*) ^
=  R{9i)ûi,
(2.4)
(2.5)
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where w,- =
(  \
0 —uJi
\
and uji =  9i and so it follows th a t
/
= tv{R{e i) iü iX iX jù '[R{ 0 i f )  
= tv{ iüJ 'R {0 i fR {0 i )ù iX iX l)  
= t v i û J û i X i X j )
= C ü f t r { x , x j )
=  u f ( X l + X ^ ,
(2 .6)
where Xj =  (X^i,Xi2), since R{9i) R{Oi) = I, the 2 x 2  identity matrix, and ujfuji =  w I. 
We also have th a t
J^Pi(X i)  (^R(0 i)Xi,  i-i) dXi  = /A (g ,)  U p i { X , ) X i d X ^  , r A  =  0 , (2.7)
since X^ is defined with respect to  the centre of mass of Body i.
Finally note th a t
jp , {Xi ) \ \ r4^dXi  = \ \r , f  J^Pi(Xi)dXi = mi\\r,f.  (2 .8)
Substituting (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.4) we can write the kinetic energy of Body i as
1 1
where
A =  j p i i ^ i )  (V i  +  x l )  d ^ i
The Lagrangian of the system is given by
(2.9)
L  — K \  +  K 2
(2.10)
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It remains to find in terms of desired quantities. Let r  point from O to the centre of mass,
c, of the combined bodies and let r° point from c to  Cj, as shown in Fig 2.4. r  relative to O
m\
Hinge
Figure 2.4: Inertial position of hinge.
is given by
m ir i +  m 2Y2 m i  (r +  r j)  +  m 2 (r +  r^)
m m
=  r  +
m ir j  +  m2r°
m
m ir j  +  m 2 Y2 =  0, 
where m =  mi +  m 2  is the to ta l mass of the system. It follows th a t
mir° +  m 2 f° =  0 mi{r, rj) +  m 2 (r, f®) =  0,
and therefore
m i||ri|| + m 2 ||r2 || = m i | | f  +  r p f  +  m 2 ||r +  r 2 || =  m||r|| + m i||r i || + m 2 ||r2 | | .  (2.12)
Recall tha t the diver has initial configuration (1^ , 1°) and so a t any point b  =  R{9i)l^ and 
I2 =  R(^2)l2 - This provides us with 2 equivalent vectors pointing from O to  the hinge;
r +  r® +  R(^i)li =  r +  r 2  +  ^(^ 2 )1 2 ? 
and so rj and r® can be w ritten as
r ;  =  r" -  R (^ i)i; +  B(^2)lg, +  B (^ i)i; -  ^^(^2)1^ .
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Hence, using this and (2.11) we obtain
(R (^i)li -  -^(^2)12) ) ^2 — ~ (-R(^i)li — '^ (6*2)12) ,4  = ^
(A(ei)wii; -  , i-2 = ^  (fi(0l)Wli; -  R{02W'1) ■
Substituting into (2.12), we have
m i| |f i f  + m2||f2f = m||f||^ + f  ||R(6'i)chilJ -  R{e2)tJ2^ 2\\'^
\  777/ 7 7 7  /
=  m ||r|p +  ™ ( m i + T , W  ||^
=  m r 2 mim2
m
=  m ||r |p  +  +  üj^ll -  2 ÜJ1OJ2 I1I2 cos(6>)) . (2.13)
Substituting (2.13) into (2.10) we have the final Lagrangian in term s of the desired quantities:
L = + \ é î h  +  ^  +  {èll \  + B\ll -  2 è A h k  c o s (o )  ,
where p = m\\r\\ is the linear momentum and we recall th a t uui — 9i.
In order to find the angular momentum, assume th a t the hinge is fixed, i.e. p =  0  and look 
for symmetries in the Lagrangian:
^  =  - n i n î é i 02 /ii2 sin(0 2 - 0 i).
^  =  ^ ^ 0 lé2/ li2 Sin(0 2 -(? l) ,
_ 2 g2!lZ2 C0 s(g2 -  6»!
801 m  V
8L ; mirrii 
W2 = ^2 /2  H (^ 2^2 ~  cos(^2 “  9\m \
Notice th a t =  0. Hence the Lagrangian has a symmetry under the action a  :
(^1, 6^ 2 , ^1, ^2) —  ^ (^1 +  A, ^2 +  a , ^1, ^2)- The Euler equations of motion for 9i and ^2 are 
given by
\ % y  %
20
which gives
dt \dB i  802
Hence —  +  is the conserved quantity corresponding to the angular momentum and is901 a«2
given by
—;— I---- — =  6 i l i  +  6 2 I 2 H   T ^2^2 ~  2(^1  "b ^2 ) h h  cos(^2 ~  ^1)) • (2.14)
^ 6*2  ^ ^
It can be shown th a t this is equivalent to the expression for angular momentum given by 
Frohlich in [9], when assuming th a t the diver is only rotating around his centre of mass. 
Substituting 62 = 0 ^ 6 1  into (2.14) we obtain the angular momentum, /, given by
 ^ =  (9  ^ +  ^2 +  (^1 +  ^2 -  cos(6)))^ +  ^ ^ /2 --I---- (^2 -  cos(i9))^ .
Setting the angular momentum to 0, we find the relationship between the diver’s controlled
change in 6  and the consequential change in 6 1 .
rW =  l 2 + ^ { l l - 2 h l 2 COs{0 ))
h + l 2 + ^ { l l  + p2 - i h k c O S { 0 )) ■
2.1 D iver Sum m ary
Let 6  describe the angle between the diver’s torso and legs and 61 describe the angle between 
the diver’s torso and the vertical. A change in 0 results in a change in 6*1 due to the 
conservation of zero angular momentum and the resulting change is defined by
where d is the distance from the hinge to the centre of mass of Body q is the mass of 
Body L is the to tal mass and A is defined in (2.9).
Equation (2.15) is a one-form which describes the relationship between the diver’s change in 
base space and the resultant change in the structure group and is consistent with a result
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given by Frohlich in [9]. This one-form is also a connection, which we will introduce in 
chapter 6, th a t describes this relationship in terms of the differential geometry of the system 
as opposed to finding the momentum from first principles.
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3 The Self-Correcting Falling Cat
In [13], a cat falling from an upside-down position with spine bent forwards is observed to 
bend at its mid-section, without twist, in order to change its orientation and land on its 
feet. It does so by bending its spine to one side, then backwards, to the other side and back 
to a forwards bent position, by which point it lands on its feet, all the while maintaining 
zero angular momentum. In [13], Kane and Scher note th a t the backward bend is far less 
pronounced than  the forwards bend. In this chapter, we explore the mechanics of the falling 
cat, as given by Kane and Scher in [13], in more detail and derive the angular momentum 
of the system from first principles. Setting this angular momentum to zero we obtain an 
expression which defines the relationship between the ca t’s controlled motion and the inertial 
orientation.
Assume th a t the cat is free-floating and there are no external forces, such as gravity. The
cat is modelled with 2 equal rigid bodies. Body A  for the front half and Body B  for the rear 
half, both of which are symmetrical tops. Bodies A  and B  are connected at a single point, O, 
shown in Figure 3.1. Let and b i be unit vectors, connected and fixed at O, which indicate 
the direction of the spine, which is bent at O, within the bodies A  and B  respectively. Let 
7  measure the angle between ai and b i, which measures the amount of bend in the spine. 
Consider Figure 3.2. Let the A-frame be a frame fixed in Body A at O and given by 
A =  {&!, &2 , ag) where a 2 points in the ventral direction perpendicular to a% and ag completes 
a right-handed orthonormal frame. Let k  be a vector in the (a i,a 2)-plane at an angle of a  
from a%. The observed motion of Body B  relative to Body A can be modelled by letting b i 
traverse the surface of an imaginery cone, centred at k, and whose semi-vertex angle is A, as 
can be seen in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.4 shows how this motion might look inertially.
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B
Figure 3.1: Model of the falling cat.
A »2
Figure 3.2; Position of k  relative to a i and b i.
Figure 3.3: Motion of b i relative to body A.
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forwards bend
sideways bend
backwards bend
sideways bend
,4
forwards bend
Figure 3.4: C at’s controlled motion and inertial orientation.
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Now let the 5-fram e be given by 5  =  {bi, b 2 , bg}, where b 2 is chosen to be perpendicular to 
b i and lying in the (bi,k)-plane and where bg completes a right-handed orthonormal frame, 
as shown in Figure 3.2. Note tha t frame A  is fixed in body A  but frame B  is not fixed in body 
B  since frame B  is twisting at O relative to frame A. W ith this construction, b% traversing 
the surface of the cone is the same as 9 increasing from 0 to 27t, where 6  is the angle between 
and bg. This can be seen by noting th a t as b i rotates around k, the (b i ,b 2)-plane rotates 
perpendicularly to the (a i,a 3)-plane, where at offset a 3 and b 3 coincide. We can take 9 to 
be the control angle.
We can impose, without loss of generality, th a t the vector in the a i +  b i remains fixed 
inertially in order to give the overturning of the cat a precise meaning. We introduce the 
Q-frame given by Q = (q , p ,n } , where q  is a unit vector in the a^ -f b i direction, n  is a 
unit vector normal to the (ai,b i)-p lane, and p  completes a right-handed orthonormal frame. 
Hence, p  must be given by
p =  n  X q
a% X b% a% -F b%
||ai X b i II ||ai +  b i ||
(ai X b i) X ai +  (a^ x b i) x bi
1 a% X bi 1111 a% -j- b% II 
b i ( a i  • a i )  —  a i ( a i  • b i )  - F  b i ( b i  • a i )  —  a i ( b i  • b i )
IIa% X b% II ||ai -F b% ||
1 T a% ' bi
||a i X b i || | |a i  +  bij
It follows tha t
(bi — ai)
Q =  { q ,p ,n }  =  |(§  (ai +  b i ) , P  (bi -  a^) ,fV(ai x b j  j  , 
where Q = „ ,,, P  =  — n and N  =  Hence, as the body contorts, the Q-frame^  ] |a i+ b i | | ’ | |b i - a i | |  sin(7 j ; -v
rotates around q. Let this rotation be measured by ?/;, then ai and b i have finished rotating 
when A =  ± 7 T ,  i.e. when the cat is the right way up. A change in 9 causes a change in 'ip due
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to the conservation of angular momentum. In order to find the relationship which dehncs 
this we must find the Lagrangian for the system, given by the kinetic energies of the bodies 
combined and hence we must hnd the velocities of the various frames in the system.
Let and denote the inertial angular velocities of the A, B  and Q frames re­
spectively. Note tha t, as pointed out in [20], the instantaneous angular velocity of a frame 
defined with respect to another must take into account the velocity of th a t frame.
So far we know tha t
:= (3.1)
since the Q-frame rotates around q at a rate of ip.
3.1 A ngular V eloc ity  o f  th e  5 -F ra m e
can be written as
-f (3.2)
where is the relative angular velocity of frame B  with respect to A. The can be 
expressed as
b; =  X bj =  X bi +  X b i =  x  b* 4- b'.
We can find an expression for b' =  x b^  and hence for by first finding the A-
frame in terms of the 5 - frame. Frame B  is mapped to frame A  by rotating around bg by 
a clockwise angle of /?, followed by a clockwise rotation of 9 around new b i, and hnally a 
clockwise rotation of a  around new b j. Hence A = R(a,  /3, 9)B  where
(  rp  rp  rp  ^4 11 4 12 i  13
P(o/, ^) T2I T22 T23
\  T31 T32 T33 j
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and
Til =  cos(a) cos(/3) — sin(o;) cos(6*) sin(/^) =  cos(7 ),
Ti2 =  -co s(a )s in (/^ ) —sin(a)cos(^)cos(/5),
Ti3 =  sin(a) sin(6*),
T21 =  sin(a) cos(/3) +  cos(a) cos(6*) sin(/5),
7^2 =  — sm(Q:)sin(/^) +  cos(<a)cos(^)cos(/^),
7^3 =  -c o s (a )s in (^ ) ,
7^1 =  sin(^)sin(/)),
7^2  =  sin(i9)cos(/9),
T33 =  cos(d).
Now consider b i == T n a i + 7^ ia 2 +  7h ia 3 . This gives the velocity of b  ^ relative to the A-frame 
as
bi =  Tii^i T T2 1 B.2 +
=  à sin(a) sin(d) sin(/3)ai — 6  cos(a) sin(^) sin(/3)a 2 +  0 cos(^) sin(/3)a3 . (3.3)
Note tha t k  can be w ritten as
k =  cos(a)ai +  sin(<a)a2 ,
and so
k X b i =  (cos(a)ai +  s in (a )a 2) x (T nai +  7 ^ ia 2 +  T^ias)
=  (cos(a)T2i = sin(a)T ii) a% x  a 2 +  s in (a)7^ ia 2 x  a 3 -  cos(a)T3ia 3 x ai 
=  cos(d) sin(/3)a 3 +  sin(a) sin(d) sin(/?)ai — cos(a) sin(6*) sin(/3)a 2 .
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W hen compared with equation (3.3) we can deduce
bj =  0k X b i 
= F  =  0 k +  cbi,
Substituting (3.4) into equation (3.2) we have
+  0 k +  cbi,
where c is yet to be determined.
(3.4)
(3.5)
3.2 A ngular V eloc ity  o f  th e  A-Fram e
can be written as
=  (jj^ + (3.6)
using (3.1) and where the relative angular velocity of the A-frame with respect to
the Q-frame is the negative of the velocity of the Q-frame with respect to the A-frame, i.e.
We can find an expression for in a similar fashion to .
Let q ' be the velocity of q  relative to the A-frame held fixed, i.e. q ' =  x q. q' is given 
by
q =" Q(ui +  b%) 4- Q hi 
=  Q(a% 4“ b%) 4“ 0Qk x b i
(^Q{b-i 4" b i) -f 0Qk X b%  ^ q q  4- ^Q(ui 4- b%) 4- 0Qk x bi^ P P
Q(a% 4" b i) 4“ 0Qk x b A  n4-
Note tha t Q can also be w ritten as Q =
n. (3.7)
[(a i-fb i)- (a i+b i)]2  (2+2cos(7))2
  r and so Q =
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i  f  — =  Q^ÿsinfy). Consider the q  coefficient in (3.7):
\  (2+2cos(7))2 y
^Q^7 sin(7 ) (ai +  bQ +  ÔQ (cos(a)ai +  sin(<n)a2) x b i^  • q 
=  ^Q ^ÿsin(7 )q +  ÔQ (cos(a)ai +  s in (a )a 2) x b i^  • q 
=  Q 7^ sin(7 ) +  0 Q^ ((cos(a)ai +  sin(a)a 2 ) x b j  - (a% +  bi)
=  Q^7 sin(7 ) +  0 Q ^sin(a) (ai x a 2) - b i
=  Q ^ 7  sin(7 ) +  ÔQ^ s in (a )a 3 • b i
=  Q ^ 7  sin(7 ) +  0 Q^ sin(a)T^i
=  Q ^ 7  sin(7 ) +  sin(a) sin(0 ) sin(/))
11
=  0. (3.8)
Now consider the p  coefficient:
^Q 7^ sin(7 )q +  0Q (cos(a)ai +  sin(a)a 2 ) x bi^ - p 
=  ÔQP ((cos(a)ai +  sin(a)a 2 ) x b j  • (bi -  a%)
=  -0Q P sin (o f) (a2 X b i) • ai 
= - 0 QPsin(a)T 3 i 
=  - Q P T ii
=  Q P 7  sin(7 )
7sin(7)
2 sin(7 ) 
7 
2 ’
where we have used
||a i +  bill ] |b i - a i l l  7 2  +  2 cos(7 ) 7 2 - 2 cos(-y) 23111(7 )
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(3.9)
Finally, consider the n  coefficient:
sin(y)q +  0 Qk x b i^  • n
=  - Q N 9  ((cos(a)ai +  s in (a )a 2) x  bQ • (ai x bQ 
=  9Q N  (b i X (ai x bQ) • (cos(a)ai +  s in (a )a 2)
=  ÙQN (ai -  T iib i) • (cos(a)ai +  s in (a )a 2)
=  9Q N  ^cos(ck) — cos(a)7A — sin(o;)TiiT2i)
9 (cos(<a) sin^(y) -  sin(a)T n7^i)
2 Psin^(y)
where we have used
2 sm(7 )s in (7 ) 2 sin^(y) 2 Psin^(y)
Note th a t
sin (a)7 2 i =  cos(^) -  cos(a)Tn
= 4  ^ cos(a) sin^(y) — sin (a )T n 7 2 i =  cos(a) sin^(y) — cos(/3)Tn +  cos(a)T^i
=  cos(a) — cos(^)Tii 
=  - T i 2 sin(/3).
Hence,
(Q (ai + b i) + Q9 (cos(a)ai + sin (a )a 2) x b i )  • n = ^  (3.10)
\ /  2F sin  (7 ) 2P
where u = |A —. Substituting (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.7) we obtain
"'ai® =  | n  +  ^ p  +  <5iq. (3.11)
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Similarly, expressions can be found for p ' and n ' by noting th a t
-  a i) +  dPk  X b i^  • q  =  0P(k x b i) ■ q  = -9 Q { k  x b i) • p  =  —
/ X. . \ 5
^P(bi -  ai) + 9Pk  X bi j  p = ^  + 0P (k x bi) • p — —P^y sin(y) — 0P^ sin((u)P3i = 0,
( t ( b i - a , )  +  é P k x b i )  . n  =  I  ( ^ ê k  X b i)  ■ n  =  I
I^ TVai X b i +  jiV ^Tgiag — PnaQ^ ^ • q  =  N Q  ( ^ 2iTsi — =  NQ9T\2 sin(/3) =
^TVai X b i +  Â  { t 2i ^3  ~  ^ P  =  ^  sin(/3)^ =
u
2P
^TVai X b i +  TV ^721^3 ~  5 i^ 2 ^ ^  n  — — +  ^T2i72i +  7%i73i^
sin(y)
Hence,
Q  ^ /  2Q
N  
N
-jcos( j)  j v ^ j . „ r n = 0 .
P' =  ( ^ q  +  (52P ) X p, (3.12)
n ' =  ( - ^ p  ^ q  +  A n j x n .  (3.13)
\ 2 P  2Q '
Equations (3.11) to (3.13) give:
Substituting (3.14) into (3.6) we have
cj^ = lÿq — —n -)- ua i, (3.15)
and it follows from (3.5) th a t
=  lÿq — —n T ua% 4- 0k 4~ c b i, (3.16)
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Recall that we hypothesised that the cat does not twist at its mid-section, it only bends, i.e.
ai • = b i •
ijjQiX -j- Til) "b a = 'ipQiX 4- Tn) 4- uTn 4- 0k • bi -4 c
= 7  c 4-0k • bi = n(l —Til). (3.17)
Substituting (3.17) into (3.16) we have
R ■ 7  ' 7= i/;q -  -n  4- uai + u{l -  Tn)bi = i/^ q -  -n  4- ubi.
3.3  Sum m ary o f  th e  A ngu lar V eloc ities
Equations (3.15) and (3.16) can be written in terms of their respective frames as follows
= cj(^ ai 4~ lü2^2 "b ai^ag,
=  cj^bi 4" w^b2 ~h bg ,
where
7  =  i/.Q(l +  Tu) + ACyA
2 (1 - n y
.  W T . , + y m g a ,
ér,2sin(/3)
11
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3.4  T h e L agrangian
Now we have the angular velocities of the A  and B  frames we can find the kinetic energy of 
the system:
K  — Kj^ +  K b — -
where Ki is the kinetic energy and R is the moment of inertia tensor of Body i. Since bodies 
A  and B  are the same, I  a = I bi and taking the moments of inertia around the principal
axes we can write
w o o '
I  A  =
V
0 / 0
0 0 /
where J  is the moment of inertia around and /  is the moment of inertia around both  ag 
and a j. Hence the kinetic energy of the system, and therefore the Lagrangian is given by
+ ™  +  ( * o r „  -
+ 1/ ( « r „  +
Due to  the symmetry in pj, the angular momentum is given by
%  =  7 é q 2 J ( l  +  T n t  +  /T |,  +  / 7 ,  +  /T â  +  m y
0Qsin(/3) 
2 (1 - T f i )
(4J(1 +  Tii)Ti2 — /T 21T13T31 +  IT 31T13T21 — /Ti2Ti^3 +  / T ^ / 12)
20Q JTi2sm (^)
I - T 111
where we have used I lad I = yjTK  +  %  +  T& =  1 =  y/T2 +  T l  +  T l  = ||bd | implies th a t
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+  T^3 =  T21 +  T^i =  1 — . Setting the angular momentum to 0 we have
ijjQ (1 +  Til) y  (1 +  Til) + 1 — Til
7 T1 2  sin(/5) .
Ti11
; _  ____________ a/2 jT i 2 sin(^)_____________ ^
(Tn — 1) (1  — Tn +  j ( l  +  T n)) (1 +  Tn)^
where we have used Q = ^  (1 +  T n )"^ . This agrees with the equation for ^
given in [13].
3.5 Falling C at Sum m ary
As observed and explained by Kane and Scher in [13], a falling cat will perform a conic 
motion at its waist in order to re-orientate itself from an upside-down position. Figure 3.5 
shows a coupled rigid body model of the falling cat. A  =  {ai, &2 , as} and B  — {bi, b 2 , bs} 
represent frames fixed in Bodies A  and B  respectively which do not twist relative to  each 
other. 0 describes the anti-clockwise angle between as and bs and it measures the current
a
aa
Figure 3.5: Falling cat model
body configuration of the cat. Due to the conservation of zero angular momentum, a change 
in 9 results in a change in 'ijj, where 'ijj describes the angle between the a i-b i plane and 
the vertical and hence measures the ca t’s inertial orientation. Kane and Scher give the
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relationship between the change in 9 and the change in tp is given by
»  .  _____________
( r , . - i ) ( i - r „  +  ^( i  +  r „ ) ) ( i + T i i ) >
where J  and I  are moments of inertia around and &2 respectively, Tn =  cos(a) cos(/3) — 
sin(a) cos(^) sin(/3) and Tn =  — cos(«) sin(/3) — sin (a) cos(6>) cos(/3), where a  and (3 describe 
the location and semi-vertex angle of the cone of controlled motion respectively.
In [13], Kane and Scher show th a t re-orientation is possible for various values of y, a  and 
/3, but when they chose ~ =  0.25, a forwards bend of a  -f- /3 =  116° and a backwards bend 
oi (3 — a = 25°, a simulation of their results closely reflected the observations of the actual 
experiments.
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4 Orientation Change of the Free-Floating As­
tronaut
The free-floating astronaut, in the absence of gravity, was studied by Kane and Scher in [15], 
for a project supported by NASA in 1970. The astronaut, without the aid of a gas-gun or 
other such device and starting at rest, can acquire any change in orientation by 3 successive 
rotations about 2 axes fixed in the body. These rotations are induced by relative motions
of certain parts of the body. Pitch motion is the rotation around an axis running from 
the astronaut’s left side to his right side (pitch axis), not intersecting the centre of mass, 
resulting from a symmetric rotational conic motion of the arms. Yaw motion is the rotation 
around an axis running from the astronau t’s head to his feet (yaw axis), also not through 
the centre of mass but intersecting the pitch axis, resulting from an antisymmetric motion of 
the legs. Both pitch and yaw motions are a consequence of the conservation of zero angular 
momentum. Thus, the astronaut can obtain any orientation change by executing selective 
motions around the pitch and yaw axes. In this chapter we explore the model, given by Kane 
and Scher in [15], for the astronaut, find the angular momentum from first principles and 
determine the relationship between the controlled and consequential motion for both pitch 
and yaw motion.
4.1 P itch  M otion
To obtain an analytical description of pitch motion, Kane and Scher model the astronaut by 
a collection of 3 rigid bodies. Figure 4.1 shows Body A, which represents the head, torso and 
legs collectively, and Bodies B and B ' each represent an arm and are fixed to A at points O 
and O' respectively. O and O' are at a horizontal distance of U2 and a vertical distance of
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«3 from the centre of mass, A*, of body A. Length ai is the horizontal distance between the 
yaw axis and A* and b is the distance between the centre of mass, B*, of body B, and O. 
All elements are defined with respect to the centre of mass, S*, of the entire system, which 
we hold fixed.
YAW axis
, ROLL axis
PITCH axisU2
Figure 4.1: Pitch model of the astronaut
The roll axis intersects the pitch and yaw axes and runs from the back to front of the 
astronaut. The pitch plane is the plane which is normal to the pitch axis and similarly for 
the yaw and roll planes. The motion of B' is symmetric to the motion of B across the pitch 
plane.
To induce pitch motion, the longitudinal axes of the arms traverse the surface of 2 identical 
imaginary cones, fixed at O and O', which are symmetric across the pitch plane, as shown 
in Figure 4.2. Consider the motion around the cone of the left arm; Body B. The cone has 
semi-vertex angle /3 and cone axis M  fixed at O. M  is located at an angle of 9 away from 
the roll plane and an angle of 'ip away from the yaw plane. Let L be the longitudinal axis of 
the left arm, B.
By circling the arms backwards one full cone, the astronaut experiences an increase in orien-
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A /
0
p. ... ..... d
A - A  / .......... ^
\ \ i  "M
Figure 4.2: Position of M  relative to body A.
ta tion  around the pitch axis. Let (  measure the angle between the yaw axis and the vertical 
and a  measure the angle between 2 planes; one containing M  and the vertical, the other 
containing M  and L, as shown in Figure 4.3. Increasing a  from 0 to 27t, where a  is measured 
anti-clockwise (relative to astronau t’s left side), induces a clockwise increase in In order
Figure 4.3: Conic motion of the astronaut’s arms.
to measure the extent to which ^ increases, we must find the Lagrangian for this system, 
given by the kinetic energy, and found by calculating the relative velocities of various fixed
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frames in the system and the velocities of the bodies’ centres of mass.
4.1.1 T he T-fram e
Let the T-frame be fixed in Body A  and given by A  — {ai, ag}, where a i, a] and ag are 
unit vectors pointing in the directions of the roll, pitch and yaw axes respectively. Since the 
A-îiame  is rotating at a velocity of ^ anti-clockwise around a 2 , the inertial velocity of the 
A-frame, o;^, is given by
=  ^3.2- (4.1)
4.1 .2  T h e TV-frame
Let the TV-frame be given by TV =  {ni, 112, n^}, where rii is normal to the plane containing M  
and L, ri2 points in the direction of L and 113 completes a right-handed orthonormal frame. 
The inertial velocity of the TV-frame, w ^, can be expressed as
-y =  ^a.2 +  (4.2)
using (4.1), where is the angular velocity of the TV-frame relative to the A-frame. In 
order to find an expression for we must find the TV-frame in term s of the A-frame. 
Figure 4.4 shows the position of the TV-frame relative to the A-frame. The A-frame can be 
mapped to the TV-frame by rotating firstly around ag by a clockwise angle of secondly 
around new ai by a clockwise angle of 'ip (at this point M  and a 2 coincide), then around 
new a 2 by a clockwise angle of a  and finally around new ai by an anti-clockwise angle of (3. 
Hence R{9, A, ck, (3) maps the A-frame to the TV-frame where
/
C ll C12 C l3
C21 C22 C23
 ^ C31 C32 C33 y
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Figure 4.4: Relative positions of the frames.
and
Cll =  cos(ct) cos(^) -  sin(ct) sin(i/;) sin(^),
=  — co s(a )s in (^ )-sm (a )s in ( '^ )c o s(^ ),
Ci3 =  — 8in(a)cos(t/;),
C21 =  sm(/d) sin(a) cos(^) +  cos(^) cos(t/;) sin(^) +  sin(/^) cos(ct) sin(t/;) sin(^),
C22 = -  sin(/?) sin(a) sin(^) +  cos(/5) cos(t/;) cos(<9) +  sin(/)) cos(ct) sin(t/;) cos(^),
C23 =  -cos(/))8in(^) +  sm(/))cos(a)cos(%A),
C31 =  cos(/3) sin(a) cos(0 ) -  sin(/3) cos('0 ) sin(é^) 4 - cos(/3) cos(a) sm{ip) sin(6>),
C32 =  — cos(^) sm (a) sin(^) — sin(/3) cos{ip) cos{0) +  cos(/3) cos(a) sin(t/>) cos(0 ),
C33 =  8in(;d)8m(i/;) +  co8 (^ )co 8 (ck)co8(t/;).
Hence, can be w ritten as
where Cij =  • a^. Assuming tha t the A-frame is fixed, then the velocity of the with
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respect to the A-frame, n ', is given by
Cijd.j
Hi + H2 +
Note that
6  ^
*Ê i ? 4  -  4 “S S'») ”■ " f é  fr") "■'
<9c
J = 1
~ô^^kj  =  ( -  sin(<a) cos(6*) -  cos(a) sin('0) sin(d)) c^i
3 = 1
-I- (sin(a) sin(^) -  cos(a) sin(i/;) cos(^)) c^2
• H3 ns
(4.3)
ÔC2j
2 ^
t=i
-  cos(a) cos(t/;)c,^3 ,
(cos(a) sin(/3) cos(^) — sin(a) sin(^) sin('0) sin(6*)) c^i 
4- (— cos(a) sin(^) sin(^) — sin(a) sin(/)) sin(t/;) cos(^)) c ;^2
3 = 1
E
— sin(a) sin(/^) cos(?/;)ck3 ,
=  (cos(a) cos(^) cos(^) — sin(o;) cos(/3) sin(t/;) sin(^)) c;^ i 
4- (— cos(a) cos(;d) sin(^) — sin(a) cos(/)) sin(i/;) cos(^)) c;^ 2
— sin(a) cos(^) cos(t/;)cjk3 .
Substituting the m atrix entries for each &, we obtain
j=i
3
dcij
E  i r f c u
<9c
^  "  cos(/)),
3 = 1 3 = 1
E
^C2j
3 = 1 
3
o'er j=l
3
3 = 1 
3
c)er
3 = 1 J=1 J=1
^cr
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Substituting into (4.3) for each f, we have
n[ = - b s in ( / 3)n 2 -  dcos(/3)n 3 =  à  ( - sin(/3)n 3 +  cos(/3)ri2 +  (iini) X n i, (4.4)
n '2 = dsin(/3)ni =  à  ( - sin(/3)n 3 +  (52112) X n 2 ,
n '3 =  (âcos(/5)rii =  (à (cos(;d)n2 +  (53H3) X H3 .
Hence, (5i =  0, (52 =  cos(/^) and (5s =  -  sin(^), and so is given by
=  à  (cos(/3)ri2 -  sin(/3)ri3)
Note th a t M can be expressed as M  =  cos(^)ri2 -  sin(/5)n3 and so
=  AM. (4.5)
Substituting (4.5) into (4.2) we have
(jj^ - (^ a2 +  (4M
4.1 .3  T he 5 -fram e
Let the 5-fram e be any right-handed orthonormal frame given by 5  =  { b i , b 2 , b 3}, such 
th a t b 2 =  112 The only other requirement we make is tha t the 5 - frame is fixed in Body 5 . 
We impose th a t relative velocity of the 5-fram e with respect to the W fram e is given by
N  B  LJ = - c m 2 ,
SO th a t there is no twisting at the shoulder, can be w ritten as 
=  ia.2 +  dM  — (dri2
=  é {cuUi  -b C22H2 +  032113) 4- (4 (cos(/))ri2 -  sin(/3)n3) -  cm2 
=  ccfrii +  ccf H2 4- ccf ri3,
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w h ere
w f =  ^Ci2 , (4.6a)
=  (C22 +  d  (cos(/5) -  1), (4.6b)
=  (c 3 2 - d s in ( / ) ) .  (4.6c)
4 .1 .4  R otation a l K in etic  E nergy
The rotational kinetic energy of the system is given by
=  +  +  (4.7)
where and K ^ '  are the rotational kinetic energies of Bodies A, B  and B' respectively,
relative to the respective centres of mass, and are given by
KÙ = (4.8a)
1 r rB /. .B\2 , rB (,
(4.8c)
where is the moment of inertia about a line parallel to &2 and intersecting A*. I?  is the 
moment of inertia about the line normal to L  and intersecting 5* and is the moment of 
inertia about the line parallel to L  and intersecting B*. Substituting equations (4.6a-c) and 
(4.8a-c) into (4.7) we obtain
+  ^d  [27^C22(cos(/)) -  1) -  27^C32sin(^)]2 ^ ^  +  (<^12 +  C32) +  I 2  C22
+d^ [ / f  (cos(;d) -  1)^ +  / f  sin^(/3)] . (4.9)
4 .1 .5  T ranslational K in etic  E nergy
The translational kinetic energy, is given by
Kv = — -myi||v^||^ + + -mg||vg/1|^, (4.10)
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w h ere  a n d  K ^' a re  th e  t r a n s la t io n a l  k in e tic  energ ies, t t i b  and t u b ' are th e
masses and v^, and are the velocities of the centres of mass of the respective bodies 
relative to the centre of mass of the system, S*.
Reconsider Figure 4.1. Let be the position vector pointing to A* from S’*, then
7tI/{A* +  thb (5* -|- [B')*)
A* -
4- 2mg
2mgA* — ttlbB* — m s  {B 'Y  
tua +  2mB
- \ a -
—2m B . a i)  a i +  a^) , (4.11)
+  2mg
where = B* - A *  is the vector which points from A* to 5*, which is equal to [B*]' — A*
except in the ag direction where it is opposite.
A
Figure 4.5: B* relative to A*.
From Figure 4.5, we can see th a t is given by
=  —C ii3 .\ A~ cl2^ 2  T  Ugag - f  6112
=  ( c 2 i 6  — U i)  a i  +  (u 2  +  C226) a 2  +  («3  -f- C236) a g ,
and substituting into (4.11), we have
/s  ^ -------— —  [(c2i 6 -  ai) ai -f (ag +  C236) ag]
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Vyi is given by
va
dt ■
—2m^
?7lA +  2Tng
a — —b +  ^(dg +  C2g6)l ai +  ( d ^ —b — ^{c2ib — ai) ) ag
d a d a
(4.12)
since â i =  x a i =  ^a.2 x a i =  —<^ ag and àg =  x ag =  <^ a2 x ag =  ^ai_
Vb can be w ritten as
Vg — Va +  Vg/A,
where Vg/A is the relative velocity of B* with respect to A*, given by 
d
-  d d
=  ( à  b +  ^ (dg +  C2g6) l  a i +  à - ^ ^ b a .2 + ( d  - — 6 — ^ {c2 ib — di) ) ag.
dCg
Hence,
V g  =
?7%A
mA +  2mg
, . dc22,+  a —— oa2 - 
d a
d b +  ^ (dg +  C2g6) l  ai +  ( à  ^ —b — ^ [c2\b — d%) ) ag
(4.13)
Similarly,
Vg/ TdA
TTtA +  2mg
. dC22 , a —— hag. 
d a
d  b +  ^ (dg + Cggh)! ai +  ( à  b — ^ (cgih — di) ) ag
(4.14)
Substituting equations (4.12)-(4.14) into (4.10) we obtain
Kv — — (^^(cgi +  C2g) +  2h(dgC2g — diCgi) +  d  ^ +  dg)
TTLa  I 4 77% g
+  2^d
+  d^
mArriB 
mA +  2mg 
mATTlB 
TTtA +  2mg
25  ^ I cgg
dc21 dc
d a
dc21
d a
+
C21
dc
2 3
d a
dc 21-b 26 I dg — h di dc 2 3
23
d a
+  m gh'
d a
dc
d a
22
d a
(4.15)
Hence, the kinetic energy of the entire system and consequently the Lagrangian, L, is given
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by adding the rotational and kinetic energies of (4.9) and (4.15) to get
L ( a , d , C )  = 2 ^^  ^  (^12 +  C32) +  12 C22
( h ^ ( c 2 i  +  C g g )  +  2 h ( d 3 C 2 3  -  d l C 2 l )  +  d i  +  d g )
vfiA +  2mg 
+  2 (d  [/^C22(cos(/^) -  1) -  / f  C32 sin(/^)]
dcTdAmg dc
+  2^d | 6 ' | C 2 3 : ^ - C 2 1
TTiA +  2mg \  \  d a  d a
4- d^ [i;^(cos(/3) -  1)^ +  sm^()^)]
2 3 dc■21
+  d^ TdATdg 2 / . /dc23
TdA +  2mg d a
+
d a
+  b I dg ~Q^ ~ T  d%
+ m s b ^  I ^
dc 2 3
d a
The a-dependence comes from the Qj but L  is independent of ^ and so, by N oether’s Theo­
rem, | |  is a conserved quantity and represents the angular momentum. Setting the angular 
momentum to 0 we have:
:  _  / f c 2 2 ( c o s ( ^ )  -  1 ) -  i f C 3 2 s i n ( / 4) -f- M  ( 6^ ( c 2 3 % ^  -  C 2 1 % ^ )  +  +  ^ 1^ ) )  .
1 /^  +  I\ (Ci2 +  Cg2) +  I 2 ^22 +  db (h^(c2i +  Cgg) +  26(dgC2g — diC2i) + a\ -\- dg)
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where M  —  . Note tha t
Ci2  =  cos^(a) sin^(^) +  2 sin(a) sm(7/;) cos(^) cos(a) sin(6 )^ +  sm^(a) sin^(?/;) cos^(^),
C2 2  =  sin^(^) sin^(a) -  2 cos(/?) cos(^) sin(^) sin(/)) sin(a) cos(^)
—2 sin^(/)) cos(a) sin(i/)) cos(^) sin(^) sin(a) +  cos^(/3) cos^(t/;) cos^(^)
+ 2  cos(^) cos(t/;) cos(^) sin(/)) cos(a) sin(7/;) cos(^) +  sin^(/)) cos^(a) sin^(i/;) cos^(^), 
Cgg =  cos^(/)) sin^(a) sin^(^) 4- 2 cos(^) sin(a) sin(^) sin(/)) cos(^) cos(^)
—2 cos^(/)) sin(a) sin(^) cos(a) cos(^) +  sin^(;d) cos^(?/;) cos^(^)
—2 sin(/3) cos(i/;) cos^(^) cos(/3) cos(a) sin('!/;) 4- cos^(/)) cos^(a) sm^(i/;) cos^(^),
Cgi =  sin^(a) cos^(^) 4- 2 8in(/9) sin(a) cos(^) cos(/S) cos(7/;) sin(^)
4-2 sin^(^) sin(a) cos(^) cos(a) sin(?/;) sin(^) 4- cos^(/)) cos^(i/;) sin^(^)
4-2 cos(^) cos(7/;) sin^(^) sm(;d) cos(a) sin('(/;) 4- sin^(^) cos^(a) sin^(^) sin^(^),
Cgg =  cos^(^) sin^(i/') — 2 cos(^) sm(7/;) sin(/?) cos(a) cos(7/))
4- sin^(^) cos^(a) cos^(i/;),
and
d3 C2 3 - d i C 2 i =  d3 [-cos(/))sin(i/;) +  sin(^)cos(a)cos(7/;)]
—di [sin(/3) sin(a) cos(h) 4- cos(/3) 0 0 5 (7/;) sin(6*)
4- sin(/5) cos(a) sin(^) sin(0)],
C2 3 w ^  — C2 i w ^  =  -  cos(^) sin(7/;) sin(jd) cos(a) cos(^) 4- sin^(/)) cos(7/;) cos(^) 
da da
4- cos(/3) sin(^) sin(^) sin(a),
dc2i , dc23d3 ^r h di-;:— =  d3  [sîn(^) cos(a) cos(^) -  sin(^) sin(a) sin(7/;) sin(^)]
da da
—di sin(^) sin(a) cos(7/;),
and so, by collecting like terms, we can write the relationship between the change in a  and
the consequent change in ^ as:
_   El +  E 2 sin(a) +  Eg cos (a)______________
Fi +  ^  cos^(a) +  ^  sin(a) cos(a) +  7^ sin(a) +  cos(a)
where
El = cos(i
E 2 =  sin(/
Es =  cos((
El
Afbaicos
-2M 6cos(/5) (as sin(i/;) 4- ai cos(?/;) s in (^ )),
=  J  sin^(^) (sin^(^) -  sin^(i/;) cos^(^)) ,
^  =  2Jsm (^)cos(^)sin(^)sin^(;d),
^  =  2 s in (/3 )co s(^ )(Jco s(/^ )s in (^ )co s( '^ )-M 6 a i),
=  2 sin(^) [M6 (as 0 0 8 (7/;) -  a% sin(^) sin(^)) -  J  cos^(^) sin(^) cos(^) cos 
J  =  +
which agrees with the expression for ^  in [15].
In [15], the following values for the mass and inertia quantities are given:
rriA — 4.45, a% =  0, as =  1.483, =  8.13,
m g =  0.289, 6 =  0.899, i f  =  0.1331, d f  =  0.0030,
with the following alterations if the astronaut’s legs are tucked or holding 51b weights:
Legs Tucked: tu a  = 4.45, ai =  0.309, as =  1.028, =  3.87.
Holding Weights: mg =  0.445, b =  1.292, / f  =  0.261, =  0.0030.
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Appendix A .l shows various M atlab programs designed to  find the change in ^ with different 
values for -0 and (3.
P versus change in ^
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Figure 4.6: /? versus change in  ^ for legs straight, tucked and tucked with weights.
Figure 4.6 suggests th a t when ^ =  0  =  0, 0 increases monotonically with increasing /3, where 
the upper physical limit on /3 is around 45°, [14]. The manoeuvres become more effective 
when legs are bent and even more so whilst holding 51b weights.
Figure 4.7 shows the effect on ^ by increasing 6 when the legs are tucked and -0 is m aintained 
a t 0. The figure suggests th a t increasing 6 decreases the effectiveness of the manoeuvre and 
so it is more advantageous to  keep ^ at 0.
Figure 4.8 shows the effect on ^ as 0  is increased when legs are tucked and 0 is maintained 
a t 0. The figure suggests th a t increasing 0  only increases the effectiveness of the manoeuvre 
until 0  reaches around 15°. At 0  =  15°, the upper physical limit of /3 is increased to  60°. 
Hence, the 3 figures suggest th a t the optimal change in ^ is approximately 35° when the legs
50
e versus change in ^
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Figure 4.7: 6 versus change in  ^ for /3 =  20° and ^  =  45°.
v|/ versus change in ^
¥
Figure 4.8: ijj versus change in  ^ for /? =  20°, /3 =  45° and /3 =  60°.
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are bent, 0 = 0, ip = 15° and /3 =  60°.
All of the above results are reproduced findings of Kane and Scher in [15].
4.2 Yaw M otion
In order to  ro tate around the yaw axis shown in Figure 4.1, the astronaut can move his 
legs in an anti-symmetric semi-circular fashion. To obtain an analytical description of yaw 
motion, Kane and Scher model the astronaut as a collection of 3 bodies, A, B  and B ' , as 
shown in Figure 4.9. For this motion, A  represents the head, torso and arms, and B  and B' 
are symmetrical tops each representing a leg. B  and B' are attached to Body A  at points 
O and O', which represent the hips and are located at a horizontal distance of a either side 
of the pitch plane. Let b be the distance of the centre of mass, B*, of Body B  from O and 
similarly for B'*, also shown in Figure 4.9.
A**
a a
L J
B' -—'
•
B*
Figure 4.9: Model of the astronaut - Yaw Motion.
We now impose th a t the yaw axis intersects the centre of mass. A*, of Body A. Let L be 
the longitudinal axis of B  and let M  be an axis parallel to  the yaw axis from the point O, 
as shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Cyclic motion of the legs.
The cyclic motion which induces yaw rotation is carried out in 2 phases. Phase I begins with 
the left leg extended backward and the right leg extended forward, both  by an angle of
as shown in Figure 4.10, where /3q is limited by hip flexibility. The left leg, B, is then swept 
to the left and forwards so th a t L moves on the surface of an imaginary half-cone whose 
vertex is at O, axis is M  and whose semi-vertex angle is Pq. The right leg simultaneously 
follows the reflected reverse motion, i.e. sweeping to the right and backwards. No twisting 
of the legs occurs at the hips and so toes always point forwards. At the end of Phase I the 
left leg is extended forward and the right leg backward, both at an angle of (3q. In Phase II 
the legs are returned to their original position through planes parallel to the pitch plane. 
Suppose tha t during Phase I, ^ measures the anti-clockwise angle from an axis, F , which 
reflects the yaw axis’ original position to its current position, as shown in Figure 4.11. Let 
a  measure the angle between 2 planes; a plane parallel to the pitch plane containing M  and
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the other containing M  and L, also shown in Figure 4.11.
a:i '  '  a.
Figure 4.11: Increasing a  clockwise causes an anti-clockwise increase in
During Phase I, a clockwise increase in a  induces an anti-clockwise increase in as shown 
in Figure 4.11. For Phase II, let (3 measure the angle between M  and L, so tha t j3 varies 
from to —/^ o, as shown in Figure 4.12.
During Phase II, rotation around the yaw axis is reversed, but by a smaller magnitude than 
Phase I. In order to measure the extent to which ^ increases and decreases during the Phases, 
we must find the Lagrangian for each Phase, L i ( ^ , a , d )  and L2 (^,/3,/3), respectively. The 
Lagrangian of each Phase is given by its kinetic energy, which as is done for pitch motion, 
we find by calculating the relative velocities of various fixed frames in the bodies and the 
velocities of the various centres of mass. We omit the calculations and give the results.
We obtain the following which determine the change in ^ for each Phase.
/ f  (1 -  cos(/5o)) -k sin^(/9o) +  m gubsin(a) sin(/?o) ,
UÇ/ =  1—n -----—---------- ;--------  —---------——. n ; ----- :------- :—:—;—:—:—rzr—da.
+  ( / f  — sin^(/3o) +  sin(a) sin(/?o)
-772gG6cOs(/9)
sin^(^)
Integrating over a = 0,..., tt and 13 =  —/5q, /?o and adding together we obtain the resulting
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Figure 4.12: /3 measured from the vertical.
change in
where
(2A -  C) tan ^
\ /C 2 -  4B2
Q 
+ 2
7T r- /  .  \  n 3o
1 (  Csin(d)
+
J 0
A tan"
BC
v a C
- d o
TT 2 A - C
+
2 \ /C 2 -  4B2
— — tan I —, - - ■— 
2
+  4 d = t a n - - ( ^ ^
A — I 2 ~  c o s {/3q ) ) - { - {Il H— 12 A TTisb'^) s i ï A { P o )  
B  
C  
A
È
C
sin(/)o),
— +  I 2 +  ttlbcA +  {Il — I 2 T  77156 )^ sin^(/5o);
—mBdh,
1
I  T ttibcl T I
Il — I 2 A rriBb^-
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In [15], the following values for the mass and inertia properties are given:
=  0.519, a  =  0.253, t u b  =  0.836,
6 =  1.352, =  0.565, Z f =  0.0243,
with these alterations if the arms are used instead of the legs, with and w ithout weights, 
when the legs are held parallel to the yaw axis:
Arms without weights: =  0.413, a  =  0.664, ttib =  0.289,
6 =  0.899, i f  =  0.1331, i f  =  0.0030.
Arms with weights: =  0.413, a  =  0.664, rriB =  0.445,
b =  1.292, 7 f  =  0.261, =  0.0030.
A M atlab program, given in Appendix A.2, to  calculate the change in ^ for various /3o values
produces the plot shown in Figure 4.13. Since the shoulders are more flexible than  the hips,
using the arms allows for a larger maximum value of /3q =  45°, [14]. However, the most 
rotation is obtained with /3q =  30° which results in a yaw rotation of approximately 70°. 
These results are reproduced findings of Kane and Scher in [15].
4.3  T h e A stro n a u t Sum m ary
As observed by Kane and Scher in [15], the free-floating astronaut, starting from rest, can 
acquire any change in orientation without the aid of a gas-gun or other such device, by 3 
successive rotations around 2 axes. Pitch motion is the rotation around an axis running from 
the astronau t’s left side to  his right, obtained by symmetrically traversing the arms around 
a surface of an imaginary cone. Yaw motion is the rotation around an axis parallel to  the 
astronau t’s spine obtained by anti-symmetrically traversing the legs around the surface of an
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Pq versus change in ^
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Figure 4.13: Po versus change in  ^ for manoeuvre with legs, arms and arms with weights.
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imaginary half-cone. This controlled motion is split into 2 phases; Phase I, starting with the 
legs split in front and behind, anti-symmetrically traversing the half-cone shape and Phase 
II, bringing the legs back to initial position straight through the middle.
Consider pitch motion. Let measure the rotation around the pitch axis as a result of 
changing a; the angle between the vertical and the plane containing the arm and cone axes. 
Kane and Scher show th a t the relationship between the change in ^ and the change in a  is 
given by
, _  E\ -\- E 2 sin(a) 4- E^ cos(ck)
 ^ Fi +  C2 cos^((a)-f F3 sin((a) cos(q )-f F 4 sin((u)
as a result of conservation of zero angular momentum where F ,^ and the mass and inertia 
properties are given on page 49.
Now consider yaw motion. Let a  measure the angle between the plane normal to the pitch 
axis and the vertical plane and let (3 measure the angle between the leg axis and the vertical. 
Then, if ^ measures the rotation around the yaw axis as a result of changing a  in Phase I 
and (3 in Phase II, the relationship between changes in a  and j3 is given by
^ _  Lf (1 -  cos(/3q)) +  ( / f  -  +  m g 6-) sin^(/3o) +  m gu 6 sin(g) sin(/3o)
+  m sa^  +  ( / f  -  L f  +  sin^(/3o) +  2 m g u 6 s in (n )  sin(/4o)
—2 m g a 6 cos(^)
ap 5
-f mso?  +  +  ( / f  — Lf T rriBh' )^ sin^(/3)
as shown by Kane and Scher in [15]. This is a result of the conservation of zero angular 
momentum where the mass and inertia properties are given on page 56.
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5 Re-orientation of the Falling Gecko
In this chapter, we introduce a first look at the theory behind the falling gecko. A falling 
gecko is able to right itself from an upside down position by flicking its tail at a right-angle to 
its body. By finding the Lagrangian of the system, we can find the momentum, which, when 
set to 0 , gives us a relationship between the angle of the ta il’s rotation and the orientation 
of the gecko’s body.
In a study on falling geckos, Full and colleagues [33], [34] observed th a t when geckos fall, 
regardless of whether they begin falling upsidedown or not, they always land on their feet. 
In experiments which involved placing geckos on the underside of a platform, representative 
of the underside of a leaf, they observed th a t when the geckos lost their foothold they would 
ro tate their tails perpendicularly to their bodies, causing their body to rotate in the opposite 
direction until they were right-side-up. Figure 5.1 shows a sequence of observed tail positions 
relative to the gecko’s body.
Figure 5.1: ©  2008 Full et ai.
Figure 5.2 shows the plot produced by Full et al. which shows the angle of the body, relative 
to an inertial vertical, as the gecko rotates its tail. Full et al. take 0 to be the initial
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Figure 5.2: ©  2008 Full et al.
angle of the body and —tt when the gecko stops rotating its tail; the torso is rotating in a 
clockwise fashion. The initial angle of the tail relative to  the inertial horizontal is observed 
to be at approximately —120° and stops rotating when it reaches 90°; the tail twists in an 
anti-clockwise fashion. The manoeuvre is very quick and on average the gecko has rotated 
itself in under 1 0 0  milliseconds.
The falling gecko is reminiscent of the falling cat in th a t both  entities, when falling, perform 
controlled manoeuvres in order to self-rotate and ensure th a t they land on their feet. Both 
begin with zero angular momentum and the rotation of their bodies is a direct consequence 
of conservation of this zero angular momentum.
In order to explain the mechanics behind the observed movements, we model the gecko as 
a coupled rigid body as seen in Figure 5.3. Body A is a cylinder of radius, t a , and length.
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Figure 5.3: The cylinder-cone model of the gecko.
I A, which represents the gecko’s head, torso and legs. Body B is a cone with base radius, 
tb = TA, and length /g, which represents the tail. Bodies A  and B  are fixed at a single point, 
O, which we take to be the origin. Body B  remains at right angles to Body A  throughout 
the manoeuvre.
Let ÛA measure the angle between an axis going through the gecko’s left side to its right 
(side-side axis) and the inertial horizontal and let 6b measure the angle between the side- 
side axis and the tail. In order to see how the change m 6b affects 6a  ^ we must first find 
the kinetic energy of the system, which involves finding the kinetic energy of the individual 
bodies.
Let A = {ai, &2 , ag} be a right-handed orthonormal frame fixed in Body A, where a% points 
in the direction of the spine and a 2 points in the ventral direction. Let N  = {ui, 112, ng} 
be a right-handed orthonormal frame such th a t rii =  a% and ri2 points along the tail. Both 
frames can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Location of A-frame and iV-frame
The kinetic energy of Body A  is given by
1
K A
CJ
Ur
If 0 0
0  I f  0
V
UJr
2 -1  \ 1 / 2 "  ^ 2
where jd  and wd are the moments of inertia and the angular velocities around respectively. 
Note th a t
^2 ~  ^3 ~  ~ ^ ^ A ^ a 'b ~^^A'^a ^
where rriA is the mass of Body A  since A is a circular cylinder. The angular velocity of the 
A-frame is given by
(jJ^ =  —^ ,4^1,
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and so
ÜJ2 — 0 ,
Hence,
(5.1)
To find the kinetic energy of Body B, we must find the angular velocity of a B-frame fixed 
in Body B which does not allow twisting at the base of the tail. The angular velocity of this 
B-frame relative to the TV-frame is given by
^  — —Ùb ^2-
Hence, the inertial velocity of the B-frame is given by
UJ^ = =  —Oa Sli +  Ob Sli — 6b '!^ 2-
The TV-frame can be mapped to the A-frame by rotating anti-clockwise around a i by an 
angle of Ob - Hence,
ai =  cos(^s)rii -f- sin(^g)n2,
and so
=  { Ô b  -  Ô j ^  c o s ( ^ B ) n i  +  {^{Ob  -  Ôa ^  s i n ( ^ g )  -  112 =  w f r i i  +  c c f r i 2 +  w ^ r ig ,
where
=  (^6b  -  Oa ^ c o s { 6 b ) ,
^ 2  = sin(^B) -  ,
w f =  0 .
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The kinetic energy of Body B  is hence given by
( ^ f )  +  - I 2 {^ 2 ) +  2 ^ 1  {^3 ) ,
where i f  and u f  are the moments of inertia and the angular vélocités around respectively. 
Note th a t
= ^3  = y ^ ' ^b I b  +
I 2 =
where is the mass of Body B  since B is a cone. Hence,
K b = {^B — 6a ^ cos^(6*b)
+  “  ^B j  • (5.2)
Neglecting gravity, the kinetic energy of the system is given by combining (5.1) and (5.2):
L (^ Ob , 6a , Ob ^ = -^B%A'f's^A +  COS^(^b)
+  ^ ^ b ^ b  ~  sin(^B) — 6b ^ . (5.3)
Differentiating (5.3) with respect to  9a and setting to  0, we obtain the relationship which
determines the relationship between the changes in 9a and the changes in
^  - ^ m g r |s in ( ^ B )  +  (è ^ ^ ^ B  +  cQS^(^b) +  ^ m g r |  sin^(^g)
^ i^nAr^ +  cos2 (^g) +  ^ m g r ^  sin^((9B) ^
Note th a t [35] gives inertial measurements whereas we give 6*g defined with respect to the 
gecko’s torso. A change in the inertial angle of the tail from —1 2 0 ° to 90° corresponds to  a 
change in 9b from —120° to  270°.
In [35], Pull gives the weight of the tail as ^  of the weight of the body and so rriA = lOmg. 
Hence,
—3 sin(^g) +  +  2^ cos^(^b) +  3sin^(0g)
99a = ------------- T7i-----yv-------------------- —-------------d9B. (5.4)
50 +  +  2 j  cos^(^g) +  3 sin (9b )
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Figure 5.5: Cosymbotus Platyurus
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Figure 5.6: 9a  and 9b  throughout the gecko’s fall
A numerical discretisation with a stepsize of 0.1 was used to  calculate 9a as Ob evolves from 
— 120° to  270° for various values of Using the trapezium  rule for the discretisation, a 
change in 6a of — tt is obtained when ^  % 11. Figure 5.6 shows how Oa and Ob evolve 
throughout the gecko’s fall. The same figure is shown in Figure 5.7, except 0 = Ob + Oa is 
plotted instead of Ob- 0 is the angle measured in the experiments of [35], and Figure 5.7 is 
a good approximation of the experimental results seen in Figure 5.2.
Both of these figures were obtained with the assumption th a t ^  =  11. This is a reasonable 
approximate typification of the tail length to  tail base radius of Cosymbotus Platyurus, the 
genus of gecko observed in [35], as seen in Figure 5.5. Hence, the above relationship between
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Figure 5.7: 6a  and 6 throughout the gecko’s fall 
the resultant change in 6a from changes in Ob agree with the observational experiments of
[35].
5.1 Falling G ecko S um m ary
In the investigational experiments of [35], Full et al observe th a t a gecko falling from an 
upside-down position is able to  right itself by flicking its tail at right-angles to  its body. 
The rotation of the tail causes an inertial orientation of the torso in the opposite direction 
as a result of zero angular momentum conservation. Let 6a measure the angle between the 
ventral direction of the gecko and an inertial horizontal and let 6b measure the angle between 
the ventral direction of the gecko and the tail. We find th a t the resultant change in 6a due 
to  a change in is given by:
—3 sin(^g) +  -b 1^ cos^(^g) +  3 sin^(^g)
dOA = ■dOB,
50 -j- +  1^ cos^(^g) +  3 sin^(^g)
where t t i b ,  I b  and t b  are the mass, length and base radius of the gecko’s tail respectively. 
A typical Cosymbotus Platyurus gecko, the genus of gecko observed in [35], has tail length
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approximately 11 times th a t of its base radius. W ith ^  % 11, a numerical discretisation 
of the above relationship agrees with the observed behaviour and attributes of the gecko’s 
motion in [35].
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6 Differential-G eom etric Connections
In all of the cases explored so far, the entity has control over some internal shape config­
uration, which when changed, results in a change in location and orientation, due to the 
conservation of zero momentum. In each case, the conservation of momentum manifests 
itself as a G-invariance in the Lagrangian of the system where G is the group of external 
locations/orientations. Each of these scenarios can be represented as a trivial principal bun­
dle, where a path  in control space lifts to a path  in the entire configuration space. Exploring 
the differential geometry allows us to find a connection which determines the change in the 
location group from a change in the shape (or base) space. The importance of considering 
the differential geometry is th a t the group invariance of the Lagrangian allows for a reduced 
Lagrangian for the system and it follows th a t the mechanical connection will describe the 
relationship between the changes independent of location. This is useful for when internally 
controlled motions are defined with respect to the body in a system with zero initial momen­
tum; the change in location depends only on the internal change, irrespective of where the 
body currently resides. We begin this chapter by briefly explaining connection theory and 
talk about the mechanical connection corresponding to a momentum-conserving system. In 
the last part of this chapter, we explore the differential geometry and the connection of the 
falling gecko.
6.1 C on n ection  T h eory
Suppose we are dealing with a system where an entity has control of a shape configuration 
th a t results in a change in location and orientation due to the conservation of momentum. 
Let S  be the space of all controlled shapes; the base space, and let G be the space of resulting
Figure 6.1: A path in the base space.
movements; the location group. In all cases seen so far, G is a Lie group.
D efin itio n  1 (Lie Group). A Lie group is a group which is also a differentiable manifold,
wztA t&e propert?/ pro'up opemhoMS are compa^ z^ /e /^ze .g^ rwc^ zzre.
Q = G X  S is the entire configuration space of the system given by
Q — {{Qj s) : g G G, s G S} .
Consider a path  in G, representative of a controlled motion executed by the entity, as shown
in Figure 6 .1 . At each point along this path, the entity also has a configuration in G which 
is changing due to the conservation of momentum. Suppose we attach identical copies of G 
at each point in S. Then we have a representation of Q =  G x S', where we can show how 
a path  in S  induces a path  in G, and the whole configuration space can be seen. Figure 6 .2  
shows an example of how a path  in S  might lift to a path  in Q. This representation of Q is 
known as a trivial principal bundle.
D efin itio n  2  (Trivial Principal Bundle). Let S  be a manifold and G be a Lie group. A 
^rWa/ prmczpa/ wz^ /z 6a.se space S' azzd /cca^zczz prczzp G, cczzszs^s o /  /^ze ZTzazzÿ'a/d
Q =  G X S' ^ope^/zer wzb/z a /ree /e/it ac^zozz o /  G czz Q pzrezz 6p ^6e /e/i^  ^razzs/a^zorz zzz /^ze 
prozzp rarza6/e." 0/i(p , s )  =  (/z - p, s ) ,  /o r  s  G S' azzd p G G.
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GFigure 6.2: A path on the fibre bundle.
Note th a t • represents the group action, but from hereonin we drop it for convenience. 
Reconsider Figure 6.2. The point qi =  (^i,S i) represents the initial configuration of the 
entity. The controlled shape change from Si to S2 induces a continuous change in the location 
group from gi to p2 and the resulting configuration is given by q 2 =  (^2 , ^2). The overall 
change in G  is known as the geometric phase, [17]. In all cases seen so far the geometric 
phase is a consequence of conserved zero momentum.
Each point q  =  (p, s), on a path  in Q, has a tangent vector q  =  {g ,  s) G TqQ. Consider tan ­
gent vectors which have no directional change in the G-direction, known as vertical vectors, 
which have the form ( \
g
G VaQ.
VqQ is the set of all vertical vectors; a subspace of the tangent space, at q. Note tha t 
vertical vectors represent a change in G w ithout a change in S  and so these vectors would 
only appear in a system with conserved non-zero momentum.
To each Lie group, we can associate a Lie algebra; the tangent space, TgG, at the identity
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element, e G G. We denote the Lie algebra associated with G: g =  Elements of the
Lie algebra can be transported to their corresponding vectors on Q, for each q  G Q. Since
Lie algebra elements hold no significance on S, these transported vectors will be vertical.
D e fin itio n  3 (Infinitesimal Generator). / / ^  G 0, the vector field on Q denoted by
(q)
fs cn/W m/imfeszmo/ penemfor 0/ ocfmn
Note th a t 0  is the left action of G on Q and so
^g(q) — (0 exp(^ t) (s')'5))
t=o
d
dt
/
V
exp ((f)
\ f  \
(exp ((f) ^
i=0 V 0 / t=Q
/  \  
i a
V ° J
verifying tha t these vectors are in fact vertical. The role of the infinitesimal generator is 
to transport velocities to p G G such th a t the effect there would be the same if it were at 
e G G, defined with respect to a ^-fixed frame, [22]. We consider the p-fixed frame to be a 
body-fixed frame whose configuration is given by g with respect to an inertially fixed frame. 
An alternative representation of the subspace of vertical vectors at q  is hence given by
=  {^Q(q) : ^ G 0 } ,
Note th a t the infinitesimal generator is the vector field on Q defined for a particular (  given 
by
=  {^g(q) : q G Q} , 
whereas the vertical subspace is defined for a particular q  G Q.
A connection performs the reverse role of the infinitesimal generator; it returns the corre­
sponding Lie algebra element of a tangent vector, except it acts on general q G and not 
just vertical vectors. A connection returns the Lie algebra element which reflects changes in
G caused by changes in S', along with the given change in G.
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D efin ition  4 (Lifted action). The lifted action is the map 2^0/^ : -4 such that
(q, dq) H4 (0/i(q), 7^0/, (dq)) /or ft G G and q G Q.
Sometimes referred to as the tangent lift, this map takes tangent vectors at q  to corresponding 
tangent vectors at 0 h(q) and has the local coordinate form:
G .  \hdg
Tq0 /i(dq) =
V /
Tq0 /i(dq) is the tangent vector at [g,s) defined with respect to a p-fixed frame, lifted to 
0/i(ô', s) such th a t the change in G appears the same inertially, but now defined with respect 
to an hp-fixed frame.
D efin ition  5 (Connection on a trivial principal bundle). A connection, Lq, on a principal 
b-and^e Q =  G x S zs a g-ra^wed )-/o 7m  on Q safzs/^mg'.'
rq ( (g (q ))  =  ( ;
r $ ^ ( q ) ( T l ) 0 / i ( d q ) )  =  A d / , L q ( d q ) .
Axiom (1 ) states th a t a connection must transport vertical vectors back to the corresponding 
Lie algebra element as defined by the infinitesimal generator.
Axiom (2 ) is the property of equivariance which states th a t the group action must commute 
with the connection.
r$^(q) (Tq0/t (dq)) is the Lie algebra element which generates the tangent vector at q  moved 
to and defined with respect to kg. Lq (dq) is the Lie algebra element which generates the 
tangent vector at q, defined with respect to g. Hence, the property of equivariance states 
th a t we can take the tangent vector at q, lift it to Tb,,(q) (dq), and pull back to the Lie algebra 
and we would get the same result as first pulling dq back to the Lie algebra, applying h, 
then pulling this new vector back to the Lie algebra. Lifting a vector from TgG  to 2%gG, is
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the same as lifting a vector from g to T^G, relative to their respective frames. 
T h e o re m  1. The local form of a connection can be written as
Tq (dq) =  Adg +  B(g)dg) ,
Proof. The most general g-valued 1-form on Q is given by
T q ( d q )  =  a (g f ,  s )dgf 4- ^(^^, s ) d 5 ,
where a  : TgG ^  g and [3 : TgS  c4 g.
Consider axiom (1) and suppose we have a vertical vector at q, i.e. dq =
The Lie algebra element which generates dq is given by dgg~^. Hence,
(6 .1)
V V  V V
L q ( d q )  =  a(^^, 5)dgf =  dgf^/ ^
Now consider axiom (2). Suppose tha t dq =
y d ,  !
0 :k ) ( ')  =  (^g -i( '))  -
, then we have
=  kg {hgy"^ hdg {hg)~^ P  (5{hg, s)ds 
=  hdg~^h~^ P (3{fig, s)ds,
and
Ad/,Tq (dq) =  Ad/  ^ (Adg +  /)(^, g)ds)
=  Ad/, 4- g)dg)
=  hdgg^^hP^ P  hf3{g, s)dshT^
~  hdgg^^h^^  P  hp{g,  s )h^^ds ,
where we have used ^(^ , g)ds =  /)^(p, g)ds^ where A G g and n  =  dfm(S'), which implies
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 ^ =  Hence,"
g).
In particular,
Hence, the local form of a connection can be w ritten as
Fq (<iq) =  Adg [g ^dg +  B{s)ds)
where B : T S  ^  q is known as the local connection.
□
6.2 T h e M ech anical C on n ection
The motion of a system constrained to evolve with conserved momentum can be described 
with a connection known as the mechanical connection as explained in [25]. In all cases seen 
so far, the Lagrangian of the system can be written in the form
1
/
V
^ggi^) ^gs{s)
{ A g s { s ) f  A s » ( s )
\
/
\
w
where g is the location and s is the shape. Lagrangians of this form are G-invariant.
D efinition 6 (G-invariance). A Lagrangian function, L : TQ —> M, is said to be G -invariant 
25 mfnnanf wzf/i respect ncfmn, he.
Uq.q) = ^($aq),Tq0t (q))
for all h G G and q G T^Q.
For the cases seen so far, T/^(q) =  (h +  g, s) and (q) =  {g, s) and so each Lagrangian 
has been G-invariant. Systems th a t exhibit a G-invariance can be described with a reduced
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Lagrangian
{s, g ^g,s) =
1
/
( A , s { s ) g  A,,{s)
Symmetries of a Lagrangian, such as G-invariance, correspond to conserved quantities of the 
system. The conserved quantity (quantities) corresponding to G-invariance are given by
s is causing a change in G and so we can consider a ‘locked’ system where this change in G 
is already incorporated into G. In order to find the connection, we impose th a t the ‘locked’ 
system, i.e. where there is no change in the base manifold, has the same momentum as the 
momentum on Q. The locked system has momentum, I(s)^ , where I is the locked inertia 
tensor; the inertia tensor of the locked system. Hence, we must solve
I ( s ) $  =  A g g O ) g  '-g +  A g g { s ) s , (6 .2 )
for Note th a t Agg{s) = I(s) and so
relative to a G-fixed frame or
relative to an inertial frame. This takes the form of equation (6.1), where
B{s) = r \ s ) A g , ( s )
is the local connection.
Setting momentum of the locked system to 0 in equation (6 .2 ), we have
g - p  =  - r i ( s ) A 5,(s )s (6.3)
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Figure 6.3: Evolving configuration of the falling gecko shown on the torus
For systems with conserved 0 momentum, if a path  in S  is retraced back to the original shape, 
known as reciprocal motion, the entity will return to its original position in configuration 
space, Q. This is because s ^  —s on the retrace and hence g~^g -4 —g~^g.
6.3 E xam p le (T h e G eck o’s C on n ection )
Recall th a t the gecko whips its tail from —120° to 90° anti-clockwise which results in the 
body rotating clockwise to an upright position. 6a and 6b measure the angles of the tail and 
the angle of the torso relative to the inertial horizontal respectively. The base manifold, S, 
and the location group, G, are both  given by copies of =  [0 , 27t) and the configuration 
space Q — G X S,  can be represented on the trivial principal fibre bundle given by the torus: 
Q = X S^. Note th a t [13] gives inertial measurements where we give 6b defined with 
respect to the gecko’s position. A change in the inertial angle of the tail from —120° to 90° 
corresponds to a change in 6b from —120° to 270°. Figure 6.3 shows th a t path  in Q as the 
gecko whips its tail and rotates. The gecko’s mechanical connection is given by equation 
(5.4):
—3 sin(dg) +  T cos^(dg) +  3 sin^(dg) 
d6A = ---------------- t v A A   ------------------------------ d6B,
50 -b cos^(dg) fi- 3 sin^(^g)
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where pi and d are the densities and lengths of the body and the tail respectively and rg  is 
the radius of both the tail and the body . Hence, the local form of the connection is given 
by
—3 sin(^g) +  ( IT +  2 ) (ds) +  3 sin {Oq )
=   ^ -^----------
50 +  +  I j  cos^(dg) +  3 sin {6b )
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7 Self-Propulsion of an A m oeboid Swimmer
The term  ‘swimmer’ refers to any organism which can propel itself through a fluid. The 
amoeboid swimmer, or amoeba, is a unicellular swimmer which propels itself by deforming 
its surface. Like in all the cases seen so far, amoeba exhibit a similar type of controlled motion 
which results in a change in location. A mechanical connection can be found to  describe 
their movement from areas of a low concentration of food to  areas of a higher concentration. 
The space of controlled deformations can be taken as the base space and the location group 
is the space of possible positions and orientations within a viscous fluid.
In this chapter we review a simplified model of the swimmer as investigated by Mason and 
Burdick in [26]. We find the fluid potential for a deforming 2 -dimensional body submerged 
within an ideal, irrotational, quiescent fluid, firstly fixed a t its origin and then free to  move 
throughout the fluid as studied by Mason and Burdick. This potential, which satisfies 
appropriate boundary conditions, is used to find the kinetic energy of the fluid, which allows 
us to find the connection th a t determines the resultant changes in location group. We begin 
this chapter by discussing small surface deformations to the unit circle.
7.1 P ertu rb a tio n s o f th e  U n it C ircle
Let the surface of a swimmer be given in polar coordinates by r  =  F{9). Consider the unit 
circle, F {9) =  1 , as in Figure 7.1. If we perturb  the surface it can be described by
F{9) =  ro (1 +  e / ( d ) ) ,
where e <C 1 and /  is continuous in 9. Consider f (9)  = cos{9). The effect of adding e cos(^) is 
to  increase the radius for 6* € [O, 27t), and decrease the radius for ^ G ( f  ’ ? ) •  Hor 9 G
{ | ,  ^ }  the radius is unaffected. Figure 7.2(a) shows the deformation F{9) =  1 +  0 .7 cos(6>).
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Figure 7.1: F{9)  =  1
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(a) F{6)  =  1 +  ecos{9),  e =  0.7 (b) F{e)  =  l  +  esin(0),€ =  O.7
Figure 7.2: F{6)  =  1 +  ecos(0) and F{9)  =  1 +  esin(^)
We illustrate with a larger value of e to  emphasise th a t the effect is deformation and not 
translation.
Similarly, the graph for F{9)  =  1 +  0 .7 sin(^) is given in Figure 7.2(b). The deformations 
F(6)  =  1 +  ecos(2^) and F{9)  =  1 +  esin(2^) are shown in Figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b).
For larger frequency values, such as in the deformation F {6) =  1 +  O.lcos(lO^) seen in 
Figure 7.4(a), the surface oscillations are more apparent and occur more frequently along 
the surface. The graph of F {9) = 1 + e (cos(2^) +  sin(2 ^)) with e =  0.3 is given in Figure
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(a) F (6) — 14- ecos(20), e =  0.3 (b) F{6)  =  14- esin(20), e =  0.3
Figure 7.3: F{9) =  14- ecos(2^) and F{9)  =  14- €sin(20)
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(a) F{9)  =  14- ecos(lOÔ), e =  0.1 (b) F{6)  =  1 -b e (cos(20) 4- sin(20)), e =  0.3
Figure 7.4: F{9)  =  1 4- €COs(lO0) and F{9)  =  1 4- e (cos(2^) 4- sin(20))
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7.4(b).
We can obtain a time-dependent periodic deformation by introducing time-dependent peri­
odic deformation coefficients.
The time-dependent deformation studied in [26] is given by
F{6, t) =  ro (1 +  e {si{t) cos(20) -f S2 (t) cos(36>) -j- Ss{t) sin (3^))). (7.1)
F{9, t) is defined with respect to  a body-fixed frame which is rotating and translating due to 
deformation. If we take s == {si, «2 , s^} G S' =  to  be the base space and G = SE{2)  the 
location group, the mechanics of the swimmer can be represented on a trivial principal fibre 
bundle, x SE{2).  Hence, we can find a connection to  describe the relationship between 
the deformation and the drift in the location group.
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Figure 7.5: Initial configuration of a body submerged in fluid.
7.2 F lu id  P o ten tia l o f a F ixed  D eform able B o d y
Suppose we have a 2 -dimensional body submerged in an ideal, irrotational, quiescent fluid. 
The surface of the body has the initial configuration of a circle of radius, ro, as seen in Figure 
7.5. The fluid surrounding the body satisfies the Laplace equation:
where 0 is a potential function for the fluid, [2 1 ]. The fluid velocity components can be 
expressed as
(  ^ \  (  c o s f g #  -  ^
(7.2)
/
The fluid velocity at the surface of the body must equal the deformation velocity of the 
surface, so we have the boundary condition
VS • n r = F =  n
/ \ 
V /
(7.3)
where n is the normal unit vector pointing into the fluid at point (X, Y )  on the surface of 
the body as seen in Figure 7.6. X  and Y  are given by
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Figure 7.6: Normal vector n at point (N , Y)  on deformed surface.
x { e , t )  =  F{e ,t)  cos{e),
Y ( e , t )  =  F{9, t )  sin{e).
The unit tangent vector along the deformation at {X, Y )  is given by
/  . .  \
Xs
V ^ /
where
It follows th a t the unit normal vector at each point on the surface is given by
1
"  =  T
V
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Note th a t
^ (F co s(^ ))
^ (F s in (^ ))
(9^
/
=  Fq coti{0) — F  sm{0).
=  sin(6*) +  Fcos(^),
\
n =
F q c o s { 0 )  — F  s i n { 0 )
^ F Q s m { 9 )  +  F  c o s ( 9 )  y
F q sin(^) +  F  c o s { 9 )
F  s m { 9 )  -  F q c o s { 9 )  j
(7.4)
(7.5)
(7.6)
Note th a t / 7  ^ 0 for all t  as long as our surface F  7  ^ 0 for all t .  Using equations (7.2) and 
(7.5), the LHS of (7.3) is given by
/
=  7
I = jF - ^  + F l
COS(0)|^ - ^ fg sin(^) +  Fcos(^)
\ Fsin(6*) — F q cos(<9) /
I (  d4>{F,e,t) Fgd<f>(F,e,t)
I \  dr F  de
(7.7)
and the RHS becomes
n
V y
/
F q sin(^) +  F  c o s { 9 )  
F  sin(6>) — F q c o s { 9 )
^  ^  F ,cos(0 )
/
=  7  F F ,.
 ^ Ftsm{9)  y
Hence, the boundary condition (7.3) can be w ritten as
F (7.8)
We also hypothesised th a t the surrounding fluid is quiescent and so we must flnd a fluid 
potential th a t satisfies the Laplace equation and the above boundary condition in equation 
(7.8), and which also gives fluid velocities th a t tend to 0 as r  - 4  0 0 .
Figure 7.7: Deformation to the surface of a body submerged in fluid.
7.2.1 P ertu rb ation  A nalysis
A fundamental solution of the Laplace equation for an ideal fluid is given by
oo ^
=  ^ 1 + ^ 2  In r  4-7 3 ^ + r  (<^ i sin(^) 4- 6 2 Cos(^)) +  ^  — (oT,sin(n^) 4- /5TiCos(n^)), (7.9)
n = l
We can take 7 i =  0 since if 0 is a fluid potential then so is 0' =  0 -  71  and take 7 3  =  0 since
we neglect circulation. Since the surrounding fluid is quiescent, (5i =  ^2 =  0 and so (7.9)
becomes
00 ^
0(r, ^) =  7 2  In r  4- ^  — (o^ sin(n^) 4- ( 3 n C o s {n 6 ) ) , (7.10)
n = \
where and 7  ^ are determined by boundary condition (7.8).
For small deformations, as in Figure 7.7, we can express F  as:
F (^ ,t)  =  r o ( l 4- e / ( ^ , t ) ) ,  (7.11)
where e <K 1, therefore (7.8) becomes
<  (1 +  <:/)' 2  =  d ( l  +  (7.12)
We can take a Taylor expansion of around Vq-.
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and similarly for hence, equation (7.12) becomes
0 (1 +  2 . /  +  +  , r g ( l  +  2 . / )
.  „ i  +  2 . „  I  .  +  O (<■) .
We now also take an expansion of (j) in e:
0(r, 9, t) =  601 +  6^02 +  £^03 +  ••• (7.13)
where each 0i satisfies the Laplace equation
A 01 =  0.
The solution for each 0% can hence be expressed in the form of (7.10). By collecting like 
terms in powers of e, up to second order, we have
O C ) :  (7,14)
o  ^  2 r g / g  +  (7.15)
The particular type of deformation studied in [26] is given by
/ ( 6*, t) = si{t) cos(26*) +  S2 {t) cos(36*) +  8 3 (f) sin(36>),. (7.16)
Hence, using equations (7.10) and (7.14)-(7.16), we can determine a^, 0i and 71 and find an
expression for 0(r, 0 ,f) (see Appendix B .l and note equations (B.3) to (B.5)):
0 (r, 6, t) =  0 siSi +  0 S282 +  053-^ 3 +  O (e^) ,
Figure 7.8: 2-dimensional rigid body motion
where
' S i
' S 2
' S 3
( I -^cos(20)
5r 3r/ 3r;
I In r  — 77-7 cos(40) — 7 7 7 S3 sin(50) — ^ ^ ^ 2  cos(50)
8M 5^5
d-e  ^ (-7 7 8 2  In r  - 5 i cos(0) — rSi cos(50)
y 2 r  or^
+e^ f ^ S s l n r -  —Si sin(0) -  sin(5g) 
\ 2 r  br^
""“ ..3 S in (6 0 )-
(7.17)
1 2 r « 12f6
(7.18) 
«2 COS(60)
(7.19)
7r
-S2 sin(60) +
7r^
° 53 C0S(6^)1 2 r 6 " " ' 12r6
At this point, we are assuming th a t the body is fixed at the origin. In order to investigate 
the case when the body is free to move, we first introduce 2 -dimensional rigid body motion.
7.3 2-D  R igid  B o d y  T ransform ations and V eloc ities
Consider a 2 -dimensional rigid body with rotational and translational motion. Let the A- 
frame be an inertial frame and the B-frame be a frame fixed in the body, as seen in Figure 
7.8. We can describe the position and orientation of the B-frame relative to the A-frame 
using the vector p =  (p i,p 2) G which gives the position of the origin of B relative to
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BF igu re  7.9: 2-D im ensional R ig id  M otion
A,  and R  G S O {2), which represents the rotation m atrix which describes the orientation of 
frame B  relative to frame A. See Figure 7.9. The inertial coordinates, of a point, q^, 
given in body coordinates are given by
Qa -  p(qg) =  R c[b +  P
The homogeneous representation of an n-vector, or n-dimensional point, extends the dimen­
sion to n -h 1 by adding a 0, or 1. Hence, the homogeneous representation, as pointed out in 
[28], of q^ t is given by:
qu =
/ \ / 
qu RqB +  P  
1
where indicates homogeneous coordinates. Hence, we can express q^ in m atrix form using 
homogeneous coordinates:
/
Ha =  p(qg)
/i p
0 1
\ / \ 
qg
V -  V 1
where 0 =  (0, 0). If ^ measures anti-clockwise orientation of frame B  relative to A, then
\
R p
u A
cos(6*) — sin(^) P i
sin(^) cos(^) P2
0 0 1
(7.20)
/
is the homogeneous representation of an element in SE{2) =  5 0 (2 ) x Alternatively, the 
vector representation is given by
^ =  (^)^ =  (P i,P 2 ,^) € X 5 0 (2 ),
where ^ indicates the operation of converting from homogeneous coordinates to a vector 
form. In each case, g is a. group element which represents an anti-clockwise rotation of 6 
followed by a translation of p  =  (p i,P 2)-
The Lie algebra associated with SE{2)  is the tangent space a t the identity element of SE{2)  
and is given in vector form by
ge(2) =  {(v,w ) G X so(2)} ,
where v  and u  represent the linear and angular velocities respectively. It represents the set 
of all possible directional changes in SE{2)  at any point g G 557(2). so(2) is the Lie algebra 
to the group of all 2-dimensional rotations, hence the speed of rotation w — ^ is sufficient to 
represent angular changes. A 2-dimensional point q tha t has angular velocity, w, and linear 
velocity, v, has to tal velocity
q  =  a>q-bv, (7.21)
where
/  \
0 - w
(J 0 /
Hence, (7.21) can be w ritten in homogeneous form as
where
/ \
q q
= 1
A y V  ^ y
. \
w  V
0 0
The homogeneous representation of the Lie algebra is given by
, w  G 5 0 (2 ) , V G
\
w V
se(2) =  <
A V
(7.22)
where, so(2) can be represented by the set of all 2 x 2 skew-symmetric matrices.
We now consider a path  in the group given by g{t) G 557(2). A point qg, relative to the
5-fram e, following a path  in 557(2), has spatial homogeneous coordinates:
TA (4  =
^ 5(^) p(^) ^
V 0 /
where we have dropped the  ^ for convenience. Differentiating with respect to t we have
qA =  g^.B = qg
557(2) is a group, hence g exists and is given by
V 0 1
(7.23)
/
Therefore, q_B = 9 ^qA and in terms of the inertial frame
qA =  pp'^qA 
The instantaneous spatial velocity is given by
d '  =  gg-'- (7.24)
Substituting (7.20) and (7.23) into (7.24), we have the homogeneous representation of spatial 
velocities:
^ 5 5 :^  - 5 5 ^ p  +  p ^
0 0
y
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R W  is the skew-symmetric matrix
f  • \
0 - 5
9 0
and so the spatial velocity takes the form
/
of an element in (7.22).
This velocity can also be defined with respect to the body frame. It is not the velocity of 
the body with respect to the body frame, as this is always 0, but it is the velocity as would 
be seen from the body frame. The body velocity is given by
qg =  5 ^qA =  p ^^qg.
Hence, the instantaneous body velocity as seen from the S-fram e is given by
^ R'^R R ^ p  ^
0 0
/
which also takes the form of (7.22).
As seen in [28], the spatial and body velocities are related by the adjoint transformation. 
Ad : 557(2) ^  557(2). The adjoint transform ation associated with g maps body coordinates 
into spatial coordinates:
= Adg =  g [g~^g) g~^ =  gg^'--
Similarly, the adjoint transform ation associated with g~^ maps spatial coordinates into body 
coordinates:
Analagously to the group elements, homogeneous Lie algebra elements can also be given in 
vector form:
^ =  (^1,^2,^) G
In the following chapters, gg~~^  indicates , and likewise for 9 ~^g, where we drop "
and  ^ for convenience.
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Figure 7.10: 2-D body traversing through a fluid due to deformation
It is im portant to note th a t for the instantaneous spatial velocity, ^^{t) — ( v * ^ ( t ) , , 
is intuitively the instantaneous angular velocity as viewed by the inertial frame, how­
ever, v^{t)  is not the velocity of the origin of the body frame, it represents the velocity of a 
point which is travelling through the origin of the spatial frame at time, t. For the instanta­
neous body velocity, ^^{t )  = (v^(t), is the angular velocity of the body frame
relative to the spatial frame as viewed by the body frame, and v ^ (t)  is the velocity of the 
origin of the body frame relative to the inertial frame as viewed by the body frame.
7.4 F lu id  P o ten tia l o f th e  Free D eform able B o d y
We shall now consider the same deformation to a body in an ideal, irrotational, quiescent 
fluid where the body is no longer fixed at the origin, as studied by Mason and Burdick in [26]. 
The body experiences a change in location and orientation in the fluid, as seen in Figure 7.10, 
caused by the deformation due to the conservation of momentum. The boundary condition 
at the body surface should still reflect the requirement th a t the velocity of the surface of
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the body is equal to the velocity of the fluid at the surface. However, the velocity of the 
surface is now affected by the rotation and translation of the body as well as the velocity of 
the deformation. We can assume th a t the body is instantaneously rigid and the velocity of 
a point X  =  (X, Y )  at the surface, as pointed out in [27], is given by
V =  — + w X  +  v, (7.25)
where ^ =  (v, w) represent the Lie algebra velocities defined with respect to the body frame. 
Analagous to equation (7.3), the surface boundary condition becomes
V d)-n | „ =  V  n  =  • n  +  chX • n  +  v • n, (7.26)
where cf) is the fluid potential given by equation (7.10). For the chosen type of deformation, 
given by (7.1), we have
^  cos(5) =  ro6 (âi(^) cos(25) +  g2 (^) cos(35) +  5 3 (t) sin(35)) cos(5),
BY BF
=  —  sin(5) =  Toe (5i(^) cos(25) +  S2 (^) cos(35) +  5 3 (t) sin(35)) sin(5),
hence, the solution of the boundary condition will allow us to express 0  as
(f) =  (fSv\ +  0^U2 A (j)"^LÜ +  S\ +  0^52 A 0^53  A O (e^) 5 (7.27)
We solved V 0 • =  X^ • n  for 0 in section 7.2 and so 0"^ , 0^ and cjY are given by 0^^, 0gg,
and 0 S3 , respectively, as in equations (7.17) to (7.19).
7.4.1 So lv ing  fo r 0  ^ a n d  cjY
Let
0"" =  0^Ui A 0^U2- (7.28)
Like we did for the deformation coefficients, we can treat
V 0 '^  • =  V n  (7.29)
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separately, where 0^ satisfies equation (7.10).
The RHS of the surface boundary condition in (7.29) becomes
/  \  /   _ \
V • n
v\
V2\  /
Fe sin(5) +  F  cos{9) 
F sin(5) — Fe cos{9) /
=  -  [ v i  ( F q  sin{9) +  F  cos{9)) +  V2 {F sin(5) -  F q  cos(5))] , 
using (7.5) and the RHS is given by equation (7.7). This boundary condition becomes
F-
d r
=  F/Q +  u iF  {Fg sin(5) +  F  cos(5)) A V2F  (F  sin(5) -  Fg cos{9))
(7.30)
For small deformations F(5, t) =  ro (1 A e/(5 , t)) and so (7.30) becomes
r o C  + ef)
dfd4>' '(F,e,t)
d r
ero
d5 d5
A uiro(l A e /)  sin(5) A ro(l A e /)  cos(5)
Au2^o(1 a  cf)  ^ ro(l A cf)  sin(5) — ^^0 ^  cos(5) ) .
Take a Taylor expansion of and around ro to obtain:
d0 d^0''
(1  A 2e/ A 6^/^) ^  A e rg / (1 A 2e/) A %e^rg/^
=  ero
d r 
d /d 0 ^  
d5 d5
dr 2
a v
dr^
d f
(7.31)
80 drde  +
A rg(l A 2cf  A e^/^) (ui cos(5) A V2 sin(5)) A O (e^) ,
where terms involving fF are now evaluated at r  =  ro- We now take an expansion of 
0^(ro,5X ) in e:
0'^('^o, 5, t) — 0]"(ro, 5, t) A 602 (ro, 5, t) A 6^03 (ro, 5, t) A ... (7.32)
where each <ff satisfies equation (7.10). By collecting like terms in powers of e, up to second
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order, we have
O (c°) : ^  cos(5) +  U2 sm (5 )), (7.33)
0 1 . ' ) :  W  +  ' ï f  +  ’- A  P « l
^  ^  cos(5)) A 2 rg / (ui cos(5) A %;2 sm(5))
o  ( .')  : +  2 r g / ^  +  + 2 r g / a  +  ^ g / g  +  I r g / ^  (7.35)
= " ° % ^  + A g ^  + r l f %  Oi Me )  -  % cos{0))
A rg/^ (ui cos(5) A %;2 s in (5 )).
Using /(5 ,t )  =  si(t)cos(25) A S2(t)cos(35) A 5 3 (f) sin(35) and equations (7.32) to (7.35), 
we can find expressions for 0^(r, 5 ,f) and 0^(r, 5,f) in (7.28) (see Appendix B.2, equations
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(B.20) and (B.21)):
(jf{r,9A)  =  — -  cos(5)
r
+e cos(5) A ^ S 3 sin(25) A ^ 6 2  cos(25)
Ae^
cos(35) -  ^ 5 3  sin(45) — ^ 6 2  cos(45) j  
- ^  (3 5 i A A 5gg) cos(5 ) sin(25) — cos(25)
^4 ^5 ^5
A ^ - ^ 5 3  cos(35) A  ^ 51^3 sin(45) A  ^ 5%52 cos(45) A  ^ ^ ^ 2^3 sin(55)
— ^  (5si -  3s2 a  3sg) cos(55) sin(65) — ^ 5 1 6 2  cos(65)
- ^ S 2 S'i sin(75) -  ^  (^2  ~  ^3) cos(75)^ ,
'(r, 5, f) =  — — sin(5)
A e ^ -  ^ s i  sin(5) -  ^ 6 2  sin(25) A  ^ 5 3  cos(25)
— ^ 5 i  sin(35) — ^ 5 2  sin(45) A  ^ 5 3  cos(45)^
/  9r^ 2r^
Ae^ ( ~  ^  (^^1  +  ^^ 2  +  Sag) sin(5) — sin(25) A  -^ 5 i5 3  cos(25)
— sin (35) y5 i 52 sin(45) H— ysiSs cos(45)
(5si A  3sg -  3sg) sin(55) A  ^ 52^3  cos(55) -  - ^ 5 1 6 2  sin(65)
A ^^°sig3Cos(65) -  ^  (^2  -  sin(75) A ^ 52g3 Cos(7 5 )
r
7.4.2 Solving for (fS
We can also consider the remaining component of (7.26) as a separate problem:
ujVcfA • = wX • n, (7.36)
which deals only with the surface rotational velocity and where (fA also satisfies equation 
(7.10).
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The RHS of (7.36) becomes
. Y 1a; X X • n = ~
(
-u j F  s m { 9 )
ujF c o s ( 5 )  
ujFFq
(
\
Fg sin(5) +  F  cos{9) 
F  s'm{9) -  Fg cos{9)
I
The LHS is given by equation (7.7) multiplied by u  and so this equation becomes
dr d5
F "F ,.
For small deformations F{9,t)  =  ro (1 +  ef{9,t))  and so (7.4.2) becomes
)-g(l +  e /)
2 3 0 ^ (0  0, t) d f  e, t) _  ^
dr =  ero d5 d5 d5
Take a Taylor expansion of ^  and ^  around ro to obtain:
i3
(1 +  2ef + eV^) ^  +  e r l f  (1 +  2ef)  g  +
ero
d0 ' 
d /  /  d 0 ^
(7.37)
d5 \  d5
Terms involving 0^ are now evaluated at r  =  ro- We also take an expansion in e:
(r, 5, f) =  e0i(r, 5, f) A e^0g(r, 5 ,f) A e'"0g(r, 5 ,f) A ...3 JL3, (7.38)
where each 0^ satisfies equation (7.10). By collecting like terms in powers of e, up to second 
order, we have
0 (e): 
O  (e ^ )  :
d r °de’
2rg /
d0i 2 d0^ 
d r ^   ^ d r ^
(7.39)
(7.40)
For f {0 , t )  =  si(t) cos{20) + S2{t)cos{30) +  S3 sm(30), and using equations (7.38) to (7.40),
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we can find an expression for 0^(r, 5,f) (see Appendix B.3, equation (B.24)):
0^(r, 5, f) =  e —ySi sin(25) — — sin(35) H— ^ 5 3  cos(35)^ (7.41)
+e^ (  — 3 —S1S2 sin(5) A 3—S1S3 cos(5) -  sin(45) — 3 ^ S iS 2 sin(55)\ f" f* 4?^
A3 ^ s i S 3 cos(55) — (sg — sg) sin(65) A ^ ^ ^ 2^3 cos(65) 
7 .4 .3  S u m m a ry
To summarise, for a deformable body th a t is not fixed at the origin, the fluid potential is 
given by
(p — (p^Vi A 0^U2 A A 0"^5i A 0^ &2 A 0^53  A O (e^) , 
where the components are given by
0^(r, 5,f) =  — -  cos(5)
Ac Si cos(5) 4— | s 3 sin(25) 4— ^52  cos(25)
— |s i  cos(35) — ^ 5 3  sin(45) — ^ 5 2  cos(45)^
Ae^ ^ ^  (3sg A 5sg A 5sg) cos(5) -  ‘^ s i s ^  sin(25) -  ^ S i S 2 cos(25)
^4 ^5 ^5
A ^ ^ i  cos(35) A ^ ^ 1^3 sin(45) A ^ ^ 1 5 2  cos(45) A ^ ^ 2^3 sin(55)
(5sg -  3sg A 3sg) cos(55) -  ^ 5 1 5 3  sin(65) -  -^ 5 i5 2  cos(65)
- ^ ^ 2^3 sin(75) "  ^  (^2  -  -^ 3) cos(75)^,
=  - ^ s i n ( ^ )  C ^ - 4 2 )
+e f  -g} sin(0 )  ^S2 sin(2 0 ) H— ^53  cos(2 0 )
\ r r
— ^Si s in (30)---- j 52 sin(40) H— | s 3 c o s ( 4 ^ ) lr'  ^ j
/  r2 9r3 2r2
+ e ^  { ----   (3s^ +  5^2  +  5gg) sin(6’) — ^ ^ 1^2 sin(26*) 4- c o s ( 2 ^ )
-g^  s in (3 ^) ^gig2sin(40) H— ^g%g3 cos(4^)
,5 
_o
'' j^ A  ^  ^  ^ ' j^ A
(5g^  4- Sgg -  Sgg) sin(56') +  ^ ^ 2 ^ 3  cos(5^) -  ^ ^ 1 5 2  sin(6^)
Ir?  7rS \
+ ^ S i S 3 cos{60) -  ^  (^2  -  sin(7É>) +  ^ * 2*3 cos(76»)J ,
e ^ — |5 i  sin(2é^) — ^ 5 2  sin(3f?) +  ^ 5 3  cos(3^)^
/  3?"^ Tr\
4-e  ^I — 3—gig2 sin((9) 4- 3^g%g3 cos((9) — ^ ^ g ^  sin(46*) — 3—5i52 sin(5^) 
+3^5153 008(561) -  ^  (g2 -  sin(6^) +  ^ ^ 2^3 cos(6^)^,
(^^(r, 6»,^ ) =  e ^ - ^ c o s ( 2 ^ )
" ^"^3sm (5^) -  ^g2C os(56))^ ,
6», )^ =   ^ cos(36»)^
/r2  3r'  ^ 7r^ 7rn \
+e^ ( ^ ® 2 l n r -  ^ S i  cos(0 ) -  — sicos(5e) -  — S3 sin(60) -  — S2 Cos(66' ) j  ,
( j ) ^ { r , e , t )  =  £ ( - ^ 8111(36»))
/_2 9-7 y_8 y_8 \
+ ( '  ( y s s l n r -  ^ s is in (0 )  -  ^ s i s i n ( 5 0 )  -  ^ S 2 s i n ( 6 0 )  +  — S3Cos(6g)j , 
as given by Mason and Burdick in [26].
7.5 T he Lagrangian
In this section, we find the Lagrangian of the 2-dimensional deformable body free to move in 
an ideal, irrotational, quiescent fluid. We are neglecting gravity and surface tension, hence
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the potential energy is zero and the Lagrangian of the system is given only by its kinetic 
energy:
L =  Æg +  (7.43)
where Æg is the kinetic energy of the body in the absence of fluid and Æg is the kinetic 
energy of the fluid.
7.5.1 B o d y  K in e tic  E n e rg y
We treat the body as if it were instantaneously rigid so at each instant in time it has the 
same kinetic energy as a rigid body with the same rotational and centre of mass velocity. We 
assume th a t the body is homogeneous at each instant, so th a t the density of the body is only 
a function of time and the centroid and centre of mass coincide. K g has 2 components due 
to translation and a component due to rotation. The translational velocity of the body is 
given by the Lie algebra translational velocity, v  =  (^1,^ 2), plus the velocity of the centroid. 
We proceed by finding the area of the body in order to find the time-dependent location of 
the centroid.
A re a
The area of the body is given by
/n f'2'ïï nF  1 /’27T/  dxdy  =  / / rdrdO = ~  F ‘^d9,' A rea  J o  J o  ^  J o
where we recall
F(^, t) =  To (1 +  6 (gi(^) cos(2^) +  g2 (^) cos(3^) +  g3 (t) s in (3^))).
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Hence,
^  /  rQ ( l4 -e (g i (^ )c os (2^ )  +  g2(^)cos(3^) +  g3(^)sin(3^)))^d^
2 J o
= TTfg +  — (gl(t)^ +  52(^)^ +  <53(t)^)^ , (7.44)
where most terms have disappeared due to 27r-periodicity.
C entroid
The position of the centroid, C, of the body relative to the origin of the body frame is given 
by C  =  (C'a;, Cy) where
C'a, =  ^  f f  X dxdy = — [  [  r cos{9)rdrd6 = f  F^cos{9)d9,
^  J  J  Area ^ J o  J o  ' ^ ^ J o
Cy =  \  f f  y dxdy = ^  f  f  r s m { 9 ) r d r d 9 = - ; ^  f  F^sin{9)d9.
^ J J A r e a  ^ J o  J o  ' ^ ^ J o
Note tha t
F" =  ( r o ( l +  €/))"
=  rg (1 +  3 e / +  3eV" +  ,
where we recall
/(^ , t) =  5 i(t) cos(2^) +  52(0 cos(3^) +  5 3 ( 0  sin(3^),
which is defined with respect to a body-fixed frame. Hence, using equation (7.44),
2 r^ TTZ
/  rg (1  +  3e / +  3e^/^ +  e^/^) cos{9)d9 
JoSttTq (1  +  % (s? +  «2 +  gg))
If
37T
f  (1  -f 3e / -f 3e^/^) cos{9) d9 -  ( g ^  +  gg  +  g g )  f  cos{9) d9 O (e^) .
Jo  b^r J q
Note tha t
^1 — — (gg +  gg +  gg) +  ...^ J  (1  +  3e/ +  3e^/^ +  c^/^) cos(^) d9
^  /27T _ /.27T
37T .,n u/i /Q
!‘2tx f'2'ïï 2
I  cos[9)d9 = I  —siS2d9 = 7TSiS2, (7.45)
Jo Jo  2
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is the only integral th a t doesn’t entirely vanish due to 27r-periodicity. Hence,
Cx = e"roSiS2 + O (e )^ .
Similarly,
Cy = c^ToSiSo + O .
Hence, the location of the centroid relative to the body frame is given by
c ( 0  =
V
=  e  To
/
^ 5 l(0^2(0  ^
5 1 (0 ^3 ( 0  y
It follows th a t the velocity of the centroid relative to the body as it deforms is given by
C (t) =  e^ro
^ 5 i(0 s2 (0  +  5 2 (0 ^1 ( 0  ^
V a i(0^3(0  -b 5 3 (0 ^1 ( 0
+ 0 ( e ) .
/
Assuming th a t the body is instantaneously rigid, each point in the body has this velocity 
plus the Lie algebra translational and rotational velocities. Hence, the body kinetic energy 
is given by
K B P s ||C  +  V +  Cjyi\ \^dxdy
Area
Area
/  . \ /  \ /  \
2
S1S2 +  S2S1 V\ - y
+ +  w d x d ? /  +
^  S1S3 +  S3S1 !
W '  ) V  ^  !
M
— —  {vi +  Tig +  2 e^ro (ui (51S2 +  gg-Si) +  f>2 (si-Ss +  S3S1)))
P B
2
u  ^ +  2 uJX (u2  +  F t q  (S1S3 +  5 3 S 1 ))
— 2ujy  (ui +  (s iS 2 +  S25i)) +  O (e^) .(7.46)
where M  =  ^  is the constant mass of the body and pg =  PB(^) Is the density of the body.
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Note th a t
J j  u ?  (x^  +  y^)  d x d y  =  J  Ja F d r d 6
'0
4, ,2 /■27rrZTT
/  ( l  +  3 e^ (g g  4 - gg +  g g ) )  4 - 0  ( F )  
Jo
^2  +  "^ 2 +  )=  Trrgo;^
where many terms disappear due to 27r-periodicity. ps  is given by
M
A W
and it follows tha t
J J  u ?  ( x ^  +  d x d y
(I  +  ( 4  +  4  +  -SP)
Trrg ( l  +  % (sg 4- gg +  sg))
 ^  ^ ^2  +  4  +  ^  (^1 +  ^2 +  5
P b
2
M
2 +  . . .
+
i +  (^1 +  ^2 +
Also note th a t
dxd^
2cu
(7.47)
/ / 2cux (u2 +  e^ To (gigg +  gggi)) — 2ujy [vi +  e^ro (^ig] +  ^2gi))
J  J  Area  . 
r27T r
/  (% +  C to (gigs +  -Sggi)) cos(d) — (ui +  e^rg (gigg +  -S2-S1)) sin(d)
Jo  L
(u2 (1  +  3e/ +  3e^/^) +  e^ Xg (sigg +  gsSi)) cos(d)
— {v\ (1 +  3e/ +  3e^/^) +  e^ Xo (gig2 A g2'Si)) sin(d) dO -\- O (e^)
2wxg
2(JXn° (3Wx2gig2 — Syre^xigigg) + O (e )^
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using (7.45), for example. Hence,
2
2uj (t’2 +  e^ Xg (glgg +  ggSi)) X — 2uJ (x'l +  e^ Xg (Si52 +  5 2 'S l) )  V
Area . 
2 . ._3
dxdi/
Myrrwxg (u2gig2 —
TTfo (1 +  4  («1 + 4 +  4 ) )
+  . . .
— Me^LUTQ {V2S1S2 — X1S1S3) +  O (e^) (7.48)
Substituting (7.47) and (7.48) into (7.46), we can express the to ta l kinetic energy of the 
body in the absence of fluid as
K g(^, s, s) = ^q '^A ^(s)q  =  -
where
!
i  
" /
0
1
(Ap^ls 0 /
i
V )
(7.49)
\
M
A :(3 ) =  Mga
6"Xoglg2
^  - e ^ Q g i g s  6 ^ 0 5 1 5 2  rg  (^  +  (ag +  gg A  g g ) )  ^
^ 1 0  0 ^
0 1 0
K s /
^ e^ XQg2 e^ XQgi 0 ^
c^ XQgs 0 e^xogi
0 0 0V
+  O (e^) .
/
and q  =  ((, g).
(7.50)
7 .5.2 F lu id  K in e tic  E n e rg y
The to tal kinetic energy of the fluid is given by
K r  = <^
n2TT p o o
| ] V 0 | | W x d y  =  t f  /  /  { V 4 > - ^ ( t > ) r d r d Ô ,
2 Jo J fFluid
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where q f  is the constant density of the fluid and (j) is the fluid potential. Let =  (}Fvi +  
+  <^^52 +  (^^^3 +  O where are given by the respective components 
in section 7.4.3. Then K f  can be w ritten as
s ,  s )  — - q ^ A ^ ( s ) q  — -
A ^(s)
f  p F  ^ssis)  y
(7.51)
A /
The (i, j) th  component of A^(s) is given by
n
cx)
(V(;6; - V(^j)xdrd^.
To determine the connection for this system, only A ^(g) and A ^(g) are required and are
given by
^ TTXn 0 0
AC (5 ) =  PFgg
V
0  TTXn 0
0 0 0
+  0 (e )
/  3„ n \
gs A O (e^) ,
-ro52 rgsi 0 
-xgs3 0 rgsi 
0 - rg s s  rgg2 y
as given by equations (B.25) and (B.26) in Appendix B.4.
Substituting (7.49) and (7.51) into (7.43), we have the Lagrangian of the system;
A  ( ( ,  g ,  g )
1
\ ' y
/
1 ( g )  AgX-S)  
(Aga(g))^ Aaa(g) /
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where the term s required to find the connection are given by
1 ( g )  — A ^ ( g )  +  A C ( 5 )gg
/ M  +  ppTrrg 0 0
0 M  +  Pf f t I 0
Aqa(^) =
0
A ^(a) A A^(g)
0
A O ( e ) ,
|xgM  y
C^ X052 (M  -  PFTTxg) E^ Xogl (M  +  p^Trxg)
(M  -  PFTTxg) 
0 -pg7re4gg3
e^Qgi (M  +  PFTTxg)
pg7re^xgg2
7.6 T h e C on n ection
The momentum vector is given by #  and the connection is obtained by setting the mo­
mentum vector to 0 as in equation (6.3). Since we know 1(g) and A^^(g), we can find the 
mechanical connection. Note tha t
(
M+7rpF+o
0
0
0 \
A O (e) ,
Mrg
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and so the connection is given by
ga
f  e r^oS2(M-pir7rr )^ . e^ rosi (M+pio7rr^ ) . ^
M+p^nrl M+pf-nr^
VoSs(M-p/;’7rrg) . e^ rosi (VZ+pF^ rr^ ) .
M+pjrvrr^  M+pftt+o
2pF7f€^ Fs3 ■ I 2pFne^ r^ S2 - 
MVn  ^ MTq ^
Vi =
U2 =  - 6 X^0
^  mTCCoO  ^^
-  m I T p U )  ^
CJ =
as given by Mason and Burdick in [26]. We can now see how the 2 Lie algebra translational 
velocities and the rotational velocity depend on the chosen deformation for a zero momentum
conserving 2-dimensional body submerged in an ideal, irrotational, quiescent fluid. Note 
th a t each velocity depends on only 2 of the deformation velocities but all 3 are required to 
define them. Hence, each deformation velocity must be mutually non-reciprocal in order to 
see accumulating translational and rotational motion. In the next chapter we consider the 
following choice of deformation:
t
si(t) =  sin ^
S2{ t )  =  1 — COS ^  —
S3(t) =  s i n ^ ^ ^ l - s i n ( l ) .
We show how this choice allows for non-reciprocal motion in each location group coordinate. 
We obtain the connection given by a panelled numerical approximation of the body surface 
and compare it with the connection given above. Although the velocities given by the 
connection above can be integrated explicitly, we provide a M atlab program to numerically 
integrate and simulate the body’s motion through the fluid, based on the given deformation.
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8 A Panel M ethod for Deform able Bodies
In this chapter, we introduce a numerical method which approximates the analytical results 
seen in the previous chapters. We begin by showing tha t if we choose a set of control points 
on the exact surface of a body, we can approximate the entire surface by intersecting the 
tangent lines of neighbouring control points. We call the intersections ‘boundary points’ and 
the straight line segments between neighbouring boundary points are called ‘panels’.
We develop a time-dependent panel method th a t evolves with the deforming body which is 
designed to ensure th a t the fluid velocities at the surface equal the velocity of the selected 
control points.
The method uses a similar strategy to tha t suggested for the unsteady airfoil seen in [16] 
which has been adapted to incorporate time-dependence. We start by introducing a technique 
to find the boundary points of a panelled approximation of a rigid body’s surface and we 
provide a treatm ent of when this technique might fail. We continue by introducing the fixed 
rigid body to an infinite fluid with uniform horizontal velocity, [/, and providing a method 
which ensures th a t normal fluid velocity at control points is 0. The chapter proceeds by 
investigating the deformable case where the normal fluid velocity must match the normal 
surface velocity and where the surface velocity incorporates the change in the body motion 
induced by the deformation as well as the velocity from the deformation itself. For [7 =  0, 
we have the tim e-dependent case where a body is submerged in a quiescent fluid. We 
find the combined kinetic energy of the fluid and the body and use it to find the mechanical 
connection. In the final part of this chapter, we apply the time-dependent fluid panel method 
to our familiar example and compare with results found in the analytical case.
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8.1 F in d in g  th e  B ou n dary  P o in ts
Suppose we want to approximate the surface of a stationary rigid body with m  panels, m  
panels require m  pre-chosen control points where the higher the value of m  the more accurate 
the panelled approximation is to the actual surface of the body. Let (.x^ , ÿi) and (%-, be 
the coordinates and the derivatives at the ?th control point, respectively, for z =  1,.., m. Let 
(Xj, Yi) be the coordinates of the zth boundary point relative to a body-fixed frame. We take 
Xi  and Yi to be the coordinates of the intersection of the zth and (z-f l ) t h tangent lines as seen 
in Fig 8.1. We use a param etrisation of the tangent lines, as opposed to the trigonometric 
methods used in [6], to alleviate the impracticalities of using inverse trigonometric methods. 
This also provides a natural indication for when the tangent lines cease to give a reasonable 
representation of the body’s surface as we will see in section 8.2.
Figure 8.1: 2 control points and the associated boundary point for a deformed body
The choice of control points is arbitrary and so the most natural option is to take control 
points at ^  angular intervals measured anti-clockwise from 0. Let
27T
=  z =  1 ,2 ,..., Z7Z, (8.1)
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so we can take the control points to be
cos (<9i),
ÿi =  F{6i) sin (6i) ,
where we recall th a t r  =  F{9) represents the body’s actual surface.
(8.2)
(8.3)
Similarly to equations (7.4) and (7.6), the tangent, tj, at the zth control point is given by
/ , , \
V *
I,
V
where
F « % )co s(g .)-F (0 i)sm (% ) 
Fe{e,)siniei) + Fiei)cos{di)
h = \ /  Fg{0i)^ + F{0iY.
/
/  \
L,1
V y
Param eters ai and are defined by the intersection of the zth and (z +  l) th  tangent lines:
/  \
a.
\ y .  j  
I  \
L,1
( \
ti,l
/  _ \
^i+1
\  y
+ 1+1
L,i L+1,1
i^,2
V J
/  \
4+1,1
4+1,2
\  / \
ai
y  A + i  y
y  Vi+i y
/ _
^i+l ~
y ÿi+i ~  ÿi y 
( .  _ \
— A+1
/  \
4+1,1
y  l + 1 , 2  y
V 1/1+1 —1/1 /
Hence,
/  \
Of,:
\ A+1 y
/  \
4,1 4+1,1
V4,2 4+1,2 
1
/
4 ,i4+ i ,2 — 4+1,i4 ,2
1^ 1+1 1^ 
ÿi+i — ÿi
4+1,2 —4+1,1 
—4,2 4,1
(8.4)
\  _ _ \
3:1+1 —
1/ 1+1 —  1/1 7
provided th a t 6% 0 where
— 4,i4+i,2 — 4+1,i4 ,2 
no
(8.5)
We shall investigate the case (ij ~  0 in section 8.2.
Only one param eter is required to find the boundary point:
1
ai
4 , i 4 + i ,2 — 4+1,i4 ,2 
in which case the zth boundary point is given by
Xi  = Xi Cki4,i)
Yi = ÿi Y  cq4,2-
[4+1,2 {xi+1 — Xi) — ti+1,1 i v t + i  — Vi) ] , (8 .6)
(8.7a)
(8.7b)
8.1.1 Example
Suppose tha t the surface of a rigid body is the circle of radius, ro, and we want to approximate 
its surface with 8 panels, as seen in Figure 8.2.
Figure 8 .2 : Control and boundary points for circle of radius ro approximated by 8  panels
The surface of the body is given by F  = tq, the angle between the zth control point and the 
horizontal is given by
6i = - { i  -  1),
and the x and y coordinates of the zth control point are given by
=  To cos(^i), 
ÿi =  7-0 sin (ÿi).
I l l
F  is independent of 6  and so 4 == =  ro, hence
—  — 
ro vt y
—  sin(ÿi) 
cos(ÿi)
Therefore,
OLi =
cos(ÿ,+i) (ro cos(ÿj+i) -  rp cos(ÿj)) +  sin(6>j+i) (ro sin(d,+i) -  rp sin(6>,)) 
cos(ÿi) sin(ÿi+i) -  sin(ÿi) cos(ÿi+i) 
rp (l -  (cos(ÿi) cos(ÿi+i) +  sin(ÿi) sin(ÿi+i))
r o  ( 1  -  COS ( f ) )  
(%)
sin(ÿî — ÿj+i)
Ç2
2
=  ro + - 0
It follows th a t the boundary points are given by
=  rp cos(ÿi) -  rp sin(ÿi),
Yi =  ro sin(ÿj) +  rp ^ \/2  -  1^ cos(^i).
For the circle of radius, rp, we have all the necessary information to approximate its surface 
with 8 panels;
e (6>1,6>2, 6*3,6*4, 5^, 6*6, 6*7,6*8) = ( 0^  2 ’ T ’ T ’ T ’ T
(iCl, Tg, T3, T4, Ts, 3:6, Tg) =  rp 1, , 0 ,  T"' ---
\/2  _ V2
y =
a,
( 1/1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8) — rp 0, — , 1, -y - , 0 , ----—, —1, —2
ro — 1^ , for each i.
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It follows tha t the boundary coordinates are given by
=  fo ^1, V2 — 1,1 — V2, —1, —1,1 — V^, \^2 — 1), 1
=  To ^\/2  — 1,1 ,1 , \/2  — 1,1 — \/2 , —1, —1,1 — \/2^ .
The above method can be applied to a surface which is deforming. By applying it to every
instant in time, the surface of a deforming body can be approximated by a collection of 
panels in a quasi-stationary fashion. All of the known variables become functions of time 
and so the boundary points will be given by
+  (8 .8 ) 
]4(^) =  ÿi(^) +  0:i(^)4,2(^).
8.2 Spiking
As mentioned in the previous section, the method works as long as 6% 0, where 5i is
given in equation (8.5) which is also a function of t for deformable bodies. However, when 
ôi(t) ~  0, i.e. when the gradients of neighbouring tangent lines become, what we refer to as, 
‘almost parallel’. The m atrix in equation (8.4) is singular when 4,i4+i,2 =  4+i,i4,2 exactly, 
but the method produces impractical results when 4 ,i4 +i ,2 ~  4 + i , i 4 , 2  since the panels no 
longer provide a reasonable representation of the entity’s surface. Fig 8.3 shows an example 
of when neighbouring tangent lines become ‘almost parallel’; they cause anomalous spiking 
in the relevant boundary coordinates and an inaccurate representation of the body’s surface.
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F ig u re  8.3: E x am p le  of ta n g e n t lines becom ing  ‘a lm ost p a ra lle l’.
8.3 A d a p tiv e  M esh in g  P roced u re
In order to rectify this problem we must first decide how to determine when neighbouring 
tangent lines become almost parallel. See Figure 8.4. Recall th a t
F ig u re  8.4: P a ra m e te rs  o f zth b o u n d a ry  p o in t.
— Xi -\- aiti^i — Xj+i — /di+Ri+pi,
h i  — ÿ i  +  Otiti^2 =  ÿ i + \  — A + R i + 1 ,2 -
Since either ai or A+i determine the location of the fth  boundary point, if either of these 
is 0, then we have a boundary point coinciding with a control point which is an indication
th a t spiking is likely to occur. Hence, we can take either cti, A+i % 0 as an indication tha t
tangent lines have become almost parallel. By imposing th a t both ai > 0 and Pi+i > 0 
we can ensure th a t the panel method is providing a reasonable representation of the body’s
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surface. Even though only one param eter is needed to find the location of a boundary point, 
both are needed to test its plausibility.
The next step is to provide a rectifying procedure for when a^ or become 0. We can take 
the mid-point of the surface between 2 problematic control points as a new control point 
and run a test on the intermediate a  and /3 values to see if having 2 panels on this interval, 
instead of 1, rectifies the problem there. If the mid-point between the control points has a 
very different derivative value, introducing another control point and increasing the number 
of panels to m -f- 1, will rectify the problem. However, if the gradient at the mid-point is 
also Too similar’ to  the gradient a t the original control points, we can repeat the procedure 
recursively until a representation for the surface at the current instant in time is acceptable, 
i.e. all a  and are more than  0. By recursively, we mean split the interval into 2, then 3, 
then 4 if necessary, until suitable boundary points are obtained. It is unlikely th a t an original 
interval will need to be split into more than 8 subintervals since the original number of panels 
should be large enough to provide a reasonable approximation to the body’s surface.
This procedure is implemented across the entire surface and for the duration of deformation 
time. At any time, the surface may require no adaptive meshing or multiple sections of 
adaptive meshing. If rn is the to tal number of panels at any instant, then m  = m{t).  The 
new set of control points, {xi{t ) , ÿi{t)}, and the new control angles, are functions of
time and each have m (t) components.
8.4  F ixed  B o d ies  in P o ten tia l F low
Now we have a procedure to effectively approximate a body’s surface with panels we can now
introduce a fluid. First consider the time-independent case where the approximated surface
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of a fixed rigid body is submerged in an ideal, irrotational, quiescent fluid with uniform 
horizontal velocity, U. We proceed by showing th a t fixed bodies can be represented inside a 
uniform flow using source/sink singularities.
The flow is irrotational and so the fluid velocity can be expressed in terms of a potential 
function, 0:
u  =  V0,
where u  =  (u, v) are the horizontal and vertical fluid velocities and ^  satisfies the Laplace 
equation
due to incompressibility.
The potential function
y )  — —  In [ { x  — X q Ÿ  +  ( y  ~  y o Ÿ ]  U x ,
[4], is a fundamental solution of Laplace’s equation for all points { x , y )  ^  [ xQ. yo)  since
1 a; — To
+  t/,
dx  2tt {x  -  x o f  + {y -  %)'
^  _ J _____ y - V o ______
dy  27t ( x  -  x o f  +  { y -  y o f  ’
d ‘^ (j) 1 1 1 2 { x  — Xq)
27T(T — To)^ +  (2/ — 2/o)^  —To)^ +  (l/ —
^  ^ ___1__________1_____________ 1 2 ( y -  y o f
dy'^ 27t (x — x o Ÿ  +  (y — yoY  _ x YY  + (y — y o f  )
= »  v y  =  0.
If we introduce a source of strength A at the singularity, (tq,^ o), the potential becomes
y)  — [(^ “  T (2/ — Z/o)^ ] -^-Ux.
By summing individual potentials, we can add as many source points to a flow as we’d 
like, in particular, at all points along the panels which we have already shown to be an
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^z-l)
Figure 8.5: Unit tangent and normal vector to panel i.
approximation to an instantaneous surface. The accumulative potential will determine the 
flnid velocities caused by the presence of these panels. By imposing th a t the normal velocity 
at each control point is simultaneously zero, we obtain m  equations which solve the m  unkown 
panel strengths. As pointed out in [6], due to the tangential acceleration along the panel, we 
can only use the control points to approximate the surface of the body and not the panels 
themselves.
Consider an arbitrary panel i as in Fig 8.5. We know the location of the control point, 
{xi.ÿi),  the values of the param eters (a^, which determine the boundary points and we 
also know the tangent and normal unit vectors to the control points, and n .^ x , +  at^, 
for a G [—A, CTj], represents points along the ?'th panel and so the fluid potential due to the 
presence of the %th panel is given by
A
^  W  /  In [(z — +  (2/ ÿi ^^,2) ]^
A,
0? +  Ai(x, y)a +  Bi[x, y) da,
where
— —2 [(T — Cp +  (2/ — r/%) ^ ,2] ,
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Note th a t
— 4 [(x — Xi)  t i j  -h ( y  — ÿ i )  ti^2Ÿ  — 4 [(x — Xi)  +  { y  — ÿ i )  ]
=  4 (x  — Xi)'  ^ (C,i)^ 4- 4 { y  — ÿ i Ÿ  {ti ,2 )  ^ +  8 (x — Xi) { y  — ÿi )  C, iC ,2 
- 4 ( z  -  -  4(?/ -
=  4 [ x  — X i Ÿ  { { t i x Ÿ  ~  l )  +  4 (y — ÿ i ) ‘^ ((C,2 )^ — l )  +  8 (x — Xi) [ y  — ÿi )  C,iC ,2 
=  —4 (x — X i Ÿ  Ÿi . ^Ÿ  “  4 (^ — ÿŸ^  (C,i)^ +  8 (x — Xi) [ y  — ÿi )  C, iC ,2
=  - 4  [(x -  Xi) ^i,2 -  -  ÿi)
=  -A i(x ,^ )^
< 0 ,
where
Ai(x, y) = 2 [(x — Xi) ti^2 — {y — ÿi) ti,i] ■
Hence, the integral is given by
In +  A-iCi "h Bi d a =  ^a +  In ^a^ +  A^a +  ÈŸj -  2a 4- Ai  tan   ^ ’
(8.9)
[24]. Note th a t A^(x, ^) =  0 if (x, y) lies along panel i, i.e. if x =  x^  +  sC,i and y = yi + sU 2^ 
for some s G R. Hence, the fluid potential due to the presence of the zth panel is given by
CKi ln(a^ +  Ai(x, i/)ai +  Bi(x, ?/)) +  A ln(^^ -  Ai(x, ^)/^i +  Bi(x, ?/))
_i I 2ai +  Ai(x, y) ) I  ~2/3i +  Ai{x, y)
+ A j(x ,^ ) tan  ---- — ------^—  —tan" ,(8.10)
A i(x,i/) y \  Ai(x,?/)
for points in the fluid not including the fth panel. Differentiating (8.9) with respect to x we
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have
In a^ +  A-id +  Bi da
In ( +  Aid -)- Bi ) +  ( a +  — A
2
dAi  f  2a “h À
a^ -\~ Aid +  Bi
^x
1 ^Â,
tan '
A, +
A,
i +  ( ^ )
dAj
dx
A,
2a T Â-i dAi 
A? dx
2 ^x
In ( d^ +  A,;a 4- Bi]  + tan  ^
m ^  _  AiÊAi\ n 4- 4-"I"  ^ 2 6z ai 2 az / ^ 2 ai ^  4 azdx Ai4 ar
d^  -)- A, a T Bi
1 dAi  / 2 2 f ) \  dA^In I a T A^a T Bi ) -t- — tan
2 ^x ^x
f  2d 4-A i \  dÀi
Since
A, <9A,: Ai ^Ai
+2 ^x ^x 2 ^x
A j %  A?(9Aj A j;^ ^ A i
2 dx 4 dx 4  ^ dx
= A
aÂi
=  B.
^x
A j %  1 
2 ax 4
Ai dBi  - dÂ
dÀ,
( 4 5 . -  A i )
A? aAi A? aAi Ai aBi
ax  4 ax 4 ax  2 ax
ax
Similarly, differentiating (8.9) with respect to y we have
a
ax
In a T Ava + B{ tan '
A, a%/
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It follows th a t the fluid velocities due to the presence of the i t h  panel are given by
^2(3;, 2/) =
ATT
À- -  À,{x,y)l3i  +  èr(x , y )  
of  +  Ài[x, y)cïi +  Êi{x, y)
~ À.j{x, y)(4j + Êj{x, y) 
+  Âi(x,2/)o!i +  Â(3:,2/)
t a n - '  I I -  t a n - '
—2A +  Àj{x, y )
-2(3i +  Âi(x, y) 
A i(x,i/)Ai(x,?/)
provided th a t (x, y) doesn’t lie along the fth  panel.
By taking the sum over all panels, we can find the fluid velocity at any point in the fluid due 
to the presence of all fixed panels. Alongside the uniform flow, we have the to tal velocity 
components for the system:
u (x , 2/) =  [/ +  ^ a i ( x , 2/),
i=l
m
(3:, 2/) =  2/).
In order to ensure th a t the fluid velocity is tangential at each control point, we must find the 
panel strengths, {Ai}, which solve the following boundary condition for each i — 1,
u-rii|_^ =  0,
where Xi =  (xi, ÿi). These boundary conditions become
/  m  \  m
=  0
J=1 /  j=l
m. m
2tt
^  Ajûj(xi, ^i) + ^  Ajhj(xi, ?/i) — —riijf/.
j=i
(8 .11)
(8 .12)
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for i  =  1 , m,  where
2/) ~
+2:J.2 tan '
- 1  ( 2o!j 4- Àj[x,  y)
— Âj(x, +  Bj(:z;, ?/)
a^ +  ÂXx,2/)aj +  Bj(x,2/)
tan -1
-2/ j^ +  Âj(x, ?/)
AAx,?/)
(8.13)
44 ta n - ' ( H W t A h l h  i ^  ta n - ' 'AAx,?/) A /x ,i / )
(8.14)
Note th a t (^oÿz) (xi,ÿi) represent the flnid velocities experienced at the fth
control point due to the presence of the j th  panel. However, when i =  j  the fluid velocities 
are not defined and so we must take the limit as {x,y)  -> (x^, ÿi) to find A (xi, ÿi) and 
(^i, ÿi)- Note th a t Ai (xi, ÿi) =  A  (^i, ÿi) =  Ai (xi, ÿi) =  0 and so
-^ /  p2\   ^ /  p2
ûi (xi, ÿi) =  - ti ,i  In I I +  2 ti,2 lim tan"^ a =  - ti ,i  In | -& +  rrt
di{xi ,yi) — -C,2 A — ttCj,
i , 2 ,
which gives ûi (xi, ?/i) Mi,i +  hi (xi, i/i) Mi,2 =  7T-
We can write the set of boundary conditions, (8.12), in m atrix form as
H
A A
Ac
=  -27TB
y  A m  J
where H is the m  x m  m atrix with entries
I \nyx 
TI2.1
y ^m,l j
H ij — <
M i , i h ^  ( X i ,  7 / i )  +  M i , 2 h j  ( X i ,  7 / i )  7 ^  j
7T , 7 =  j
(8.15)
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Hence, the panel strengths are given by
A A
Ac
—2tiUIV
I  \niA
772,1
y j  y '^ m,l J
Here we see the necessity for the flow velocity U . W ithout U we have the trivial solution; 
all panel strengths must be 0 in order for the fluid to be quiescent and the body stationary. 
Note th a t we are only solving the boundary conditions at the control points and so the 
potential obtained using this method is only representative at these control points. Hence, 
it is im portant to note, as pointed out in [6], tha t when we are dealing with fluids we are 
approximating the body with a set of control points as opposed to a panelled replacement 
of the surface.
8.5 D eform ab le P an elled  B o d y
Now suppose tha t the panels are moving, i.e. the surface they represent is deforming. Assume 
th a t the body is free and so deformation causes a drift in the location group due to the 
conservation of momentum. We can now assume th a t the initial fluid velocity, B, is 0 since 
there will be a non-trivial solution due to deformation.
The movement of panel i has 2 components; the deformation component and the resulting 
drift in SE[2).  The control and boundary points, calculated instantaneously, now depend 
on time. The number of panels, m (t), may change with adaptivity and so the control and 
boundary points may not necessarily vary with time continuously.
The surface, r =  F(9, t) is defined with respect to a body-fixed frame and so the to tal time
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derivative of the zth control point Xi =  7/j is given by
V  =  ÿ  +  ô,x. +  v.
relative to a body-fixed frame where we recall ^ =  (v, w) represent the translational and 
rotational velocities in the location group. At any instant, the velocity of the fluid normal 
to each panel must equal the velocity of the panel in th a t direction. Similarly to (7.25), we 
have the time-dependent boundary condition:
u  • n,|_^ =  V , - n, (8.16)
= »  A T 4 4  d  +  4 4 ( z , ,# . , t ) «j,2
7 = 1  7 = 1
=  ^ ~  A -f ^ ^ — - sin(di) 4- coxi +  ni,2-
where Uj and Vj depend on time and are given as in equations (8.13) and (8.14). This set of 
boundary conditions can be expressed as
n
A T
Ac
=  2 7 T
^ A \ v \ -4 A \ v 2 4-A \ u -4 ^Ais  ^ 
T A^V2 T A^Lü +  '^^25
y  X m  J  y  A ^ l l l  +  71 ^ X 2 +  - f  ^ A m S  J
where II, as given in equation (8.15), is also dependent on time and we have
’Aj ( t )s  =
dt (cOs(ÿj)Mj,! +  sin(ÿj)Mj,2]
We can express Aj(t) as
Xi{t) — A{(t)ni -b X^t)v2  +  A^(t)w +  A^si -f Afs2 +  ... +  AA^g^,
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where n  — d i m { S )  and so each of the components is given by
Af(i) =  2 7 r y ^ n y w 4 ( i ) .
t=i
for /c =  1 , n +  3 where we let ^Aj[t)s  =  This allows us to write <J)i of equation
(8.10) in the form
=  (j)\vi +  (plv2 +  (})\u) +  +  0^52 +  ... +  (8.17)
where
ln(a^ +  +  Ê;(T, ^)) +  ln(^^ -  ?/))
+A.(x.y) I tan-: (  2a, + A M , y ) \  _  (  ~ 2 p ,  + A , (x,y) (8.18)
^i { x , y )  j  t  ^>(X’y)
where (x, y) is any point in the fluid up to and including the panelled area. Note th a t 
(plixi, ÿi, t) is undefined and so we take a limit:
(^(x^,ÿ^,^) =  lirn(;!)j(x,?/)
X —>-Xi
\j
=  “  [ûi In (af) +  (di In (/df) — 2»^ — 2/3^ ]
— ~  [(^ i In(ai) +  (3i ln(/3j) — — Pi\ ,
27T
which is well-defined since ai(t),/3i{t) > 0 .
8.5 .1  K in etic  E n ergy  for th e  D eform able P an el M eth od
As in the analytical case, the kinetic energy of the system will allow us to find the connection 
which determines the drift in the location group as a result of a given deformation. The to tal 
kinetic energy, A, is given by the fluid kinetic energy, Kp,  and the body kinetic energy, A g, 
combined:
=  IffT +  jRTg. (8T 9)
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Fluid K inetic Energy
We know the fluid potential for any point in the fluid outside the body and so A g is given
by
r r _ nrx r r \  ^f)rh \   ^ /  Brh \  ^
K f =  ~  I  \\V(l)\\ ‘^ d x d y  = dx J \ d yF 2 y y  H - r H -  2 _ _
and can be written, using divergence theorem, as
= j  {^V,j>)-ndS,
and is known as the Kelvin impulse, [3], where n  points into the fluid since
V - ( 0 V 0 )  =
+  — +  ——  h
and where we have used V^d) =  0.
We can approximate the Kelvin impulse by a summation across the panels and so
m{t)
i = l
m{t)  / m{t)  n +3  \  / n + 3  \
=  —^  '^ 2  I S  5 Z  t)Qk \ I ^  A\qi I {Oii +  A) ,
i = i  y = i  k = i  J  \  1=1 J
where q  = (çi, ^2, •••, A+s) =  (xi, w, 5i, S2 , ..., ân+3) and using equations (8.16) and (8.17). 
It follows th a t we can express the fluid kinetic energy as:
K f =  ^ q ^ A ^ q ,
where the entries of the (n +  3) x (n +  3) matrix, A^, are given by
m{t) m(t)
t  =  - P F  E  E  A '’(<) ( “ . +  A )  .
i = l  j = l
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B ody K inetic Energy
The method for finding the body kinetic energy is very similar to the analytical case. The 
velocity of a point in the body will comprise of a rotational velocity and the 2 translational 
velocities due to the Lie algebra translational velocity and the movement of the centroid. 
Again, we assume th a t the density is time-dependent but homogeneous so th a t the centre of 
mass and the centroid coincide. We proceed by calculating the location of the centroid of an 
inner polygon whose vertices are the original control points. This is so th a t the calculated 
area and centroid location depend on time continuously. The higher the number of panels, 
the more similar the inner becomes to the outer polygon.
The x-coordinate of the centroid is located at:
C l -  ^  E  + i )  “  y+iVi)
E f c i  +  +  + i )  ( g ? + i  -  + ig .° )
3 E “ i ( + ? + i - + i +
where {x°(t), and mP are the set of original control points and number of panels,
respectively, before adaptivity. Note th a t
y t + i  -  + + '  =  t )  cos{e'^)F{0l„t)  s i n ( + i )  -  t) cos{0“^ i)F(0'>. t )  sin{0“)
=  t )  (cos(6i°) sin(6»“+i) -  sin(0“) cos(g°+J)
Let F, =  F{Of,t)  and Ci =  cos(0“). Then,
(FiA +  e+ ic .+ i))  F + .+ i
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It follows that
YlT=i FiFi+i +  {FiCi +  A+iQ+i) (^FiFi^i +  FiFi^2j
( E ^ i  (F.Ci + F.+1C.+1) + F ,+ i)  ( r i f i  ( à e + i  +  f X + i ) )
2 =  1
where
3  ( E : l  F .F w
mP
= E  (^.^1
^x( - \  __ ^iFiFiJ^i +  [FiCi +  A+iQ+i) Fi^i A+i E j= i  +  Fj+iCj+i) FjFj4_i
, n  \2
cgoo =
3 E + e + + i  3 ( E + 0 0 + ,
Q + iFF + 1 +  (FiCi +  A+iQ+i) Fi Fi XZj=i (A)cj +  Fj+iCj+i) TpTp+i
3(E+F0+.)
Similarly, the time derivative of the ^-coordinate of the centroid is given by
m
dw = E V'dw + F.+id(*
2 = 1
where
\mP
nv(-\  _  ^iFiFiJ^i +  {FiSi +  A+i-Si+i) Fj+i ^+1 S j= i  +  Fj^iSjj^i) FjFj^i
o + z j —
3  ( e +
Q. _ p. p. _ _L r 77.Q. m 77. , .  c ., A P, F
(2) =
§,+iF,F.^i + {F,Si +  F + ,s .+ i)  F. i E d i  (F,5, +  Fj+iS,+i) F ,0 + ;
3 E j i  F ,F ,+ i 3 F , F , + y
with + — sin(df).
Recall tha t F{9, t) =  tq (1 +  c /(0 , t)). We can write f (9,  t) as
/ ( ^ ,  t) = Si{t)si{9)  +  S2{t)S2{9) +  ... +  Sn{t)Sn{9), 
where is cos(a^^) or sin(Gt^), for some G N and for % =  1, ...,n . Then
n
k = l
n
A +i =  =  r o e ^ â k M 4 ( ^ ^ i ) ,
k = l
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and we can hence write the velocity of the centroid as
.  ^ f  roF E l f i  E L :  m  +  .5 * { + ,)C J(0) )  , ^
C(t) = . (8.20)
’’o e E d i  E L i  V (() (sfc{9,“)C'f (i) +  J
We assume instantaneous rigidity and so each point in the body has this velocity. Each
point also has the translational Lie algebra velocity and rotational velocity, hence the kinetic
energy of the body in the absence of fluid is given by
K B
Note tha t
P B
2
=  ^  
2
2
h
M
T
p g ||C  +  V +  Cjy.\\^dxdy
Cx "b v \ -\- V2 P- ‘^  [ VlCx +  V2C%
J  J  +  2w T 2^ 2^ 37 — (^ ^x + y^ dxdy.  (8.21)
J  J  (x^ +  2/^) +  2w (^{P'y T  272^  — ^Cx +  v2j y dxd?/
E
2 = 1
U
~3
LJ
( X
C-u +  212
V
X
Cx  +  2 1 i
)\
C x  d- V i ]  y^ 22;,2
• n dS
(Ofi +
where {xi{t),ÿi[t)}  and m{t)  are the set of adaptive control points and number of panels 
respectively.
Substituting into (8.21), and using (8.20), we can express the body kinetic energy in the 
form
1 K L )  K ( p  
 ^ ( +  {«)) ^ J
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where
/ M 0
0 M
^ (Oii +  A) ^  +  A) T  Z  (^i 21^ ,1 +  ÿfni,2) (0:2 +  A) y
the entries of are given by
mP
= M m  E  + % ( + i ) e | ( * ) ) ,
2 =  1
=  M m  E  ( % + ) d ( * )  +  % { + i ) d ( * ) ) ,
2 =  1
m  /  mo \
(+ ){ 3 ,;)  =  ^  E  ( E  iP P ° P ^ P P  +  %{ +  i ) d ( 0 )  ) («. +  ft)
2 = 1 k=l
mo
2=1 \  k=l /
and A£ is not needed in the calculation of the connection.
We can express the to tal kinetic energy, and hence the G-invariant Lagrangian, of equation 
(8 T 9 )as
A =  iq ^ A (s)q ,
where the entries of A are given by
Ap — Ab +  A ^ .
As in the analytical case, we set the angular momentum to 0 and obtain the connection:
^ =  - I  ^Aggg,
where
=  <  +  A ^.
Aga — A ^ +  A ^ .
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We can numerically integrate the Lie algebra velocities to approximate the drift experienced 
by the body due to its chosen deformation.
8 .5.2 S u m m a ry
A deforming 2-dimensional body submerged in an ideal, irrotational, quiescent fluid expe­
riences a drift in the fluid due to the conservation of momentum. We can approximate the 
surface of the body with a set of control points and find a fluid potential (in terms of the un­
known Lie algebra velocities) which satisfies the Laplace equation and the surface boundary 
condition at these control points. Using this potential to find the Lagrangian and setting the 
angular momentum to zero allows us to find the connection which determines the relationship 
between the deformation and consequential location change. We can substitute the newly 
found Lie algebra velocities back into the expressions for the panel strengths and hence find 
the potential which satisfies the given boundary conditions. The potential obtained using 
this method is only representative at these control points and so the method only allows us 
to approximate fluid velocities at the chosen control points.
8 .5 .3  E x a m p le  1
Appendix A.3 shows the M atlab code used to find the control points, boundary points and 
the induced movement caused by the deformation. To apply the method, we will compare 
the connection given by this model with th a t given by the analytical model in section 7.6 
for the chosen deformation;
F (^ , )^ =  To (i +   ^ cos(2^) +  g2 (^) cos(3^) +  5 3 (f) s in (3^))).
We mentioned briefly, at the end of section 6.2, th a t the controlled motion adopted by any 
entity wishing to create a change in location and orientation must be a non-reciprocal one.
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sFigure 8 .6 : One non-reciprocal cycle of controlled motion.
To model the motion of a swimmer, we must choose F{9, t) th a t periodically returns to a base 
space configuration without retracing along a path  in base space. One cycle of controlled 
motion is represented by a closed loop in the base space, as seen in Figure 8.5.3. Recall th a t 
the analytical connection gives
vi = —e^ro ° ^2^1 — e^roSiS2 +  O (e^) ,
V2 = —e^r0 (^ 1 — ”^  2 !  '^ 3^ 1 — e^roSiSa +  O (e^) ,\  M  +  Trpgrgy
^  (^352 -  5253) +  O (c^) ,
and so our tim e-dependent deformation coefficients must all be mutually non-reciprocal in 
order to see a change in all location group coordinates.
We have stipulated th a t the initial configuration is given by F {9, 0) =  Tq, which corresponds 
to 5i(0) =  5 2 (0 ) =  5 3 (0 ) =  0, and we must periodically return to this configuration, i.e. there 
exists T  such th a t
5i(f +  T) =  5i(f),
52(f +  T) =  5 2 (f),
53(f T  T) =  5 3 (f).
Hence, we may take our 5% to be any T-periodic function such tha t spO) = 0 for each i.
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Figure 8.7; Closed loop in 5  =
Consider the deformation coefficients given by
si{t) = sin(t),
52 (t) =  l - c o s ( t ) ,
53 (^) =  sin(^ +  1 ) — sin(l).
Figure 8.5.3 shows how the path  in 5  =  looks for one cycle of period T  = 2tt. A s we can 
see, the path  is a closed loop and cannot be projected onto a line in any 2 coordinates. Hence, 
the Si are mutually non-reciprocal and provide a suitable choice of deformation coefficients 
to  induce a drift in all location group coordinates.
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Panels Vi V2 U!
1 0 -0.0009 0.0038 -0.0006
2 0 -0.0007 0.0007 0.0004
30 -0.0004 -0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0003
40 -0.0003 -0 . 0 0 0 2 0.0003
50 -0 . 0 0 0 2 -0 . 0 0 0 2 0.0003
60 -0 . 0 0 0 2 -0.0003 0.0003
70 -0 . 0 0 0 2 -0.0003 0.0003
80 -0 . 0 0 0 2 -0.0003 0.0003
Table 1: Error in the Lie algebra velocities at time t =  100 
We run the code of Appendix A.3 with the following values:
g(t) = (sin
e = 0.1,
ro = 1,
pF  = 1,
M  = 1,
with the varying number of panels shown in Table 1. This table reports the error, typical for 
each instant in time, between the analytical approximation from the previous chapter which 
is provided up to  O (e^), and the numerical approximation of the Lie algebra velocities for 
different numbers of panels. There is very little change in the error beyond an approximation 
with 60 panels.
We run the code for a duration of 100 units of time with m  = 100 panels. During this 
time, the body goes through approximately 16 cycles of its deformation. Figure 8.8 shows 
the panelled approximation of the body traversing through the fluid a t snapshots taken
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t 20 40 60 80 100
vi 0.0009 -0.0004 -0.0043 -0.0031 -0.0002
V2 0.0010 0.0035 0.0028 -0.0009 -0.0003
w 0.0041 0.0281 0.0417 0.0187 0.0003
Table 2: Typical error in the Lie algebra velocities
t 2 0 39 63 81 1 0 0
-0.0155 -0.0165 -0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0055 0.0036
u { x i i , ÿ u ) -0.0122 -0.0159 -0 . 0 0 1 0 -0.0029 0.0005
-0.0155 -0.0336 -0.0009 -0.0041 -0 . 0 0 2 0
^ (% l,ÿ 3 l) -0.0006 -0.0038 0.0022 -0 . 0 1 0 0 -0.0049
-0.0015 -0.0031 0.0005 -0.0238 -0.0109
W(^51,ÿ5l) 0.0017 0.0023 0 . 0 0 0 0 -0.0044 -0.0023
U (x s l , l/Ql ) 0.0025 0.0049 0.0003 0.0005 0.0009
u {xji .ÿTi) 0.0097 0.0132 0 . 0 0 0 2 -0 . 0 0 0 1 -0.0009
1/ ( % l,ÿ 8 l) 0.0126 0.0217 0.0004 0.0013 0.0009
(^91,^91 ) -0.0107 -0.0123 -0 . 0 0 1 0 0.0014 0.0009
Table 3: Typical error in the horizontal velocities at selected control points
every 20 units of time. The blue line shows the deformation as seen by the body and the 
red line shows the inertial view of the panelled approximation traversing through the fluid. 
Tables 2-4 show typical examples of the error in the calculations of the Lie algebra velocities 
and the horizontal and vertical fluid velocities at selected control points, respectively, when 
compared with results given by the analytical case. For Tables 3 and 4, the measurement 
times are changed slightly in order to take readings when no adaptive meshing is required.
Since the analytical case is only provided up to and not including O (e^), we only use the 
analytical case as a basis for comparing the calculation of the velocities for each tim e step. 
We conclude th a t the panel m ethod for 2-dimensional deformable bodies in an inviscid fluid
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Figure 8 .8 : Snapshots of swimmer every 20 units of time
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t 19 38 61 81 100
-0.0077 -0.0136 -0.0006 -0.0034 -0.00120
0.0062 0.0017 0.0017 -0.0167 -0.0079
^;(:T2i,ÿ2i) 0.0272 0.0272 0.0002 -0.0115 -0.0069
0.0047 0.0047 0.0002 -0.0083 -0.0056
r (Z4i,ÿ4i) -0.0014 -0.0014 0.0009 0.0028 0.0027
^(^51,ÿ5l) 0.0005 0.0010 -0.0008 0.0250 0.0103
r'(z6 i,ÿ6 i) 0.0018 0.0014 -0.0004 0.0131 -0.0002
0.0021 0.0015 -0.0001 0.0014 0.0007
^(:T8i,ÿ8i) -0.0378 -0.0613 0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0001
-0.0131 -0.0158 -0.0012 0.0009 0.0008
Table 4: Typical error in the vertical velocities at selected control points 
is a reasonable model.
Since the analytical case is only provided up to O (e^), .
8 .5 .4  E xam ple 2
The analytical case explored in this thesis, for the deformable body in an ideal, irrotational, 
quiescent fluid, only treats deformations of the form
F[9,  t) =  ro (1 +  e cos(2^) +  S2 {t) cos(36*) +  sz{t) s in (3^))).
The numerical method presented in this thesis handles all deformations of the form
F(6>, t) =  ro +  e ^  .
Consider the deformation
=  ro (1 +  e (5i(^) cos(2^) +  S2 (^) cos(3^) +  g3 (() sin(3^) +  S4 (^) s in (4^))),
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where
=  sin(t), 
g2 (^) =  1 -  cos(^),
S3 {t) = sin(t +  1) -  sin(l),
5 4 (7) =  sin(7 +  2) — sin(2).
Before running the code in Appendix A 3 again for this deformation, we change the variables 
cosnodes, sinnodes, s and ds, on page 148, lines 10, 11, 23 and 24, and comment out the 
checks section on pages 156-157 .
Figure 8.9 shows the panelled body approximation of the body traversing through the fluid 
at snapshots taken every 20 units of time. The program is again run for 100 units of time 
with 100 panels. We see th a t the body covers less distance with this deformation which gives 
rise to the notion of efficiency of swimming motions as explored for the viscous case in [30].
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Figure 8.9: Snapshots of swimmer every 20 units of time
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9 Future Research
In this thesis, we have reviewed the mechanics of the springboard diver, the falling cat and the 
free-floating astronaut and verifled the relationship between internally controlled movements 
and the resulting external orientations determined by momentum conservation. We give 
a first look at the mechanics of the falling gecko and determine the relationship between 
the rotation of the tail and orientation of the gecko’s torso. This relationship compliments 
experiments where geckos are observed to  rotate whilst falling from an upside-down position 
by flicking it tail at right-angles to its body in order to land on its feet. We can describe the 
mechanics of the gecko in terms of its differential geometry where a mechanical connection 
describes the relationship between the 2 rotations based on the conservation of zero angular 
momentum.
The location and orientation change of a microorganism caused by a controlled deformation 
to its surface is also determined by conservation of momentum and can be described by a 
mechanical connection. We review the mechanics, and verify the mechanical connection, 
of a 2-dimensional body in an ideal fluid whose surface experiences small deformations of 
the form F{0^ t) =  ro (1 +  e {si{t) cos(2^) -h S2 {t) cos(3^) +  S2,{t) sin(3^))). In the final part of 
this thesis we give a first look at a technique which determines the mechanical connection 
of a 2-dimensional body in an ideal fluid whose surface experiences small deformation of 
the more general form F(0, t )  = r o ( l The idea is to  approximate a 
deforming surface in a fluid by a large number of time-dependent straight-edge source panels 
whose strengths are determined by a time-dependent boundary condition. The potential, 
dependent on the panel strengths, allows us to  find the fluid kinetic energy. W hen combined 
with the body kinetic energy we can find the mechanical connection which determines the 
change in location and orientation as a result of the chosen deformation.
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In order to develop a numerical simulation of a microorganism, many assumptions and 
simplifications were made. We simplify the fluid model as much as possible in order to 
obtain a firm understanding of the motility mechanism. Perhaps the most detrim ental of 
these simplifications to the model is the assumption th a t viscous forces do not apply. The 
model we present assumes th a t we are working with a large enough representation of the 
body in a fluid so th a t we can neglect the viscosity of the fluid. However, in real life the 
microorganism is in fact so small th a t viscous forces dominate. In order to incorporate these 
forces, and assuming th a t viscous forces dominate, one would need to find the general form 
of the fluid potential which solves the biharmonic equation: =  0. This involves a lot
more work and so the general form of the fluid potential which solves the Laplace equation 
is used here and the model presented in this thesis is more appropriate for bodies of a much 
larger scale than  th a t of the microorganism. Even with this assumption, it is im portant 
to note th a t although the Lie algebra velocities are found up to a small error, due to the 
complexity of the integration, this error will accumulate in the location group and so the 
m ethod should only be employed for relatively small periods of deformation time.
This thesis only considers 2-dimensional bodies. The concepts presented can be extended to 
the 3-dimensional case where a body can be approximated by a collection of plane panels as 
opposed to line panels and the proceeding theory extended naturally to 3 dimensions. This 
would then offer applications to bubble theory for the non-viscous case, [1]. In [31], Shapere 
and Wilczek trea t swimming motions obtained from arbitrary deformations to the sphere for 
the viscous case where the problem is formulated in terms of a gauge field.
The model is also limited by the nature of the deformation. Firstly, unlike in [2], we only 
consider radial deformations so th a t any point on the surface does not experience any az­
imuthal variation throughout the deformation. We also only consider small deformations so
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Figure 9.1: Possible deformation shape
th a t the surface of the body described by F{9)  is a bijective function of 0. It is possible 
for a swimmer to deform to a shape such as the one shown in Figure 9.1. For example, the 
dashed line shows th a t for some value of 6 the surface takes 3 different values relative to 
the swimmer origin, O. This type of shape is not handled in this thesis. It is also possible 
for a swimmer to have a cusp somewhere along its surface, as shown at point A  in Figure 
9.1. This thesis only deals with differentiable surface configurations and so swimmers with 
surface cusps are not handled either.
We also make the assumption tha t there is no gravity. In the presence of gravity, the 
difference between the density of the fluid and the density of the body would cause a buoyancy 
effect. It is investigated in [11], th a t although the earth ’s gravity exerts relatively weak forces 
directly onto cells, such as Paramecium^ they actively alter their swimming speeds as their 
orientation changes relative to the earth ’s gravity vector, in order to avoid sedimentation. 
Vorticity is also neglected in this thesis. In M ythbusters Episode 43, scientists quashed the 
popular belief th a t having the tail down on a pick-up truck reduced drag and allowed the 
vehicle to be more fuel efficient. They observed, using dyed oats and a propelled fluid over 
a model of the truck, th a t if the tail was left up it allowed for a solitary rotating bubble to
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sit in the back of the truck pushing fluid over the top of it and hence reducing drag by more 
than would be achieved by leaving the tail down. If the model in this paper were developed 
to incorporate vorticity, it could be used to investigate the existence of this solitary bubble. 
To further the research presented in this thesis, it is possible to discuss the concept of 
control, i.e. which deformation should a body deploy in order to reach a specific location. 
For instance, a swimmer which can sense locations of a higher concentration of food needs 
to know which deformation to adopt in order to get to these locations. Should a model be 
developed to investigate the motion of a swimmer after successful chemotaxis, it should be 
noted th a t some swimmers, such as those th a t engulf their food, will experience a change in 
mass. More complex models may also benefit from the treatm ent of surface area regulation; 
an underexplored area of cell motility, where cells th a t increase their surface area must do 
so in a way th a t does not rupture their barely expandable plasma membrane. 
Microorganisms swimming through a fluid typically do so in dense populations of their 
kind. The mechanics and fluid dynamics of the individual microorganism underpins th a t of 
populations. As pointed out in [19], a swimmer will generate a flow, as it deforms, th a t will 
be felt by nearby swimmers. A nearby swimmer will be pushed by this flow and the effect of 
this may be for it to change its intended deformation if its new location offers easier access 
to higher food concentrations. This thesis only deals with individual bodies submerged in a 
quiescent fluid. The introduction of a boundary, such as a wall, also pointed out in [19], will 
also effect the locomotion of the swimmer.
Much of the current research in the field of swimming cells in viscous fluids is devoted to 
integrating the understanding of the dynamics of individual cells to larger populations of 
cells. In [19], the necessity for current ideas to be developed and realised in im portant 
areas such as the formation of bacterial biofilms [7], the ecology of marine bacteria [5], the
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mechanics of reproduction [10] and cancer research [12] are highlighted. Understanding the 
hydrodynamical interactions and evolutions of multicellular systems is fundamental to the 
progress of research in health and disease.
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A M atlab Code
A .l  A stro n a u t C ode  
A .1.1 P itch  M otion  - (3 vs  ^
1 c l e a r
mA=4. 45;  a l  =  [ 0 ; 0 . 3 0 9 ; 0 . 3 0 9 ] ; a3 =  [ 1. 4 8 3 ; 1 . 0 2 8 ; 1. 0 2 8] ; lA =  [ 8 . 1 3 ; 3 . 8 7 ; 3 . 8 7] 
m B = [ 0 . 2 8 9 ; 0 . 2 8 9 ; 0 . 4 4 5 ] ;  b =  [ 0 . 8 9 9 ; 0 . 8 9 9 ; 1 . 2 9 2 ] ;  I1B =  [ 0 . 1 3 3 1 ; 0 . 1 3 3 1 ; 0 . 2 6 1 ]  
I2B =  [ 0 . 0030] ;
be t ade g  =  [1:45] ;
beta  =  ( b e t a d e g / 3 6 0 ) * 2 * p i ;
t h e t a  =0;
phi  =0;
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
dal pha  =  0. 001 ;
N=2* pi / d a l p h a  +  1;
for i =  1:45 
for j =1:3
M( j ) =(mA*mB( j ) ) /  (mA+2*mB( j ) ) ;
J ( j ) = I l B ( j ) - I 2 B d M ( j ) * b ( j ) ' 2 |
E l ( j ) = c o s ( t h e t a ) * c o s ( p h i ) * ( J ( j ) * s i n ( b e t a ( i ) ) " 2  —I 2 B * ( c o s ( b e t a ( i ) ) —1)) ;
E2( j  ) = s i n  ( be t a  ( i ) ) * ( s i n  ( t h e t a )  * ( J ( j ) * cos  ( be t a  ( i ) )+I2B-M( j ) *b(  j ) *a3 ( j ) * . .
s i n ( p h i ) ) - c o s ( p h i ) * M ( j ) * b ( j ) * » 1 ( j ) )  I 
E3(j  ) =c o s  ( t h e t a  ) * s i n ( beta  ( i ) ) * (M( j ) * b ( j ) * a 3 ( j )  —s i n ( p h i ) * ( J ( j ) * . . .
c o s ( b e t a ( i ) )+I2B ) ) ;
FI ( j )=IA ( j ) /2+M( j ) *( a l  ( j ) - 2+a3  ( j ) ' 2)+I2B+J ( j ) * ( ( cos  ( be t a  ( i ) ) '2)  * . . .
( s i n  ( t h e t a ) " 2  —( c o s ( p h i )  " 2) * ( cos  ( t h e t a  ) "2) ) +c o s  ( t h e t a  ) "2) —2*M( j ) * . . . 
b ( j )* c o s ( b e t a ( i ) ) * ( s i n ( p h i ) * a 3 ( j ) + c o s ( p h i )* s i n ( t he t a  ) * a l ( j ) )  ;
F2(  j )=J ( j ) *( s i n  ( be t a  ( i ) ) ' 2 ) * ( ( s i n ( t h e t a ) ' 2 ) - ( s i n ( p h i ) ' ' 2 ) * (  cos  ( t h e t a  ) ' 2) ) 
F3 ( j ) =2* J ( j ) * s i n ( t h e t a ) * c o s ( t h e t a ) * s i n ( p h i ) * ( s i n ( b e t a ( i ) ) ' ' 2 ) ;
F4 ( j ) =2* si n ( be t a  ( i ) ) * cos ( t h e t a  ) * ( J ( j ) * cos  ( beta  ( i )  ) * s i n ( t h e t a  ) * cos  ( phi  ) —.
M ( j ) * b ( j ) * a l ( j ) ) ;
F5( j ) = 2 * s i n  ( be t a  ( i ) ) *(M( j ) *b( j ) * ( a3 (  j ) *cos  ( phi  ) - a l  (j ) * s i n  ( t h e t a )  * . . . 
s i n ( p h i )  ) - J ( j  ) *( cos ( t h e t a )  " 2) * s i n ( p h i ) * c o s ( p h i ) * c o s (  be t a  ( i ) ) ) ;
n =  0; k =  l; area =  [0 ; 0 ; 0] ; 
wh i l e  k<N
f (k,  j ) = ( E1 (  j ) +E2 (  j ) * s i n  (n)4-E3(j  ) * c o s ( n ) ) / ( F l ( j  ) +F2( j  ) * c o s ( n )  2 +  . . .
F 3 ( j ) * s i n ( n ) * c o s ( n ) + F 4 ( j ) * s i n ( n ) + F 5 ( j ) * c o s ( n ) );
f ( k  +  l , j ) = ( E l ( j  )+E2 ( j ) * s i n ( n+dal pha )+E3 ( j ) * cos ( n+dal pha ) ) /  (FI ( j ) . . .
+F2 ( j ) * cos  ( n+da l pha)  "2+F3 ( j ) * s i n ( n+dal pha)  * cos ( n+da l pha ) +F4  ( j ) * . .
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si n ( n+ d a l p h a )+ F 5 ( j ) *cos  ( n+dal pha)  ) ;
a r e a v e c t o r ( k , j ) = ( ( f ( k , j ) + f ( k  +  l , j ) ) / 2 ) * d  alpha:  
a r e a ( j ) = a r e a ( j )  +  a r e a v e c t o r  ( k , j  ) ;
n=n+dal pha ; 
k=k +1  ;
end
ChangeXi  (i  , j ) = ( a r e a ( j ) / ( 2 * p i ) ) * 3 6 0 ;  
end  
end
p l o t ( betadeg , ChangeXi  )
t i 1 1e ( ' \ b e t a  v e r s u s  change in \ x i  ')
x l a b e l  ( ’\ b c t a  ’ )
y l a b e l  ( ’Change in \  xi  ’ )
l egend ( ’Legs S t r a i g h t  ’ , ’Legs T u c k e d ’ , ’Legs Tucked wi th Wei ght s  
’ Locat i on ’ , ’ Be s t Ou t s i d e  ’ ) 
ax i s  square
PitchMotion-ThetaPhiZero.m
A .1.2 P itch  M otion  - 9 vs  ^
11
13
15
17
19
21
1 c l e a r
mA=4. 45;  a l = 0 . 3 0 9 ;  a3 =  1. 028;  lA =  3.87;  
mB=0. 289;  b =  0.899;  I 1 B = 0 . 1 3 3 1 ;  I2B =  0. 0030;
phi  =0;
dal pha  =  0. 001 ;
N=2*pi  / da l pha +  1 ;
be t a  =  ( [ 2 0 ; 4 5 ] / 3 6 0 )  *2* pi  ;
t h e t a d e g  = [ 1 : 9 0 ] ;
t h e t a  =  ( t h e t a d e g / 3 6 0 ) * 2 * p i  ;
M=(mA*mB) /  (mA+2*mB) ;
J=I1B-I2B+M*b"2;
for i =1:90  
for j =1:2
E l (  j )=cos  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) * c o s ( p h i ) * ( J * s i n (  be ta  ( j ) ) "2 - I 2B *(  cos ( beta  ( j ) ) - 1 ) )
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E2( j  ) = s i n  ( be t a  ( j ) ) *( s i n ( t h e t a  ( i )  ) * ( J * cos ( beta  ( j ) ) +I2B — .. .
M*b*a3* s i n ( p h i )  ) —cos ( p h i )  b * a 1 ) ;
E3( j  ) =c os  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) * si n ( be t a  (j ) ) * (M*b*a3—si n ( phi  ) * ( J * c o s ( b e t a ( j ) ) + I 2 B ) )  
F l (  j ) = I A / 2 + M * ( a r 2 + a 3 - 2 ) + I 2 B + J * ( (  c o s ( b e t a (  j ) ) '2)  * ( s i n  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) ' 2  -  
( c o s ( p h i )  ' 2 ) * ( c o s ( t h e t a (  i ) )  " 2 ) ) + c o s ( t h e t a ( i ) )  "2) —...
2*M*b* c o s ( b e t a ( j ) ) * ( s i n ( p h i ) * a 3 + c o s ( p h i ) * s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) * a l )  ; 
F 2 ( j ) = J * ( s i n ( b e t a ( j ) ) ' 2 ) * ( ( s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) " 2 ) —( s i n ( p h i ) " 2 ) * . . .
( c o s ( t h e t a ( i ) ) ' 2 ) ) ;
F3 ( j ) =2* J * s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) * c o s ( t h e t a ( i ) ) * s i n ( p h i ) * ( s i n ( b e t a ( j ) ) ' 2 ) ;
F4 ( j ) =2*  s i n ( b e t a ( j ) ) * c o s ( t h e t a ( i ) ) * ( J * c o s ( b e t a ( j ) ) * s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) * . . .  
cos  ( phi  )AM*b =*= a 1 ) ;
F5 ( j ) =2* s in ( be t a  ( j ) ) * (M*b* ( a 3 * c o s ( p h i ) —a l * s i n  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) * s i n ( p h i )  ) —...
J * ( cos  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) ' 2) * si n ( p h i ) * c o s ( p h i ) * c o s ( b e t a ( j  ) ) )  ;
n =  0; k =  l; area =  [0 ; 0 ; 0] ; 
w h i l e  k<N
f ( k ,  j ) = ( E l ( j ) + E 2 ( j ) * s i n ( n ) + E 3 ( j ) * c o s ( n ) ) / ( F l ( j ) + F 2 ( j )  * . . .
c o s ( n ) ' 2 + F 3 ( j ) * s i n ( n ) * c o s ( n ) + F 4 ( j ) * s i n ( n ) + F 5 ( j ) * c o s ( n ) );  
f ( k +  1 , j ) =(E1 ( j )+E2(  j ) * s i n ( n+d a l pha )+E3 ( j ) * cos  ( n+dal pha)  ) /  . . .
( FI ( j )+F2 ( j ) * cos  ( n+dal pha ) ' 2+F3 ( j ) * s i n ( n+dal pha)  * . . . 
cos  ( n+dal pha )+F4 ( j ) * s i n ( n+dal pha )+F5 ( j ) * cos  ( n+dal pha ) ) ;
a r e a v e c t o r  ( k , j  ) = ( ( f ( k , j  ) +  f (k +  1, j ) ) / 2 )  *da l pha  ; 
area ( j ) = a r e a ( j  ) +  a r e a v e c t o r  (k,  j ) ;
n=n+dal pha ; 
k=k +1 ;
end
ChangeXi  (i  , j ) = ( a r e a ( j ) / ( 2 * p i ) ) * 3 6 0 ;  
end  
end
pl o t  ( t h e t a d e g  , ChangeXi  ( : , 1)  , ’b— ’ , t h e t a d e g  ( 1 : 6 5 )  , ChangeXi  ( 1: 65 ,2)  , ' r— ' )
t i 1 1e ( ’ \ t h e t a  v e r s u s  change in \ x i  ') 
x l a b e l ( ’ \ t h e t a  ’ ) 
y l abe l  ( ’Change in \  xi  ' )
l egend ( ’ \  beta  =  20" \  c i r c ’ , ’ \  beta  =45" \  c i r c ’ , ' Loca t i o n  ’ , ’ Be s t Ou t s i d e  ’ )
s e t  ( gca , ’ Da t a As pe c t Ra t i o  ’ , [ 2 1 1 ] )
P itch M o tio n _ T h etaV sX i.m
A .1.3 P i tc h  M o tio n  -  'ip v s  ^
c l e a r
mA=4. 45;  al  = 0 . 3 0 9 :  a3 =  1.028;  IA =  3.87;
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mB=0. 289;  b = 0.899;  1 1 8 = 0 . 1 3 3 1 ;  1 2 8 =0 . 0 0 3 0 ;
t h e t a  =0;
dal pha  =  0. 001 ;
N=2*pi  /  dal pha +  1;
be t a  =  ( [ 2 0 ; 4 5 ; 6 0 ] / 3 6 0 )  *2* pi ; 
p s i d e g  =  [ l : 70 j ;  
p s i = ( p s i d e g / 3 6 0 )  *2* pi ;
M=(mA*mB) /(mA+2*mB) ;
J=I l B- I2B4M*b"2;
for i =1:70  
for j =1:3
El  ( j ) =c os  ( t h e t a  )* cos  ( ps i  ( i ) ) * (  J* s i n ( beta  ( j ) ) "2- I2B *( cos  ( be t a  ( j ) ) - 1 )  ) ;
E2( j  ) = s i n  ( be t a  ( j ) ) *( s i n ( t h e t a )  * ( J *cos  ( be t a  ( j ) ) +I 2B- M*b*a3*s i n  ( ps i ( i ) ) ) — .
c o s ( p s i ( i ) )  b * a 1) ;
E3 ( j ) =cos  ( t h e t a ) * s i n  ( beta  ( j ) ) * (M*b*a3—si n ( ps i  ( i ) ) *( J*c os  ( be t a  (j ) )+I2B)  ) ; 
FI ( j )=IA/2+M*(  al  "2+a3 "2)+I2B+J *( (  cos  ( beta ( j ) ) "2) *( s i n ( t h e t a  ) " 2 - . . .
( c o s ( p s i ( i ) ) " 2 ) * ( c o s ( t h e t a ) " 2 ) ) + c o s ( t h e t a ) "2) - 2 * M* b * c o s ( b e t a ( j ) )  . . .
*( s in ( ps i  ( i ) ) *a3+cos  ( p s i ( i ) ) * s i n ( t h e t a ) * a l )  ;
F2( j )=J *( s i n ( be t a  ( j ) ) ' 2 ) * ( ( s i n ( t h e t a ) " 2 ) - ( s i n ( p s i ( i ) ) " 2 ) * ( c o s ( t h e t a ) " 2 ) )  
F3(  j )=2*J* s i n ( t h e t a  )* cos  ( t h e t a  )* s i n  ( p s i ( i ) ) * ( s i n (  be t a  ( j ) ) ' 2) ;
F4( j ) =2* s i n  ( beta ( j ) )  *cos  ( t h e t a  ) *( J*cos  ( be t a  ( j ) ) * s i n ( t h e t a ) * c o s ( p s i ( i ) )  ..  
+\4*b*al  ) ;
F5 ( j ) =2* s in ( beta  ( j ) ) * (M* b * ( a 3 * c o s ( p s i ( i ) ) —a l * s i n ( t h e t a ) * s i n ( p s i ( i ) ) )  —...  
J *( cos ( t h e t a )  " 2 ) * s i n ( p s i (  i ) ) * c o s ( p s i (  i )  ) *cos  ( be ta  ( j ) ) ) ;
n=0;  k =  l; area =  [0 ; 0 ; 0] ; 
w h i l e  k<N
f ( k ,  j ) = ( E l ( j ) + E 2 ( j ) * s i n  ( n ) + E 3 ( j ) * c o s ( n ) ) / ( F l ( j ) + F 2 ( j ) * c o s ( n )  "2 +  . . .
F 3 ( j ) * s i n ( n ) *  c o s ( n ) + F 4 ( j )* s i n ( n ) + F 5 ( j ) * c o s ( n ) );  
f (k +  1, j ) =(E1 ( j )+E2(  j ) * s i n ( n+dal pha) +E3 ( j ) *cos  ( n+dal pha)  ) /  . . .
(FI ( j )+F2 ( j ) * cos ( n+dalpha)  "2+F3 ( j ) * s in ( n+dalpha ) * cos  ( n+dalpha ) +  . . 
F4 ( j ) =*= s in ( n+dalpha)+F5  ( j ) * cos ( n+da lpha)  ) ;
a r e a v e c t o r  ( k , j ) = ( ( f ( k , j )  +  f ( k  +  l , j ) ) / 2 ) * d a l p h a ;  
area ( j ) = a r e a ( j  ) + a r e a v e c t o r  (k,  j ) ;
n=n+dal pha ; 
k=k +  l;
end
ChangeXi  (i  , j ) = ( a r e a  ( j ) / ( 2 * p i ) ) * 3 6 0 ;  
end  
end
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p l o t  ( ps i deg  , ChangeXi  (: , 1)  , ’b— ’ , p s i d e g  ( 1 : 4 5 )  , ChangeXi  ( 1 : 4 5 , 2 ) ,  ’r—’ ,.
p s i de g  ( 1 : 4 5 )  , ChangeXi  ( 1 : 4 5 , 3 )  , ’g— ’ ) 
t i t l e ( ' \ p s i  v e r s u s  change in \ x i ') 
x l a b e l  ( ’\ p s i  ’ ) 
y l a b e l  ( ’ Change in \  xi  ' )
l egend ( ’\ b e t a  =  20‘ \ c i r c  ’ , ' \  beta  =45" \  c i r c ’ , ’ \ b e t a = 6 0 " \ c i r c  ’ , ’ Locat i on  
’ B e s t Out s i d e  ’ ) 
se t  ( g c a ,  ’ Da t a As pe c t Ra t i o  ’ , [2 1 1])
P itch M o tio n -P h iV sX i.m
A .2 Yaw  M otion  - /?o vs (
1 c l e a r
a =  [ ü . 2 5 3 , 0 . 6 6 4 , 0 . 6 6 4 ] ;  lA =  [ 0 . 5 1 9 , 0 . 4 1 3 , 0 . 4 1 3 ] ;  mB= [ 0 . 8 3 6  , 0 . 2 8 9 , 0 . 4 4 5 ]  
b =  [ l . 3 5 2 , 0 . 8 9 9 , 1 . 2 9 2 ] ;  IIB =  [ 0 . 5 6 5 , 0 . 1 3 3 1  , 0 . 261]  ;
I2B =  [ 0 . 0 2 4 3 , 0 . 0 0 3 0 , 0 . 0 0 3  0];
betaOdeg =  1:45;  
betaO=betaOdeg *2* p i / 3 6 0 ;
for i =  1:45 
11 for k =  1:3
A( i , k )=I2B ( k) * ( 1 -  cos  ( betaO ( i ) ) ) +  (I1B ( k ) - I 2 B  (k)-RnB(k) *b( k)  " 2) * .
13 s in ( betaO ( i ) ) " 2;
B( i , k)==mB( k ) * a ( k ) * b ( k ) * s i n ( b e t a O ( i ) )  ;
15 C( i  , k ) = 0 . 5 * I A ( k ) + I 2 B ( k ) - f m B ( k ) * a ( k ) " 2 + ( I l B ( k ) - I 2 B ( k ) - f m B ( k ) * b ( k )  "2) *
s i n ( be t a O( i ) ) "2;
17 hat A ( k)=-mB(  k) *a ( k) *b ( k )
h a t B ( k ) = 0 . 5 * I A ( k ) + m B ( k ) * a ( k ) " 2 + I 2 B ( k )  ;
19 h a t C ( k ) = I l B ( k ) - I 2 B ( k ) 4 m B ( k ) * b ( k )  "2;
21 p l ( i  , k ) = ( ( I A ( k ) / 2 + I 2 B ( k ) + m B ( k ) * a ( k )  " 2 ) + ( I l B ( k ) - I 2 B ( k ) 4 m B ( k ) * b ( k )  "2) *.  . .
s i n ( b e t aO( i ) ) " 2 ) / (2*mB( k ) * a ( k ) * b ( k ) * s i n ( b e t a O ( i ) ) )  ;
23 p 2 ( i  , k ) = ( I 2 B ( k ) * ( l - c o s  (betaO ( i ) )  ) + ( I l B ( k ) - I 2 B ( k ) + m B ( k ) * b ( k )  "2) * .
s i n ( b e t a O( i ) ) " 2 ) / ( 2 * m B ( k ) * a ( k ) * b ( k ) * s i n ( b e t a O ( i ) ) ) ;
25 ql  ( k)=mB( k) * a ( k )  *b( k)  /  ( I l B ( k ) —I2B ( k)-HnB(k) *b( k)  "2) ;
q 2 ( k ) = ( I A ( k ) / 2 + I 2 B ( k ) + m B ( k ) * a ( k )  " 2 ) / ( I l B ( k ) - I 2 B ( k ) 4 i n B ( k ) * b ( k )  "2) ;
27
ChangeXi  1 ( i  , k ) = p i / 2 + ( 2 * A (  i , k ) - C ( i  , k) ) *( p i / 2 - a t a n  (2*B(  i , k) / (  s qr t  (C( i , k)
29 2 - 4 * B ( i  , k ) " 2 ) ) ) ) / s q r t ( C ( i  , k ) " 2 - 4 * B ( i  , k ) "2)
ChangeXi 2 ( i , k) =2*hatA (k)  *atan ( hatC ( k ) * s i n ( betaO ( i ) ) /  sqrt  ( hatB ( k) + hatC (k)  
31 ) ) /  sqrt  ( hatB (k)  *hatC (k)  ) ;
33 ChangeXi Legs l  ( i  , k ) = p i / 2 + ( 2 * p 2 (  i , k ) - p l ( i  , k) ) *( p i / 2 - a t a n  ( 1 /  ( s qr t  ( pi  ( i , k)
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2 - l ) ) ) ) / ( s q r t ( p l ( i  , k)  ' 2 - 1 )  ) ;
ChangeXi Legs2 ( i , k ) = - 2 * q l  ( k ) * a t a n ( s i n ( b e t a 0 ( i ) ) / s q r t ( q 2 ( k ) ) ) / s q r t ( q 2 ( k ) )
e n d  
e n d
ChangeXi  =  (ChangeXi l +ChangeXi 2 ) * 36 0 / ( 2 *  p i ) ;
p l o t  ( betaOdeg ( 1 : 3 0 )  , ChangeXi  ( 1: 3 0 ,1 ) , ’ b -  ’ , betaOdeg , ChangeXi  ( ; , 2) , ’ r -  ’ 
betaOdeg , ChangeXi  (: , 3)  , ’g—’ ) 
t i t I e ( ’ \ b e t a _ 0  ve r s us  change in \ x i ’ ) 
x l a b e l ( ’\ b e t a _ 0  ’ ) 
y l a b e l  ( ’Change in \  xi  ’ )
l egend ( ’Manoeuvre wi th Legs Manoeuvre wi th Ar ms ’
’Manoeuvre wi th Arms and Weight s  ’ , ’ Loc at i on  ’ , ’ Be s t Ou t s i de  ’ ) 
s e t  ( gca , ’ D at aA spec t Rat i o ’ , [1 2 1])
Y aw M otion2.m
A .3 A d ap tab le  P an el M eth o d  C ode
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c l e a r
e p s i l o n  = 0 . 1  ; % s i z e  o f  d e f o r m a t i o n
rO —1; % i n i t i a l  r a d i u s  o f  c i r c l e
rhoF =  l; % d e n s i t y  o f  t he  f l u i d  
n =  100; % a c c u r a c y  o f  t he  a c t u a l  e n t i t y  
M=l ;  % mass o f  body
t i me =  101 ; % d u r a t i o n  o f  d e f o r m a t i o n
p=10;  % number  o f  nodes  o f  d e f o r m a t i o n  
c o s n o d e s = [ 0  ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0]; 
s i n n o d e s = [ 0 , 0 , l  , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] ;
% o r i g i n a l  number  o f  p a n e l s  a p p r o x i m a t i n g  body  
m = i n p u t ( ’How many pane l s  (a t  l e a s t  3 ) ? :  ’ );
% number  o f  p a n e l s  mu s t  be more t h an  2 to e n c l o s e  body  
wh i l e  m<=2
d i s p l a y  ( ’ ! The number of  pa n e l s  must be 3 or more.  ! ’ ) ; 
m=i nput  ( ’How many pane l s  ? : ’ );
end
f or  t =  1 : t ime
s ( :  , t ) —[ s i n ( t —l ) , l - c o s ( t - l ) , s i n ( t ) - s i n ( l )  ] \ %, s i n  ( t +1 ) -  s i n  ( 2) 
ds ( :  , t ) = [ c o s ( t —1) , s i n ( t  — 1) , c o s ( t )  ] cos ( t + 1)
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28 % / A TH/g SECT/OW OF (%)DE ME CYLLCLEATE TEE ACTEAL OETL/AE OE TEE EOEX,
% WE FIND THE APPROXIMATION GIVEN B Y  m PANELS, ME ADD ADDITIONAL PANELS 
30 % WHERE NEEDED
32
% F in d  ’ e x a c t  ’ o u t l i n e  o f  t he  s u r f a c e  
34 for  i =  1 : ( n +  1)
s u r f a c e t h e t a  ( i ) =2 * p i  *( i — 1) /  (n)  ;
36 s u r f a c e F ( i ) = B o d y _ S u r f a c e ( r O , e p s i l o n  , s ( :  , t )  ,P , - -
s u r f a c e t h e t a ( i )  , c osnodes  , s i n n o d e s ) ;
38 sur f ac eX ( i ) = s u r f a c e F  ( i ) * c o s (  s u r f a c e t h e t a  ( i ) ) ;
s ur f ac eY ( i ) = s u r f a c e F  ( i ) * s i n  ( s u r f a c e t h e t a  ( i ) ) ;
40 end
42 % C a l c u l a t e  t he  o r i g i n a l  c o n t r o l  p o i n t s
F=0;  dF=0;  o r i g c o n t X =0;  or i g c o n t Y =0;
44 f or  i = l ; ( m + l )
t h e t a  ( i ) = 2 * pi  * ( i — 1) /m;
46 [ F ( i ) , d F ( i ) , N ( : , i ) ]  =  B o d y _ S u r f a c e ( r O , e p s i l o n  , s ( : , t ) ,P , t h e t a  ( i )
cosnodes  , s i n n o d e s )  ;
48 or i g c o n t X ( i ) = F ( i ) * c o s ( t h e t a ( i ) )  ;
o r i g c o n t Y ( i ) = F ( i ) * s i n  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) ;
50 end
52
% C a l c u l a t e  t h e  b o u n d a r y  p o i n t s  
54 al pha =0;  be t a t e mp=0;  c ont X=0;  contY =0;
contDX=0;  contDY =  0; boundX =  0; boundY =  0;
56 for  i = l : m
[ al pha ( i ) , b e t a  ( i +1)  , contX ( i ) , contY ( i ) , contDX ( i ) , contDY ( i ) , boundX ( i ) , . . . 
58 boundY ( i ) ] =  Boundary_Poi nt  (F(  i ) ,F( i +1)  idF( i ) ,dF( i +1)
t h e t a  ( i ) , t h e t a  ( i +  1) ) ;
60 end
62 al pha ( m+l ) =a l ph a  ( 1 ) ;
b e t a  ( 1 ) = b e t a  (m+1) ;
64 contX (m+l ) =cont X ( 1 ) ;
contY (m+l ) =cont Y (1)  ;
66 boundX (m+l )=boundX ( 1 ) ; 
boundY (m+l )=boundY (1)  ;
68
% The B o u n d a r y - P o i n t  f u n c t i o n  a l s o  g i v e s  t he  a l p h a  and b e t a  v a l u e s  
70 a l p h a b e t a t e s t = 0 ;  
for  i =  l:m
72 a l p h a b e t a t e s t  ( i ) = ( a l p h a (  i )>0&&beta ( i +1)  >0)  ;
end
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% Thi s  n e x t  s e c t i o n  r e c a l l s  t he  B o u n d a r y - P o i n t  f u n c t i o n  f o r  a me s he d  
76 % s e c t i o n  o f  t he  s u r f a c e  i f  a l p h a  or  b e t a  a r e  l e s s  t h a n  or  e q u a l  t o 0
z =  l;
78 newboundX =0;  newboundY =0; newcontX=0;  newcontY=0;  newcontDX =  0;
newcontDY =  0; newal pha=0;  newbeta =  0; newF =  0; newDF =  0; ne wt he t a =0;
80 for  i = l : m
q =  l;
82 i f  a l p h a b e t a t e s t  ( i )==1
newboundX ( z )=boundX ( i ) ;
84 newboundY ( z )=boundY ( i ) ;
n e w t h e t a ( z ) = t h e t a ( i )  ;
86 newcontX ( z )=contX ( i ) ;
newcontY ( z )=contY ( i ) ;
88 newcontDX ( z )=contDX ( i ) ;
newcontDY ( z )=contDY ( i ) ;
90 newalpha ( z ) =a l pha  ( i ) ;
newbeta ( z +  l ) = b e t a  ( i + 1 )  ;
92 newF ( z ) =F ( i ) ;
newDF ( z )=dF ( i ) ;
94 z=z +1  ;
e l s e
96 w h i l e  a l p h a b e t a t e s t  ( i )==0
AMPtheta=0;  AMPF=0; AMPDF=0; AMPalpha=0;  AMPbeta=0;
98 AMPcontX=0; AMPcontY=0; AMPcontDX=0; AMPcontDY=0;
AMPboundX=0; AMPboundY=0;  AMPtheta=0;  AMPabtest=0;
100 q=q+l ;
for  j = l : q + l
102 AMPtheta (j  ) = t h e t a  ( i ) +( j  - 1 )  *2* pi  /  (q*m) ;
[AMPF( j ) ,AMPDF( j ) ]  =  B o d y _ S u r f a c e ( r O , e p s i l o n  , s ( : , t )
104 p , AMPtheta ( j )  , cosnodes  , s i n n o d e s )  ;
end
106 for  j = l ; q
[ AMPalpha( j ) , AMPbeta( j +1)  , AMPcontX( j ) , AMPcontY( j ) , 
108 AMPcontDX( j ) ,AMPcontDY( j ) ,AMPboundX( j ) , . . .
AMPboundY ( j )] =  Boundary . Po i n t  (AMPF( j ) , . . .
110 AMPF( j +1 )  ,AMPDF( j ) ,AMPDF( j +1 )  ,AMPtheta(  j )
AMPtheta ( j +1)  ) ;
112 AMPabtest  ( j ) =(AMPalpha(  j )>0&&AMPbeta( j +1 )  >0)  ;
end
114 a l p h a b e t a t e s t  ( i )= p r o d ( AMPabt es t ) ;
end
116 newboundX ( z : z+numel  (AMPboundX) —l)=AMPboundX ;
newboundY ( z : z+numel  (AMPboundY) — l)=AMPboundY ;
118 newt het a  ( z : z+numel  ( AMPtheta)  — 2)=AMPtheta ( 1 ; ( end — 1) ) ;
newcontX (z : z+numel  (AMPcontX) — l )=AMPcontX ;
120 newcontY ( z : z+numel  ( AMPcontY) — l )=AMPcontY ;
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newcontDX ( z : z+numel  ( AMPcontDX) — l )=AMPcontDX; 
newcontDY ( z ; z+numel  (AMPcontDY) — l )=AMPcontDY; 
newF ( z : z+numel  ( AMPF) —2)=AMPF( 1 : ( e n d  — 1) ) ; 
newDF ( z : z+numel  (AIVIPDF) —2)=WMPDF( 1 : ( e n d  —1) ) ; 
newalpha ( z ; z+numel  ( AMPalpha) — l )=AMPal pha; 
newbeta ( z +  1: z+numel  ( AMPbeta) — l )=AMPbeta ( 2 ; e n d )  
z = z + q ;
end
end
newM=numel ( newt het a  ) ; % newM b e c o me s  t he  a d a p t i v e  nu m ber o f  m esh  p a n e l s
% t h e  f o l l o w i n g  ar e  new v a l u e s  a f t e r  a d a p t a t i o n
newboundX (newM+l)=newboundX ( 1 ) ;
newboundY (newM+l)=newboundY (1)  ;
newcontX (newM+l)=newcontX ( 1 ) ;
newcontY (newM+l )=newcontY (1)  ;
newt he t a  (newM+l ) =newt het a  ( 1 ) ;
newalpha (newM+l )=newal pha ( 1 ) ;
newbeta ( 1 ) =newbet a  (newM+1) ;
newF (newM+l)=newF ( 1 ) ;
newDF ( newM+1 )=newDF ( 1 ) ;
% I N THIS SECTION OF CODE WE CALCULATE THE CHANCE IN  THE STRUCTURE CROUP 
% BASED ON THE CHOSEN DEFORMATION
% S e t  up th e  n o rm a l and t a n g e n t  v e c t o r s  t o each c o n t r o l  p o i n t  b a s e d  on t he  
% a d a p t i v e  v a l u e s
c o n t l  =0;  contnorm =0;  c o n t t a n g  =  0; 
f or  i = l : m
c o n t l  ( i ) = s q r t  (dF(  i ) "2+F ( i ) " 2) ;
c o n t n o r m  ( i , 1 ) = ( d F (  i ) * s i n  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) + F (  i ) *cos  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) )  / c o n t l  ( i ) ; 
c o n t n o r m  ( i  , 2 ) = ( F (  i ) * s i n  ( t h e t a  ( i ) ) - d F (  i ) * c o s (  t h e t a  ( i ) ) ) / c o n t l ( i )  ; 
c o n t t a n g ( i , 1 )  = ( - F ( i ) * s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) + d F ( i ) * c o s ( t h e t a ( i ) ) ) / c o n t l ( i )  ; 
c o n t t a n g ( i , 2 )  = ( d F ( i ) * s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) + F ( i ) * c o s ( t h e t a ( i ) ) ) / c o n t l ( i ) ;
end
contnorm (m+ 1 , : )=contnorm ( 1 , : ) ; 
c o n t t a n g  (m+ l , : ) = c o n t t a n g ( l  , :) ;
1=0;  norm =  0; tang =0;  
f or  i =l :newM
1 ( i ) = s q r t  (newDF ( i ) '2+newF ( i ) ~ 2]
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norm( i , 1 ) =(newDF( i ) * s i n  ( newt het a  ( i ) )+newF( i ) * c o s  ( newt het a  ( i ) ) ) /  1 ( i )
norm( i , 2) =(newF(  i ) * s i n  ( newt het a  ( i ) )—newDF( i ) * c o s  ( newt het a  ( i ) ) ) /  1 ( i )
tang ( i , 1 ) = ( —newF ( i ) * s i n ( n e w t h e t a ( i )  )+newDF ( i ) * co s  ( newt het a  ( i ) ) ) /  1 ( i
tang ( i , 2) =(newDF( i ) * s i n  ( newt het a  ( i ) )+newF( i ) *c o s  ( newt he t a  ( i ) ) ) /  1 ( i )
end
norm(newM+ 1 , : )=norm (1 , : ) ; 
tang (newM+ 1 , : ) =t ang  (1 , ; ) ;
hat PHI =zer os  (newM,newM) ; ha t U=z e r os  (newM , newM) ; hat V=zer os  (newM , newM) ; 
HATA=zeros (newM, newM) ; HATB=zeros (newM, newM) ; DELTA^zeros (newM , newM) ; 
ALOO=zeros (newM ,newM) ; BLOG=zeros (newM,newM) ; 
for  i =  1 : newM
[ hatPHI ( i , : ) , hatU ( i  , hatV ( i , : ) ,HATA( i , : ) ,HATB( i , ; ) ,DELTA( i , : ) , , . . 
ALOG( i , : )  ,BLOG( i , : ) ] =  F 1 u i d _V el  o c i t i e s ( newcontX ( i ) 
newcontY ( i ) ,norm, tang , newM, newcontX , newcontY , newbeta , newalpha ) ;
% h a t U ( i , j )  i s  t he  h o r i z o n t a l  f l u i d  v e l o c i t y  at  t he  i t h  c o n t r o l  p o i n t  
% due to t he  p r e s e n c e  o f  t he  j t h  p a n e l
end
PI=0;
for  i=l :newM
f or  j =  1 :newM
PI ( i , j )=norm( 1 , 1 )  *hatU ( i , j )+norm( 1 , 2 )  *hatV ( i , j ) ;
end  
end
newN=zeros  ( numel  ( s ( : , t ) ) ,newM) ; 
for  i=l :newM
[decoy , decoy , newN (: , i ) ]  =  B o d y _ S u r f a c e ( r O , e p s i l o n  , s ( :  , t ) ,p , . . . 
newtheta  ( i ) , cosnodes  , s i n n o d e s )  ;
end
A=z e r o s  (3 ,newM) ; AS=zeros  ( numel  ( s ( : ,  t ) )  ,newM) ; lambdacomp =  0; 
f or  i=l :newM
A( 1 , i )=norm( 1 , 1 ) ;
A(2 , i )=norm( 1 , 2 ) ;
A(3 , i )=newcontX ( i ) *norm( i , 2 ) —newcontY ( i ) *norm( 1 , 1 ) ;
AS ( : , i )=rO * e p s i  Ion *newN ( ; , i ) * . . .
( cos  ( newt het a  ( i ) ) *n orm (  i , l ) + s i n ( n e w t h e t a ( i ) )  *norm( i , 2)  ) ;
end
A=[A ;A S] ';
% A i s  t he  m  by n m a t r i x  s u c h  t h a t  A ( i , j )  i s  A A ' j  
lambdacomp=(PI \  (2* pi  *A) ) ;
% l a mb d a c o mp  i s  t he  m by n m a t r i x  s u c h  t h a t  l a mb d a c o mp  ( i , j  )  i s  l a m b d a . i '  j
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PHI=0;
f or  i=l :newM
for  j =l :newM
for  k =  l : n u m e l ( s ( : , t ) ) - | 3 ;
PHI ( i , j , k )=lambdacomp ( j , k ) * h a t PHI ( i  , j ) / ( 4 * p i )  ;
U( i , j , k)=l ambdacomp ( j , k) *hatU (i  , j ) / ( 2 * p i )  ;
V( i , j , k)=l ambdacomp ( j , k) *hatV (i  , j ) / ( 2 * p i )  ;
% P H l ( i , j , k )  i s  t h e  k t h  c o mp o n e n t  o f  t he  p o t e n t i a l  at  t h e  i t h  
% c o n t r o l  p o i n t  due  t o  t he  p r e s e n c e  o f  t h e  j t h  p a n e l
end  
end  
end
PHIcomp=zeros  (newM, 6 ) ; Ucomp=zeros  (newM, 6 ) ; Vcomp=zeros  (newM, 6 ) ; 
f o r  i =  l:newM 
f or  k = l : 6
f or  j =l :newM
PHIcomp( i , k)=PHIcomp(  i , k)+PHI(  i , j , k) ;
Ucomp( i , k)=Ucomp( i , k)+U(  i , j , k) ;
Vcomp( i , k)=Vcomp( i , k)+V(  i , j , k) ;
%PHIcomp ( i , k ) i s  t he  k t h  c o mp o n e n t  o f  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  e v a l u a t e d  
% at  i t h  c o n t r o l  p o i n t
end  
end  
end
LambdaF=zeros  ( 3 , numel  ( s ( : , t ) ) +3)  ; 
f or  a =  l:3
f or  b =  l: numel  ( s ( : ,  t ) )+3  
f or  1 =  1: newM
LambdaF ( a , b)=LambdaF( a , b ) —rhoF*PHIcomp( i , a)  *A( i , b) * . . .
( newalpha ( i )+newbet a  ( i ) ) ;
end  
end  
end
a r e a =0 ;  rhoB=0;  
f o r  i =  1 :m
a r e a = a r e a + 0 . 5 * (  o r i g c o n t X ( i ) * o r i g c o n t Y ( i + l ) - o r i g c o n t X ( i + l ) * o r i g c o n t Y ( i ) ) ;
end
rhoB+VI/ area ;
F F = 2 * a r e a / s i n  (2* pi / m)  ;
cFF =  0; sFF =  0; 
f or  j =  1 :m
cFF=cFF+( F(  j ) * c o s ( t h e t a ( j ) ) + F ( j + l ) * c o s ( t h e t a ( j + l ) ) ) * F ( j ) * F ( j + l ) ;
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sFF=sFF+(F(  j ) * s i n ( t h e t a ( j ) ) + F ( j + l ) * s i n ( t h e t a ( j + l ) ) ) * F ( j ) * F ( j + l ) ;
end
f or  i = l : m
Cl x (  i ) = ( c o s  ( t he t a  ( i ) ) * F ( i ) * F ( i + l )  +  ( F ( i ) * c o s (  t h e t a  ( i ) ) + F (  i +1 )  * . . .
c o s ( t h e t a ( i + l ) ) ) * F (  i + l ) ) / ( 3 *  FF)—F ( i +1)  *cFF /  (3*FF " 2) ;
C2x( i ) = ( c o s (  t h e t a  ( i +1)  ) *F( i ) *F( i +1)  +  (F( i )* c o s  ( t h e t a  ( i ) )+F(  i +1 )  * . . .
c o s ( t h e t a ( i + l ) ) ) * F (  i ) ) / ( 3 * F F ) - F ( i ) * c F F / ( 3 * F F ' 2 )  ; 
C l y ( i ) = ( s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) * F ( i ) * F ( i + l )  +  ( F ( i ) * s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) + F ( i + l ) * . . .
s l n ( t h e t a (  i +  1)) )*F(  i + l ) ) / ( 3 * F F ) - F (  i + l ) * s F F / ( 3 * F F - 2 )  ;
C2y ( i ) = ( s i n ( t h e t a ( i + l ) ) * F ( i ) * F ( i + l )  +  ( F ( i ) * s i n ( t h e t a ( i ) ) + F ( i  +  l ) * . . .  
s i n ( t h e t a ( i  +  l ) ) ) * F ( i ) ) / ( 3 * F F ) - F ( i ) * s F F / ( 3 * F F " 2 )  ;
end
LambdaBgs=zeros  ( 3 , numel  ( s ( : , t ) ) ) ; 
f or  j =1:  numel  ( s ( ; ,  t ) )
C X( j ) = 0 ;  CY( j ) = 0 ;  
f or  k =  l;m
CX(j )=CX( j )+N(j  , k ) * C l x ( k ) + N ( j  ,k +  l ) *C2x( k)  ;
CY( j ) =CY( j ) +N( j  , k ) * C l y ( k ) + N ( j  , k + l ) * C2 y ( k )  ;
end
f or  i = l ; m
LambdaBgs( 1 , j )=LambdaBgs ( 1 , j )+M* r0 * eps  i 1 o n * (N( j , i ) * C l x ( i ) +  . ..
N(j  , i + l ) * C 2 x ( i ) )  ;
LambdaBgs(2 , j )=LambdaBgs (2 , j )+VI* rO * e p s i l o n  *(N(j  , i ) *Cl y ( i ) +  . . .
N(j  , i + l ) * C 2 y ( i ) )  ;
LambdaBgs(3 , j )=LambdaBgs(3 , j )+rhoB * rO* e ps i  1 on *( o r i g c o n t X ( i ) ' 2 * 
contnorm ( i , 1 ) *CY ( j )  —o r i g c o n t Y ( i ) " 2* contnorm ( i , 2)  *CX( j ) ) * . . . 
( al pha ( i ) + b e t a  ( i ) ) /  2 ;
end
end
LambdaBgg=zeros  ( 3 , 3 ) ;
LambdaBgg ( 1 , 1  )=M; LambdaBgg ( 2 , 2)+VI; 
f or  i = l : m
LambdaBgg ( 1 ,3 )=LambdaBgg ( 1 , 3 )—rhoB * ( alpha ( i )+ be ta  ( i ) 
2*cont nor m( i  , 2)  /  2 ;
LambdaBgg ( 3 , 1  )=LambdaBgg ( 3 , 1  )—rhoB *( a lpha ( i )+ be ta  ( i ) 
2*c ont norm( i  , 2)  / 2 ;
LambdaBgg ( 2 , 3 )=LambdaBgg ( 2 , 3 )+rhoB * ( al pha ( i )+ be ta  ( i ) 
2*contnorm ( i , 1 ) / 2  ;
LambdaBgg ( 3 , 2)=LambdaBgg ( 3 , 2 )+rhoB *( alpha ( i )+ b e t a  ( i ) 
2*contnorm ( i , 1)  /  2 ;
LambdaBgg ( 3 , 3)=LambdaBgg ( 3 , 3 )+rhoB *( alpha ( i )+ b e t a  ( 1 ) 
3*cont norm( i  , 1 ) +or  i gcont  Y ( i ) 3* contnorm ( i , 2)  ) /  3 ;
end
* or i g co n tY  ( i )
* or i g co n tY  ( i )
* or i gco nt X  ( i )
* or ig co nt X  ( i )
*( or i g co n tX  ( 1)
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LockedTensor  =0;  LAMBDAGS= 0;
LockedTensor=LambdaBgg+LambdaF ( 1: 3  , 1 : 3 )  ;
LAMBDAGS=LambdaBgs+LambdaF ( 1: 3  , 4 : numel  ( s ( : , t ) ) +3)  ; 
g ( : , t )=LockedTensor  \  ( —LAMBDAGS* [ ds ( : , t ) ] ) ;
lambda =  0;
lambda=lambdacomp * [ g ( : , t ) ; ds ( : , t ) ] ;
p l ( l ) = 0 ;  p 2 ( l ) = 0 ;  THEFA(l )  =0;  
p l ( t  +  l ) = p l ( t ) + g ( l  , t )  ; 
p 2 ( t  +  l ) = p 2 ( t ) + g ( 2  , t )  ;
THETA(t +  l ) =THETA(t )+g(3 , t )  ;
Ubound=zcros  ( 1 ,newM) ; Vbound=zeros  ( 1 ,newM) ; 
f or  1=1: newM
for  j =  1 :newM
U bound ( i )=Ubound ( i )+l ambda ( j ) * h a t U ( i  , j ) / ( 2 * p i )  ;
Vbound ( i )=Vbound ( i ) +l ambda(  j ) *hatV ( i , j ) / ( 2 *  pi  ) ;
end
end
Ubound (newM+l)=Ubound ( 1 ) ;
Vbound (newM+l)=Vbound ( 1 ) ;
% / A TE/S SECT/OE OE CODE ME CAECELA7E TEE EEW COOEDEVATES OE TEE EOEF
% OUTLINE AFTER THE CHANGE IN  THE STRUCTURE CROUP
NEVVBOUNDX=0; NEWDOUNDY=0; NEWOONIX=0; NEWOONTY=0;
ORIGGONTX=0; ORIGCONTY=0; 
f o r  i =  1 : (newM+1)
NEWBOOSDX( i ) = c o s  ( THETA ( t ) ) * newboundX ( i ) - s i n  (THFTA( t ) ) * newboundY ( i ) +p l  ( t ) ; 
NEWBOUNDY( i ) = s i n  ( THETA ( t ) ) * newboundX ( i ) + c o s  (THETA ( t ) ) * newboundY ( i )+p2 ( t ) ; 
NEWOO]SrrX( 1 )= c o s(THETA( t ) ) * newcontX ( i ) - s i n  (THETA( t ) ) *newcontY ( i ) +p l  ( t ) ; 
NEWOOMY( i ) = s i n  (THETA( t ) ) *newcontX ( i ) + c o s  (THETA( t ) ) * newcontY ( i )+p2 ( t ) ; 
UBOUND ( i ) = c o s  ( THETA ( t ) ) * Ubound ( i ) - s i n  (THETA( t ) ) * Vbound ( i ) ;
VBOUND( i ) = s i n  ( THETA ( t ) ) * Ubound ( i ) + c o s  (THETA ( t ) ) * Vbound ( i ) ; 
end
f o r  i = l : m+ l
ORIGCONTX ( i ) = c o s  (THETA( t ) ) *  o r i g c o n t X ( i ) - s  in (THETA( t ) ) *  o r i g c o n t Y ( i ) + p l  ( t )  ; 
ORIGCONTY ( i ) = s i n  (THETA( t ) )* o r i g c o n t X ( i ) +c o s  (THETA( t ) )* o r i g c o n t Y ( i ) + p 2 ( t )  ; 
end
f o r  i =  1 : ( n+1)
SURFACEX ( i ) = c o s  (THETA( t ) )* s ur f aceX ( i ) - s  i n (THETA( t ) )* s ur f aceY ( i ) +p l  ( t  ) ; 
SURFACEY ( i ) = s i n  (THETA( t ) ) * s ur f a c e X ( i ) +c o s  (THETA( t ) ) *  sur f a c e Y ( i ) + p 2 ( t )  ; 
end
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% / E  TE/S SECT/OE OE CODE ME EEE A SEE/ES OE CEECES AGA/EET TEE 
360 % AEAEFT/CAE CAEE
362 A p l ( l ) = 0 ;  A p 2 ( l ) = 0 ;  ATHETA(l) =0;
AUbound=0; AVbound=0;
364
mu=2*pi *r0 "2*rhoF/(M-t-pi*rO ' 2*rhoF)  ;
366 Adpl  ( t ) = - e p s i l o n  '2* rO*(( l  - mu)  *s (2 , t ) *ds  ( 1 , t ) + s ( l  , t ) *ds (2 , t ) ) ;
Adp2( t ) = - e p s i l o n  "2* rO *((1 - mu)  *s  (3 , t ) *ds  ( 1 , t ) + s ( l  , t ) *ds (3 , t ) ) ;
368 A OMBGA( t ) = e p s i l o n ' 2 * 2 * p i * r h o F * r O' 2 * ( s  (3 , t ) * ds ( 2 , t ) - s  ( 2 , t ) * ds ( 3 , t ) ) /M;
370 A p l ( t  +  l ) = A p l ( t ) + A d p l ( t )  ;
Ap2( t +  l )=Ap2(  t )+Adp2(  t ) ;
372 ATHETA(t +  l)=ATHErA(t)+AOMBGA(t) ;
374
% Her e  we c a l c u l a t e  t h e  s u r f a c e  v e l o c i t i e s  as c a l c u l a t e d  by t he  
376 % a n a l y t i c a l  f u n c t i o n  P  o l a r - V  e l o  c i t i e s
for  i=l :newM
378 [AUbound( i ) ,AVbound( i ) ] =  P o l a r . V e l o c i t i e s  (newF( i )
n e w t h e t a ( i )  , r O , s ( l , t )  , s ( 2 , t ) , s ( 3 , t ) , d s ( l , t )  , d s ( 2 , t ) , d s ( 3 , t )
380 Adpl  ( t ) , Adp2( t ) ,AOMEGA( t )  , e p s i l o n )  ;
end
382
A c e n t r o i d ( l , t ) = e p s i l o n * 2 * r 0 * ( s ( l , t ) * d s ( 2 , t ) + s ( 2 , t ) * d s ( l , t ) ) ;
384 A c e n t r o i d ( 2 , t ) = e p s i l o n ' 2 * r 0 * ( s ( l , t ) * d s ( 3 , t ) + s ( 3 , t ) * d s ( l , t ) ) ;
Adcent ro i d (1 , t ) = e p s i l o n ' 2 * r O * ( s ( l  , t ) * d s ( 2 , t ) + s ( 2 , t ) * d s ( l  , t ) ) ;
386 Adcent ro i d (2 , t ) = e p s i l o n  " 2 * r 0 * ( s ( l  , t ) * d s ( 3  , t ) + s ( 3  , t ) * d s ( l  , t ) ) ;
c e n t r o i d  ( 1 , t ) =0;  c e n t r o i d  (2 , t ) =0;  d c e n t r o i d  ( 1 , t ) =0; dc e n t r o i d  (2 , t ) =0;
388 f or  i = l : m
c e n t r o i d  (1 , t ) = c e n t r o i d ( l  , t ) + ( o r i g c o n t X ( i  )+or  i gc ont X ( i +1)  ) * . . .
390 ( o r i gc on t X ( i ) * or i g c o n t Y ( i +1 ) —or i g c o nt X ( i +1)  * o r i g c o n t Y ( i ) ) /  (6* area ) ;
c e n t r o i d  (2 , t ) = c e n t r o i d  (2 , t ) + ( or  i gcont  Y ( i )+or  i gcont  Y ( i +1)  ) * . . .
392 ( or i gc ont X ( i ) * or i g c o n t Y ( i + 1 ) —or i g c ont X ( i +  1) * o r i g c o n t Y ( i ) ) / ( 6 *  area)  ;
f or  k =  l ;numel  ( s ( : , t ) )
394 d c e n t r o i d  (1 , t ) =d c e n  t roi d (1 , t ) + r O * e p s i l o n * d s ( k , t ) * ( N ( k ,  i ) * . . .
C l x ( i ) 4 E ( k ,  i + l ) * C 2 x ( i ) )  ;
396 d c e nt r o i d  ( 2 , t ) = d c e n t  roid ( 2 , t ) + r O * e p s i l o n * d s ( k , t ) * ( N ( k ,  i )  * . . .
C l y ( i ) 4 E ( k ,  i + l ) * C 2 y ( i ) )  ;
398 end
400
end
Aarea=pi *  rO ' 2 * ( l  +  0 . 5 * e p s i l o n  " 2* ( s ( 1 , t ) ' 2 + s ( 2  , t ) "2+s (3 , t )  "2) ) ; 
402 ArhoB=M/Aarea ;
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AKIWA*rO " 2 * ( 0 . 5 + 1 . 2 5 *  e p s i l o n  ' 2 * ( s  (1 , t ) "2+s (2 , t ) ' 2 + s  (3 , t ) ' 2 )  ) ;
404 ALambdaBgg=[M, 0 , — e p s i l o n ' 2 * r O * s ( l  , t ) * s ( 3 , t )  ; 0,M,  e p s i l o n ' 2 * r O * s ( l  , t )
s ( 2 , t ) ;  — eps i lon"2>KrO*s( l  , t ) * s ( 3 , t )  , e p s i l o n " 2 * r 0 * s ( l  , t ) *s (2 , t ) ,AKR] 
406 ALambdaBgs=M* e p s i l o n  '2* rO * [ s (2 , t )  , s ( l  , t )  , 0 ; s ( 3  , t )  ,0 , s ( 1 , t )  ; 0 ,0 ,0];
ALambdaFgg=rhoF *pl*rO "2*[1 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , 1  , 0 ; 0 , 0 , 0 ] ;
408 ALambdaFgs=rhoF * p i * e p s i l o n ' 2 * r O " 3 * [  — s ( 2  , t )  , s ( l , t ) , 0 ;  — s ( 3 , t )  , 0 , s ( l , t )
0, — rO* s (3 , t ) , rO*s (2 , t ) ] ;
410 A L ockedT ensoi—ALambdaBgg+ALambdaFgg ;
ALAMBDAGS=ALambdaBgs-|-ALambdaFgs ;
412 Ag( : , t )= A L o ck ed T en so r \(—ALAMBDAGS* [ ds ( : , t ) ] ) ;
414
anaPHI=0;  phi  1 =0;  ph i 2=0;  ph i 3 =0 ;  p h i S l = 0 ;  phiS2 =  0; phi S3=0;
416 anaU =  0; U1 =  0; U2=0;  U3=0;  Us l  =  0; Us2=0;  Us3 =  0;
anaV =  0; V1 =  0; V2=0;  V3 =  0; V s l = 0 ;  Vs2 =  0; Vs3 =  0;
418 f or  i=l :newM
[decoy , decoy , phi  1 ( i ) , p h i 2 ( i )  , p h i 3 ( i )  , p h i S l ( i )  , p h i S 2 ( i )  , p h i S 3 ( i )  . .  . .  
420 U l ( i )  , U 2 ( i )  , U 3 ( i )  , U s l ( i )  , U s 2 ( i )  , U s 3 ( i )  , V l ( i )  , V 2 ( i )  , V 3 ( i )
V s l ( i )  , V s 2 ( i )  , V s 3 ( i ) ]  =  . . .
422 P o l a r - V e l o c i t i e s  ( newF ( i )  , newt het a  ( i ) , r O , s ( l  , t )  , s (2 , t ) , s ( 3 , t )
d s ( l , t )  , d s ( 2 , t )  , d s ( 3 , t )  , Adpl ( t ) , Adp2( t ) ,AOMBGA( t )  , e p s i l o n )  ;
424 end
anaPHI =  [phi l  ;phi 2 ; phi 3 ; ph i S l  ; p h i S 2 ; p h i S 3 ]
426 anaU =  [Ul ; U2 ; U3 ; U sl ; Us2 ; Us3 ] ’
anaV =  [ V l ; V2 ; V3 ; Vs l ; Vs 2 ; Vs 3 ]  '
428
% T e s t s  :
430 AreaTes t  ( t )=Aarea—area ;
RhoBTest ( t )=ArhoB—rhoB ;
432 KRTest ( t )=AKR-LambdaBgg ( 3 , 3 )  ;
Ge n t r o i d T e s t = Ac e n t r o i d  —c e n t r o i d  ;
434 D C e n t r o i d T e s t = A d c e n t r o i d —d c e n t r o i d  ;
LambdaBggTest=ALambdaBgg—LambdaBgg ;
436 LambdaBgsTest=ALambdaBgs—LambdaBgs ;
LambdaFggTest=ALambdaFgg—LambdaF ( 1: 3  , 1 : 3 )  ;
438 LambdaFgsTest=ALambdaFgs—LambdaF ( 1: 3  , 4 : numel  ( s ( : , t ) ) +3)  ;
Phi GomponentTes t=anaPHI—PHIcomp ;
440 U Com ponentTest=anaU—Ucomp ;
VCom ponentTest=anaV—Vcomp ;
442 T ensorT es t =Loc ke dTe ns o r —A LockedTensor ;
LAMBDAGSTest?=ALAMBDAG&TAMBDAGS ;
444 GROUPERRORTEST(t , : )  =[Adpl  ( t ) - g  ( 1 , t ) , Adp2 ( t ) - g  ( 2 , t ) ,AOMBGA( t ) - g  ( 3 , t ) ] 
for  i =  1 : newM
446 UBOUNDERRORTEBr( t , i )=AUbound ( i ) -Ubound ( i ) ;
VBOUNDERRORTETT( t , i )=AVbound ( i ) -Vbound ( i ) ;
448 end
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450
452
454
456
458
460
p l o t  ( s ur f aceX , surf aceY , ’b —. ’ , NEWBOUNDX, NEWBOUNDY, ’ r—x ’ )
0 W o n , OE/GCOETX, OE/GCOETY, ' g i  ',
%gnWer (?mM%!EZX7l.neiuM; .EEMOfWrY/O-neu/M/ ,f/EG&ED/f .newM/ .EBOEED/UnewM;; 
%hol d  o f f  
a x i s  equal  
a x i s ( [ - 2  2 - 2  2])
G( t )=ge t  f rame ;
462 end
PanelMethodFIN AL. m
A .3.1 Function: B o d y  Surface
10
12
14
16
18
20
f u n c t i o n  [ F , dP ,N] =  Body- Sur f ac e  ( r O , e p s i l o n  , s , p , t h e t a  , cosnodes  , s i n n o d e s )
for  i = l : p
GOSNODES( i ) = c os  ( i * th e t a  ) ;
SINNODES ( i ) = s i n ( i * t h e t a ) ;
DCOSNODES( i ) =— i * s i n ( i * t h e t a )  ;
DSINNODES( i ) =  i *cos  ( i * t h e t a  ) ;
end
nodes =  [cosnodes  , s i n n o d e s ]  ;
NODES= [COSNODES,SINNODES] ;
DNODES= [DCOSNODES, DSINNODES ] ;
n=nodes . * NODES ;
Dn=nodes . *DNODES ;
N=n ( nodes ' = 0 )  ;
DN=Dn( nodes "=0) ;
F = r 0 *(1+ e p s i l o n  *dot  ( s ,N) ) ; 
dF=rO* e p s i l o n  *dot  ( s ,DN) ;
Body_Surface.m
A .3.2 Function: B ound ary P oint
f u n c t i o n  [ Al ph a , Be t a  , contXl  , cont Yl  , contDX 1 , contDYl  , boundX , boundY ' 
B o u n d a r y - P o i n t ( F I , F 2 , d F l , d F 2 , t h e t a l , t h e t a 2 )
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c o n t X l = F l * c o s ( t h e t a l ) 
c o n t Y 1 = F 1 * s i n ( t h e t a l ) 
c o n t X 2 = F 2 * c o s ( t h e t a 2 ) 
c o n t Y 2 = F 2 * s i n ( t h e t a 2 )
l l = s q r t ( d F r 2 + F l ' 2 )  ; 
12=sqrt  ( d F 2 ' 2 + F2 ' 2 )  ;
contDXl  =  ( d F l * c o s (  t h e t a l  )—F l * s i n  ( t h e t a l  ) ) /  11 
contDYl  =  ( d F l * s i n (  t h e t a l  ) + F l * c o s  ( t h e t a l  ) ) /  11 
c o n t D X2 = ( d F 2 * c o s ( t h e t a 2  )—F2 * s i n  ( t h e t a 2 ) ) / 1 2  
cent DY2=( dF2* s i n  ( t h e t a 2  ) +F2 *c os  ( t h e t a 2  ) ) /  12
% C a l c u l a t e  t he  p a r a m e t e r s  wh i c h  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  t a n g e n t  
% iznes
denom =contDXl *contDY2—contDX2*cont DY 1 ;
Al pha=( cont DY2 *( cent X2 —cent  XI )—cent DX2 *( cent Y 2 —cent  Y 1 ) ) /denom  ;
Be t a=( —contDYl  * ( c o n t X2 —cont Xl  ) +cont DXl  * ( cont Y2—contY 1 ) ) / denom ;
boundX=contX 1+Alpha* contDX 1 ; 
boundY=cont Yl +Al pha*cont DYl  ;
Boundary-Point. m
A .3.3 F u n c tio n : F lu id  V e lo cities
11
13
15
f u n c t i o n  [hat PHI ,  hatU , hatV , HATA, HATH, DELTA, ALOG, BLOG] =  F l u i d _ V e l o c i t i e s  ( x , y ,  norm, tang , newM
newcontX , newcontY , newbeta , newalpha )
% t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t he  f u n c t i o n  F l u i d - v  el  o c i t i e  s i s  t o t a k e  a p o i n t  ( x , y )
% and  r e t u r n  3 v e c t o r s :  h a t P H I , h a t U and h a t V  whe r e  each c o mp o n e n t
% d e s c r i b e s  t h e  f l u i d  p o t e n t i a l  and v e l o c i t i e s  due  t o  t h e  p r e s e n c e  of
% t he  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  p a n e l
f or  i =  1 : newM
HATA( i ) =  — 2*((x—newcontX ( 1 ) ) * t ang  ( 1 , 1 )  + ( y —newcontY ( i ) ) * t ang ( 1 , 2 ) ) ;
HATB( i ) = ( x —newcontX ( i ) ) '2 +  (y—newcontY ( i ) ) ' 2;
DELTA( i ) =  2 * ( ( x—newcontX ( i ) ) *tang ( 1 , 2 )  - ( y - n e wc o n t Y ( i ) ) *tang ( 1 , 1 ) ) ;
ALOG( i )=newal pha ( i ) '2+HATA( i ) * newalpha ( i )-HIATB( i ) ;
BLOG( i )=newbet a  ( i ) ~2—HATA( i ) * newbeta ( i )-fEATB( i ) ;
en d
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17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
45
47
49
51
53
55
57
59
fo r  i =  1 : newM
i f  DELTA( i )==0
hatPHI ( i ) =  2*( newalpha ( i ) * l o g  ( newalpha ( i ) )—newalpha ( i ) +  . . .
newbeta ( i ) * l og  ( newbeta ( i ) ) —newbeta ( i ) ) ; 
hatU ( i ) = 0 . 5 * t a n g ( i  , 1 ) * l og  ( newbeta ( i ) '2 /  newalpha ( i ) " 2 ) +p i *  tang ( 1 , 2 )  
% p i* n o rm ( i , 1)  ;
hatV ( 1 ) =0. 5* tang ( 1 , 2 ) * l o g (  newbeta ( 1 ) ' 2 /  newalpha ( 1 ) ' 2 ) —pi * tang ( 1 , 1 )  
% p i * n o r m ( i  , 2 )  ;
e l s e
hatPHI ( 1 )=newal pha ( 1 ) * l o g  (ALOG( 1 ) )+newbet a  ( 1 ) * l o g  (BLOG( 1 ) ) + 0 . 5 * . . .  
HATA( 1 ) * lo g  (ALOG( 1 ) /BLOG( 1 ) ) - 2 * (newalpha ( 1 ) +newbet a  ( 1 ) ) +  . .. 
DELTA( 1 ) * ( a t a n  ( (2* newalpha ( 1 )-fHATA( 1 ) ) /DELTA( 1 ) ) — ... 
at an( (  —2* newbeta ( 1 )4HATA( 1 ) ) /DELTA( 1 ) ) ) ;
%ne wal pha  ( I ) * lo g (ALOG( i ) ) + n e w b e t a  ( i j *  l og  (BLOG( i )  ) + 0 . 5 *  .. .
% HATA( i ) *  lo g  (ALOG( i )  /B LO G ( i )  ) - 2 *  ( n e w a l p h a  (  i ) + n e w b e t a  ( i ) )  + . . .
% DELTA( i )  * (  a t a n 2  (DELTA( i )  ,2*  ne w a l p h a  (  i )+H ATA( i ) )  + a t a u 2  (DELTA ( . . . 
% i ) ,  2* n e w b e t a  (  i ) —HATA( i ) ) )  ;
/DELTA/%/ , E A 7 A / i ; ; - a t a n 2 / D E L T A / i / , - E A T 4 / % / ; / /
%^ ( n e w a l p h a  ( i ) +0 .5*H A T A ( i )  )*  lo g  (ALOG( i )  ) - 2 * n e w a l p h a  ( i ) + . . .
% DELTA( i )*  a t a n 2  (DELTA( i ) ,2*  n e w a l p h a  ( i )+H ATA( i ) ) — . . .
% ( ( —n e w b e t a  ( i ) +  0. 5*HATA( i ) ) *  lo g  (BLOG( i ) ) + 2 *  n e w b e t a  ( i )  +  . . .  
%9 ELT4 / i / *a ( a ng / DELT4/ %/ , - g *ngn , 6 e ( a / %/ +EATA/ z / ; / /
0. 5* t a n g  ( i , 1 ) * l og  (BLOG( i ) /ALOG/ i ) ) + t a n g  ( i  , 2 )  * ( a t a n 2  /  . . .
DELTA( i )  ,2 *  n e w a l p h a  ( i )+HATA( i )  ) + a ta n 2  (DELTA( i ) , 2* n e w b e t a  ( i )  — ..
E A T 4 / i ; ; /DELTA/i /  ,EATA/%/ / - o t a n g  /DELTA/%/, -EAT4/i / / /  ;
hatU ( 1 ) =  0.5* tang (1 , 1 ) * l o g  (BLOG( 1 ) /ALOG( 1 ) ) + t a ng  ( 1 , 2)  * . . .
( a t a n  ( (2* newalpha ( 1 )-fHATA( 1 ) ) /DELTA( 1 ) )—a t a n ( (  —2* newbeta ( 1 ) +  .
HATA( i ) ) /DELTA( i ) ) ) ;
% 0. 5* t a n g  ( i  , 2 ) * l o g  (BLOG( i ) /ALOG ( i ) ) —t a ng  ( i , 1 )  * ( a t a n 2  ( . . .
% DELTA( i ) ,2*  n e w a l p h a  (  i )+H ATA( i )  ) + a t a n 2  (DELTA( i )  ,2*  n e w b e t a  (  i )  — . 
% EA7A/t  / / / DELT4/ z /  ,E AT4 /z / ; -a f ong /DELT4/%; , -EAT4/%/ / /  
hatV ( l ) = 0 . 5 * t a n g ( l  , 2 ) * l o g  (BLOG( 1 ) /ALOG( 1 ) )—tang ( 1 , 1)  * ( a t a n  ( . . .
(2* newalpha ( 1 )+HATA( 1 ) ) /DELTA( 1 ) )—a t a n( (  —2* newbeta ( 1 ) +  .. .
HATA( 1 ) ) /DELTA( 1 ) ) ) ;
end
end
Fluid-Velocities.m
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A .3.4 F u n c tio n : P o la r  V elocities
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
f u n c t i o n  [ A U v e l o c , A V v e l o c , p h i l  , p h i 2 , p h i 3 , p h i S l , p h i S 2 , p h i S 3  
U1 , U2 , U3 , Us l  , Us2 , Us3 , V I , V2 , V3 , Vsl  , Vs2 , Vs3 ] =  . ..
P o l a r - V e l o c i t i e s  (r , t he t a  ,rO , s l  , s2 , s3 , d s l  , ds2 ,ds3 , dpi  , dp2,  omega , e p s i l o n )
phi  1z e ro=—rO'2* c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( r ) ; 
p h i l z e r o U = r O ' 2 * c o s ( t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 2) ; 
p h i l z e r o V= r O“2 * s i n ( t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 2) ;
phi  1 eps=rO " 2* s 1 * cos  ( t h e t a )  /  ( r ) + r 0 ' ' 3 * s 2 * c o s ( 2 * t h e t a )  /  ( r " 2) —...
rO "4*s l  * c o s  (3* t h e t a  ) /  ( r " 3 ) —r O ' 5 * s 2 * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a )  / (  r "4)+rO " 3 * . . .  
s3 * s i n  (2* t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 2 )  —r 0 ‘ 5 * s 3 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 4 )  ; 
phi l e p s U=—rO ' 2 * s l * c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( r “2 ) —2 * r O ' ' 3 * s 2 * c o s ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r " 3 ) + 3 * . . .  
r O ' 4 * s l * c o s ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 )  +4* r O ' 5 * s 2 * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 5 ) —2*rO' 3  * . . .  
s3 * s i n  (2* t h e t a )  /  ( r ~3) +4*r0 ' 5 * s 3 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 5 )  ; 
phi  l e p s V= —r 0 ' 2 * s l * s i n ( t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 2 ) —2 * r 0 ' 3 * s 2 * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 3) +  3*. . .
r 0 ' 4 * s l * s i n ( 3 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 4 )  +4* rO ' 5 * s 2 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 5 ) + 2 * r 0 ' 3 * s 3  * . . .  
c o s (2* t h e t a ) / ( r ' 3)  —4* r0 ' 5 * s 3 * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r '5)  ; 
phi  1 e ps 2=—r 0 ' 2 * ( 3 * s 1 '2 +  5 * s 2 ' 2 + 5 * s 3  ' 2) *c os  ( t h e t a  ) /  (2* r ) —2 * r 0 ' 3 * s l * s 2  * . . . 
c o s ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 ) + r 0 ~ 4 * s l ' 2 * c o s ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( 4 * r ' 3 ) + r 0 ' 5 * s l * s 2 * . . .  
c o s ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 )  —r 0 ' 6 * ( 5 * s l ' 2  —3 * s 2 ' 2 + 3 * s 3 ' 2 ) * c o s ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  . . .
(4* r ' 5 ) —3 * r O ' 7 * s l * s 2 * c o s ( 6 *  t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 6 ) —7*r0 ' 8* ( s2 ' 2—s3 *2) * . . . 
c o s ( 7 * t h e t a ) / ( 4 * r ' 7 ) —2 * r 0 ' 3 * s l * s 3 * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 ) + r 0 ' 5 * s l  * . . .  
s 3 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 4 )  +3* rO '6* s2 *s3 * s i n  (5* t h e t a  ) /  (2* r ' 5) —3* r 0 ' 7 * .. , 
s i  * s 3 * s i n  (6* t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 6 ) —7 * r O " 8 * s 2 * s 3 * s i n ( 7 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 7 )  ; 
phi l eps2U=rO ' 2 * ( 3 *  s i  '2 +  5 * s 2 ' 2 + 5 * s 3  ' 2) *c os  ( t h e t a  ) / ( 2 *  r ' 2) +4*r0 '3* s i  *s2 * . . . 
c o s ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r " 3 ) —3 * r 0 ' 4 * s l  '2* cos  (3 * t h e t a  ) / ( 4 *  r ' 4) —4* rO ' 5 * s l * s 2 * . . .  
c os  ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 5 )  +5* rO ' 6 * ( 5 * s l ' 2 —3*s2 ' 2+ 3 * s 3  ' 2 ) * c o s ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  . . .  
( 4 * r ' 6 )  +  1 8 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s 2 * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 7 ) + 4 9 * r 0 ' 8 * ( s 2 ' 2  —s 3 ' 2 )  * . . .  
c o s (7* t h e t a ) / ( 4 *  r ' 8)  + 4 * r 0 " 3 * s l * s 3 * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 3 ) —4* rO'5* s 1 * . .  . 
s 3 * s i n  (4* t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 5 ) —1 5 * r 0 ' 6 * s 2 * s 3 * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  ( 2 * r ' 6 ) + 1 8 * r 0  ' 7 * . . .  
s l * s 3 * s i n ( 6 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 7) +49* rO ' 8 * s 2 * s 3 * s i n ( 7 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 8 )  ; 
phi l eps2V=rO ' 2* (3* s i  ' 2 + 5 * s 2  ' 2+5* s 3 ' 2 ) * s i n ( t h e t a )  / ( 2 *  r ' 2) +4* rO ' 3 * s l * s 2 * . . .  
s i n ( 2 *  t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 3) —3* r 0 ' 4* s 1 ' 2* s i n  (3* t h e t a  ) /  ( 4 * r ' 4 )  —4*r0 ' 5 * s l * s 2  * . . . 
s i n  (4* t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 5) +5* rO ' 6 * (5 * s 1 '2 —3* s2 ‘ 2+3*s 3  ' 2) * s i n  (5* t h e t a  ) /  . . .  
( 4 * r ' 6 ) + 1 8 * r O ' 7 * s l * s 2 * s i n ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 7 )  +49* rO ' 8 * ( s 2 ' 2 —s 3 ' 2 )  * . . .  
s i n (7* t h e t a ) / ( 4 *  r ' 8)  —4 * r 0 ' 3 * s l * s 3 * c o s ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 3 )  + 4 * r 0 '5* s 1 * . ..  
s3 * cos  (4* t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 5 ) + 1 5 * r 0 ' 6 * s 2 * s 3 * c o s ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  ( 2 * r ' 6 ) —18*r0 ' 7 * . . .  
s i * s 3 * c o s (6* t h e t a ) / ( r '7)  —49*r O" 8 * s 2 * s 3 * c o s ( 7 *  t h e t a ) / ( 2 *  r '8)  ;
p h i 2 z e r o = —rO'2* s i n ( t h e t a ) / ( r ) ; 
p h i 2 z e r o U = r O ' 2 * s i n ( t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 2) ; 
phi 2z eroV=—rO ' 2 * c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 )  ;
phi 2eps=rO ' 3 * s 3 * c o s ( 2 *  t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 2 ) + r 0 ' 5 * s 3 * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 4 )  —...  
r 0 ' 2 * s l * s i n ( t h e t a ) / ( r) —r O ' 3 * s 2 * s i n ( 2 *  t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 )  — r 0 ' 4 * s l  * . . .  
s i n ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ~ 3 )  — r 0 ' 5 * s 2 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 )  ; 
p h i 2 e p s U = —2*r0 ' 3 * s 3 * c o s ( 2 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 3) —4* rO ' 5 * s 3 * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 5) +  . . .
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46 r O ' 2 * s l * s i n ( t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 )  +2*rO ' 3 * s 2 * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 3 )  +3* rO '4* s i  * . .
s i n ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 )  +4* rO ' 5 * s 2 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 5 )  ;
48 phi 2epsV=- 2*rO " 3 * s 3 * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a )  /  (r ' 3)  —4*r0 ' 5 * s 3 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 5 )  —.
r 0 ' 2 * s l * c o s ( t h e t a )  / ( r ' 2 )  —2*rO ' 3 * s 2 * c o s ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 3 )  —3*rO "4* s i  * . .
50 c o s (3* t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 ) —4 * r 0 ' 5 * s 2 * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 5 )  ;
phi 2e ps 2=2 *  r O ' 3 * s l * s 3 * c o s ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 ) + r O ' 5 * s l * s 3 * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a )  / .
52 ( r ' 4) +3*r0 ' 6 * s 2 * s 3 * c o s ( 5 * t h e t a )  / ( 2 *  r ' 5) +3*rO ' 7 * s l * s 3 * . . .
c os  (6* t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 6) +7*rO ' 8 * s 2 * s 3 * c o s ( 7 * t h e t a )  / ( 2 *  r ' 7) —rO ' 2 * . . .
54 ( 3 * s l ' 2 + 5 * s 2 " 2 + 5 * s 3 ' 2 ) * s i n ( t h e t a )  /  ( 2 * r ) —2 * r O' 3 * s l * s 2  * . . .
s i n ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r " 2 )  —r O " 4 * s T 2 * s i n ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( 4 * r ' 3 )  —r 0 ' 5 * s l * s 2 * . . .
56 s i n ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 ) —r 0 ' 6 * ( 5 * s l ' 2 + 3 * s 2 ' 2  —3 * s 3 ' 2 ) * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a ) / . . .
(4* r ' 5) —3* rO " 7 * s l * s 2 * s i n ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( r " 6 ) —7 * r 0 ' 8 * ( s 2 ' 2 —s 3 ' 2 )  * . . .
58 s i n  ( 7 * t h e t a ) / ( 4 * r  ' 7) ;
phi 2eps 2U=- 4*rO '3* s i  * s 3 * c o s  (2* t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 3)  —4*rO '5* s i  * s 3 * c o s  (4* t h e t a  ) /
60 ( r ' 5 ) —1 5 * r 0 ' 6 * s 2 * s 3 * c o s ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  ( 2 * r ' 6 )  —18* rO ' 7 * s l * s 3  * . . .
c o s (6* t h e t a ) / ( r ' 7 ) - 4 9 *  r O " 8 * s 2 * s 3 * c o s ( 7 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 *  r ' 8 ) + r O ' 2*.  ..
62 ( 3 * s l " 2 + 5 * s 2 ' 2 + 5 * s 3 ' 2 ) * s i n ( t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r " 2 )  +4*r0 '3* s i  *s2 * . . .
s i n  (2* t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 3) +3*rO '4* s i  ' 2* s i n  (3* t h e t a  ) /  (4* r ' 4) +4* rO " 5 * s l * s 2  *
64 s i n  (4* t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 5 ) + 5 * r 0  ' 6 * ( 5 * s l ' 2 + 3 * s 2 ' 2  —3*s3 '2)  * s i n  (5* t h e t a  ) /  . . .
( 4 * r ' 6 ) + 1 8 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s 2 * s i n ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 7 )  +49* rO ' 8* ( s2 ' 2—s3 '2)  * . . .
66 s i n ( 7 * t h e t a ) / ( 4 * r ' 8 ) ;
phi2eps2 V = —4*r0 " 3 * s l * s 3 * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a )  / (  r ' 3) —4* rO ' 5 * s l * s 3 * s i n ( 4 *  t h e t a )  /
68 ( r ' 5 ) —1 5 * r O ' 6 * s 2 * s 3 * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 6 ) —1 8 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s 3  * . . .
s i n  (6* t he t a  ) / (  r ' 7) —49* rO ' 8 * s 2 * s 3 * s i n ( 7 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 8 )  —r O ' 2 * . . .
70 ( 3 * s l ' 2 + 5 * s 2 " 2 + 5 * s 3 ' 2 ) * c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r " 2 )  —4*r0 '3* s i  *s2 * . . .
c o s (2* t h e t a ) / ( r ' 3 ) —3*rO'4* s 1 ' 2 * c o s (3* t h e t a ) / ( 4 *  r ' 4 ) —4*r0 ' 5 * . . .
72 s l * s 2 * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 5 ) —5 * r 0 " 6 * ( 5 * s l ' 2 + 3 * s 2 " 2  —3 * s 3 ' 2 )  * . . .
c o s (5* t h e t a ) / ( 4 *  r ' 6)  — 1 8 * r O ' 7 * s l * s 2 * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 7 ) —49* rO' 8  * . . .
74 ( s 2 ' 2 —s 3 ' 2 ) * c o s ( 7 * t h e t a ) / ( 4 * r ' 8 ) ;
76 p h i 3e ps =r 0  ' 5 * s 3 * c o s ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 3 )  —r 0 ' 4 * s l * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 )  —...
r 0 ' 5 * s 2 * s i n ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 3 )  ;
78 p h i 3 e p s U=—3*r0 ' 5 * s 3 * c o s ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ~ 4 )  +2*r0 ' 4 * s l * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a )  / (  r ' 3) +  .
3 * r 0 ' 5 * s 2 * s i n ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r " 4 ) ;
80 phiSeps V = —3*r0 ' 5 * s 3 * s i n ( 3 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 4 ) —2*r O' 4*s l  * co s  ( 2 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 3) — .
3 * r 0 ' 5 * s 2 * c o s ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 ) ;
82 p h i 3 e p s 2 = 3 * r 0 ' 3 * s l * s 3 * c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( r ) + 3 * r 0 ' 7 * s i * s 3 * c o s (5* t h e t a ) / . . .
( r ' 5 )  +7* r 0 ' 8 * s 2 * s 3 * c o s ( 6 *  t h e t a )  /  ( 2 * r ' 6 ) —3 * r 0 ' 3 * s l * s 2 * s i n ( t h e t a )  /  . .
84 ( r ) —5 * r O ' 6 * s l ' 2 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( 4 * r ' 4 ) —3 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s 2 * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a ) / . . .
( r " 5 ) —7 * r 0 ' 8 * ( s 2 ' 2 —s 3 ' 2 ) * s i n ( 6 * t h e t a )  /  (4 * r ' 6) ;
86 p h i 3 e p s 2 U= —3*r0 ' 3 * s l * s 3 * c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 )  —15* rO ' 7 * s l * s 3 * c o s ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  . .
( r '6)  —4 2 * r 0 ' 8 * s 2 * s 3 * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 *  r '7)  + 3 * r 0 ' 3 * s l * s 2 * s i n ( t h e t a )  /
88 ( r ' 2 )  +5* rO ' 6 * s l ' 2 * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a )  /  ( r ' 5 ) + 1 5 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s 2 * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  ..
( r ' 6) +42* rO ' 8 * ( s 2 ' 2 —s 3 ' 2 ) * s i n ( 6 * t h e t a )  /  (4* r ' 7) ;
90 phi 3eps2V = —3*r0 ' 3 * s l * s 3 * s i n ( t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 ) —1 5 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s 3 * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  ..
(r 6) —42* rO 8* s2 * s3 * s i n  (6 * t het  a ) /  (2* r ' 7) —3* rO ' 3* s 1 * s2 *c os  ( t het  a ) / ,
92 (r 2) —5*rO 6* s 1 ' 2* c os  (4* t het  a ) /  ( r ' 5) —15* r 0 ' 7* s 1 * s2 * c os  (5 * t het  a ) / . .
163
( r ' 6)  — 4 2 * r O ' 8 * ( s 2 ' 2 —s 3 ' 2 ) * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 4 *  r ' 7)  ;
p h i S 1 e p s=— r O ' 4 * c o s ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 2 )  ;
p h i S l e p s U = r O ' ' 4 * c o s ( 2 * t h e t a ) / ( r  3) ; 
phi Sl epsV=rO ' 4 * s i n ( 2 * t h e t a  ) /  ( r "3) ;
p h i S l e p s 2 = r O ' 2 * s l * l o g ( r ) / 2  —5 * r 0 ' 6 * s l * c o s ( 4 * t h e t a ) / ( 8 * r ' ' 4 ) —3 * r 0 " 7 * s 2 * .
COS (5* t h e t a  ) /  ( 5 * r ' 5 ) —3 * r 0 ' ' 7 * s 3 * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  ( 5 * r ' 5 )  ; 
p h i S l e p s 2 U = r 0 ' 2 * s l / ( 2 * r ) + 2 0 * r 0 " 6 * s l * c o s ( 4 = K t h e t a ) / ( 8 * r ' 5 ) + 1 5 * r 0 ' 7 * s 2 * .
COS (5* t he t a  ) /  ( 5 * r ' 6 ) + 1 5 * r 0 ' 7 * s 3 * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  (5* r ' 6) ; 
ph i S l e p s 2V =  2 0 * r 0 ' ' 6 * s l * s i n ( 4 * t h e t a )  /  ( 8 * r " 5 ) + 1 5 * r 0 ' 7 * s 2 * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a )  /  .. 
( 5 * r ' 6 ) —1 5 * r 0 ' 7 * s 3 * c o s ( 5 * t h e t a ) / ( 5 * r ' 6 ) ;
phi  S 2eps=—rO'5* c o s (3 * t h e t a ) / ( 3 * r " 3 )  ; 
p h i S 2 e p s U = r O ' 5 * c o s ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 ) ;  
phiS2epsV=rO ' 5 * s i n ( 3 * t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 )  ;
p h i S 2 e p s 2 = r O‘ 2 * s 2 * l o g ( r ) / 2 —r 0 " 3 * s l * c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( r )  —3*r0 ‘ 7* s i  * . . .
c o s ( 5 * t h e t a ) / ( 5 * r ' 5 ) —7 * r 0 ' ' 8 * s 2 * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 1 2 * r ' 6 ) —7 * r 0 ' 8 * s 3 * . .  
s i n ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 1 2 * r ' 6 )  ; 
p h i S 2 e p s 2 U = r 0 ' 2 * s 2 / ( 2 * r ) + r 0 ' 3 * s l * c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( r "  2) +3*r0 “ 7* s i  * . . .
cos  (5* t h e t a  ) /  ( r " 6 ) + 7 * r 0 ' 8 * s 2 * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 7 ) + 7 * r 0 ' 8 * s 3  * . . . 
s i n ( 6 * t h e t a )  /  ( 2 * r ' 7 )  ; 
phiS2eps2V=rO " 3 * s l * s i n ( t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 )  +  1 5 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a ) / ( 5 * r ' 6 ) + ,  
7 * r 0 " 8 * s 2 * s i n ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r " 7 ) —7 * r 0 " 8 * s 3 * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 7 ) ;
p h i S3 e p s =—rO ' 5 * s i n ( 3 * t h e t a )  /  ( 3* r"3)  ; 
phiS3epsU=rO ' 5 * s i n ( 3 *  t h e t a  ) /  ( r ' 4 )  ; 
phi S3eps  V=—rO'5* c o s (3* t h e t a ) / ( r ' 4 )  ;
p h i S 3 e p s 2 = r O ' 2 * s 3 * l o g ( r )  /2+7*rO ' 8 * s 3 * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 1 2 *  r ' 6 )  —r O ' 3 * s l  * . .
s i n ( t h e t a )  /  ( r ) —3 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a ) / ( 5 * r ' 5 ) —7 * r 0 ' 8 * s 2  * . . . 
s i n ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( T 2 * r " 6 )  ; 
p h i S 3 e p s 2 U = r O ' 2 * s 3 / ( 2 * r ) —7 * r 0 " 8 * s 3 * c o s ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 7 ) + r 0 ' 3 * s l * . . .  
s i n ( t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 ) + 1 5 * r 0 ' 7 * s l * s i n ( 5 * t h e t a ) / ( 5 * r ' 6 )  +7*r0 "8* s2 * . . . 
s i n ( 6 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 * r ' 7 )  ; 
phi S3eps 2V=- 7*rO ' 8 * s 3 * s i n ( 6 *  t h e t a )  /  ( 2 * r ' 7 ) - r 0 ' 3 * s l * c o s ( t h e t a ) / ( r ' 2 )  -  
15* rO'7* s 1 * c o s ( 5 * t h e t a ) / ( 5 *  r "6) —7 * r 0 '8* s2 * c o s (6 * t h e t a ) / ( 2 *  r '7)  ;
polarU l = p h i  I z e r o U + e p s  i lo n * p h i l e p s U + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i l e p s 2 U  ; 
p o l a r U 2 = p h i 2 z e r o U + e p s i l o n  * p h i 2 e p s U + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i 2 e p s 2 U  ; 
p o l a r U 3 = e p s i l o n * p h i 3 e p s U + e p s i l o n  ' 2* phi 3eps2U ; 
p o l a r U s l = e p s i l o n * p h i S l e p s U + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i S l e p s 2 U  
p o l a r U s 2 = e p s i l o n * p h i S 2 e p s U + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i S 2 e p s 2 U  
p o l a r U s 3 = e p s i l o n * p h i S 3 e p s U + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i S 3 e p s 2 U  
polarV l = p h i  I z e r o V + e p s  i lo n * p h i l e p s V + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i l e p s 2 V  ; 
p o l a r V 2 = p h i 2 z e r o V + e p s i l o n  * p h i 2 e p s V + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i 2 e p s 2 V  ; 
p o l a r V 3 = e p s i l o n * p h i 3 e p s V + e p s i l o n  ' 2 * phi 3 e ps 2 V ; 
polar V s l  =  e p s i l o n  * phiS l e p s V + e p s  i 1 o n ' 2* phiS l e ps 2V ; 
p o l a r V s 2 = e p s i l o n * p h i S 2 e p s V + e p s i l o n  ' 2 *phi S2 e ps 2 V ;
164
140 p o l a r V s 3 = e p s i l o n * p h i S 3 e p s V + e p s i l o n  ' 2* phi S3eps2V ;
p h i l = p h i l z e r o + e p s i l o n * p h i l e p s + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i l e p s 2  
142 p h i 2 = p h i 2 z e r o + e p s i l o n * p h i 2 e p s + e p s i l o n  "2*phi 2eps 2  
p h i 3 = e p s i l o n * p h i 3 e p s + e p s i l o n  ' 2 * p h i 3 e p s 2  ;
144 p h i S l = e p s i l o n * p h i S l e p s + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i S l e p s 2  
p h i S 2 = e p s i l o n * p h i S 2 e p s + e p s i l o n " 2 * p h i S 2 e p s 2  
146 p h i S 3 = e p s i l o n * p h i S 3 e p s + e p s i l o n ' 2 * p h i S 3 e p s 2
148
150
152
154
156
158
160
162
U l = c o s ( t h e t a  ) * 
Vl = s i n  ( t h e t a  ) * 
U 2 = c o s ( t h e t a )* 
V 2 = s i n ( t h e t a )* 
U 3 = c o s ( t h e t a ) *  
V 3 = s i n ( t h e t a )* 
U s l = c o s ( t h e t a ) 
V s l = s i n ( t h e t a  ) 
U s 2 = c o s ( t h e t a ) 
Vs 2=s i n  ( t he t a  ) 
U s 3 = c o s ( t h e t a ) 
V s 3 = s i n ( t he t a  )
p o l a r U l —s i n ( t h e t a ) * p o l a r V l  
polarU 1 + cos ( t h e t a  ) *pol arV 1 
pol ar U2—s i n  ( t h e t a  )* polar V2  
po l a r U2 +c o s  ( t h e t a  ) * polar V 2 
pol arUS—s i n  ( t h e t a )  *polarV3  
po l a r U3+c os  ( t h e t a ) *  polarVS  
* p o l a r U s l —s i n  ( t h e t a  ) * p o l a r V s l  
* pol arUs  1 + co s  ( t h e t a  ) * p o l a r V s l  
* po l a r Us 2 —s i n  ( t h e t a  )* polar Vs2  
* p o l a r Us 2 +c o s  ( t h e t a  ) * po l a r Vs 2  
* po l a r Us 3 —s i n  ( t h e t a  ) * po l a r Vs 3  
* p o l a r Us 3 + c o s (  t he t a  ) * po l ar Vs 3
A U veloc=U l*dpl+U 2*dp2+U 3*om ega+U sl *ds l +Us 2* ds 2+Us 3* ds 3  ; 
A V veloc=V l*dpl+V 2*dp2+V 3*om ega+V sl*dsl+V s2* ds2+Vs3* ds3 ;
APhi =phi  1 *dpl +phl 2  *dp2+phl 3 *om ega+phiS 1 * d s l +p h i S 2 *  ds2+phi S3 *ds 3
Polar-Velocities.m
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